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CANDLE SERT )'ICE-"THE LIGHT OF T H E WO R LD"
PRELUDE-"Berceu e'' from ''Jocelyn" ___________________________ _______
Al. Dougla , Jr., and l\1i . Ruth Miller.
H YM ,-"\Valk in the Light" -------------------~------- ____________________ _____ _
SCRIPTURE READI G-"Je us the Light of the World,"-John
Kenneth riller.
PRAYER, by Charlotte Steinhans.
SOLO-"Gently, Lord, 0 Gently Lead U , " ____________________________ _
Mr. Jo . W. Cannon.
CHARGE TO THE OFFICERS BY THE PASTOR.
Pre ident, Charlotte Steinhans
Vice- Presid .. t, Daniel McKeever
Secretary o::I Sunday ~ ..:hool, Margaret Belk.
Secretary of Chri tian Endeavor, Evelyn 1cEntire
Trea urer, William Bli
T BLEAU-''Passing The Torch."
Youth of the Church, AJice Reppard.
Fellow hip, Jame Godfrey .
Service, Tere ia Robinson.
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Editor

Assistant
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DEDICATION

'rc<o the Women's I nstructor in
U Physical Education, Miss L ucile
Jackson, for her two years of neverto-be-f or gotten service and her efforts
to promote our ideals of health, sportsmanship and fair play-we dedicate
this Hand book as a token of our love
and appreciation.
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FOREWORD
Women's Athletic Association
offers this second Handbook to
the women of Rollins College with the
earnest hope that it will create in them
a real de ire for the promotion and
fostering of the highest spirit of sportsmanship and co-operation . With this
publication comes a hearty invitation
for all those interested in clean sports
to join our organization.

~

U

HE

EDITOR
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OFFICERS
1929-30
President ___________________________________ ______Clementin e H all
Vice-President ---------------------------------------- Ru by Qui ck
Sec re ta ry __________ -------- -------------------------- __ ____ Helen C a rr
Treasurer ______ __________

___________ --~----- Frances Arnold

HEADS OF SPORT
Archery ________________ ________ ________ __________ __ _______ Ru th Cole
Ba sketball ___________________________________ Dama ri s \Vilson
Canoeing ___________________________________________ H a rri et Pi p ko r n
Hiking ----------------------------------------------------- L ois H a ncoc k
H ockey ____ . ___________________________ Elizabe th Rathb one
Swimming ________________--------------------------------}ewe l L ew te r
Tenni s _______ _________________________________________ Virginia R alston
Volley-ball _____ ____________________________ Marguerite L oBean
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ARCHERY
Who says that Robin Hood is a myth of the past?
One may hear the whizz of an arrow often in the
early mornings as some ambitious Maid Marion
ventures forth of practice.
Archery is sti ll in its infancy as one of the W. A.
i\. sports but such promising signs were shown when
the year's tournament was held on the greens in back
of Cloverleaf that a bright future can easily be predicted for this interesting sport.
Bring out your bows and arrows and try yc;mr
luck!

BASKET-BALL
Basket-ball received a very enthusiastic response
this year and because of the large squad and splendid material competition was keen. The class of
'30 again won the class championship with the
sophomores taking second place.
T'hcre was much rivalry for places on the OddEven teams. Three games were played, both teams
winning a game and the tie was settled with a very
exciting game in favor of the Evens.
Classes in basket-ball are also given to prepare
the less experienced players to prepare for the next
year. Come out for basket-ball-there is a place for
YOU!
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CANOEING
"Attention! Forward! Hip!" could be clearly
heard over the misty waters of Lake Virginia three
times a week in the early mornings of the spring
te rm. Two War Canoe Crews, composed of ten
Odds and ten Evens, competed for the championship. The crew which won the best out of three
scheduled races became the college champions.
In the canoeing classes during the winter term
technique is stressed; lessons in beaching; form in
a canoe, methods of correct paddling, and feathering being given.

HOCKEY
Hockey was one of the outstanding sports at Rollins th is year. There were about thirty girls in the
squad who bummed or hiked out to the HarperShepherd field for practice twice a week. Odd and
Evens teams were chosen, followed by games to
determine the championship. Although hockey is
p ractically a new sport, much has been accomplished
under the leadership of Miss Jackson . All the girls
taking it had so much fun that they are already
looking forward to next year.
Hockey will be a major winter sport this season
and there will be many scheduled games, so fall in
line with your hockey sticks and give your loyal
support.
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HIKING
Hiking, although young, has received much attention in its second year. Girls who liked ·knickers,
sweaters, and the great out-of-doors, found lots of
fun in the week-end, supper, and before-breakfast
picnic hikes arranged by the Hiking Sport Head.
The long tramps in the woods, the feeds about the
camp fire, interrupted by the singing of college songs
and sudden bursts of laughter are not easily forgotten . Those who were ambitious not only . re-, ,
ceived the benefits derived from the exercise but alsR .
accumulated points toward the W. A. A . awards .
>,I •
' ,r

SWIMMING
A sport that every girl enjoys and there is no
place better located than R ollins for such a sport.
Swimming is an outstanding sport, especially during
the spring term . Then there is the Inter-Class
swimming meet and later the Odd-Even meet. It
is a time of keen competition and much excitement.
Every girl may try out for a swimming team.
Class instruction in this sport is offered during the
fall and spring terms. It is very easy and pleasant
to practice with the lake so invitingly near at hand. ·,
Don't fail to take part in this enjoyable sport; remember every point counts.
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TENNIS
Ivfore interest was shown in tennis this year than
ever before. There were some very fine players
discovered among the new students . Ladder tournaments and games played by the champions caused
much excitement on the campus and a real crowd
witnessed the game which determined the school
champion. However, this sport needs more players
to bring about more competition and rivalry. Come
all who swing a "wicked raquet."

VOLLEY -BALL
The gym was the scene of much rioting when the
largest group in the history of volley-ball fought
for places on the teams. Class teams were picked
from the squad material and later, near the close of
the term, the Odd and Even teams were selected.
Exciting combats, consisting of three games to a
set and three sets to complete a match were staged.
The winning Odd-Even team had to succeed in winning two out of three games.
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W. A. A. SONG
(Tune-"School Days")
Reading and Writing and Rithmetic
Are helped by the swing of a hockey stick;
Swimming and boating and tennis, too,
Fill us with vim for the things we do.
In all kinds of weather,
We find pep together,
For we are the W. A. A.'s.

"R" GIRL SONG
(Tune-"Sweetheart of Sigma Xi")
The "R" girl is the grandest girl
Of all the girls I knowHer paddles and swims,
Heated games in the gym,
Account for her freckled nose.
She is the spirit of sportsmanship,
True sister to the TarSo raise your glass to the fairest lass,
The girl with the Rollins "R".
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ROLLI S PLEDGE SO -G
ear blue lakes that glint and sparkle in the sun
There is a place we love,
Where all nature smiles and lifts her leafy arms
To azure heavens above;
Friends are there and comrades true,
Hours of joy and_ sorrow, too,
Oh, R ollins for the ties that are so dear to us
We give this song to you.
Let thy spirit lead us ever bravely on

Thru calm, thru storm and strife;
May thy ideals be our never-failing guide
Whate'er we meet in life;
Give us strength and courage true;
Will to dare and power to do;
So lead on R ollin~, free our eyes to see the Truth
We pledge our hearts to you .
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HAIL DEAR OLD ROLLINS
(Tune: "The Green and White")

1.
Down South there is a college
The finest ever seen .. .
Where Seniors all are friendly
And freshmen never green.
Her profs are always kindly
Her hopes are ever high
Her rules are always mild
And yet they sat ... is ... fy.
CHORUS:

So-let-us hail dear old Rol-lins
The college on the lake
Whe-re education's friendly
Just a game of give and take.
And-let-us hail, too, her banner
The gold and the blue.
And so to Rol-lins ... 0 dear old Rol-lins ..
We pledge our faith anew.
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2.
Another thing peculiar
To this beloved school
All lectures are unheard of
Discussions quite the rule.
She has a Conference System
To turn work into play
And in a two-hour session
She packs an eight-hour day.

3.
Then here's long life to Rollins
Where things are as they seem
She's really As You Like It
~ ·or a Midsummer's Dream.
Her blue and gold are blazoned
On far-flung sunset skies,
For well God knows the slogan:
"It pays to ad-ver-tise."

THE

1928-29 \V. A. A.

BOARD

ROLLI

S IS ROLLI

G NOW

Rollins is rolling now,
Tra la la la,
Rollins is rolling now.
There's a way, no delay,
On the way, never stay;
So throw in yourself
And laugh and sing so merrily, merrily
Rollins 1s rolling now,
Tra la la la,
Rollins is rolling now.
Sure the goal is ahead
And our president's led,
Oh Rollins is rolling now, tra la,
Oh Rollins keep rolling now.
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"THAT'S HOW WE DO AT THE COLLEGE"
Oh, we wake up mighty early
Make a dash for Beanery late
That's how we do at the College.
We hurry on to classes
For the wretched hour is eight
That's how we do at the College.
The G. P.'s shine, we're a
T. H. C. Plan here .
Chapel bugle wakes us
Scatter, eat, drink, grumble
Oh the morning it is long,
Can't the Beanery hour come on,
That's how we do at the College.
Oh, we gt:t our beauty sleep
In the two o'clock each day
That's how we do at the College.
But sports and gym
find us full of pep and vim
We're stronger for health than for knowledge
It takes 'til late
To get ready for a date
Cars, are few, far between-we often have to
hike it
Down to Gary's; then the moon.
'Ray for College life-do we like it!
18

A SAD STORY
There was a boy who loved two girls,
And these two girls were cousins;
Clarinda was the careful one,
Roberta smoked her dozens.
ow, these two girls had suits of clothes,
For exercise constructed;
Clarinda wore hers twice a week,
Roberta's were "abducted.''
At least, she never had them when
The time for work-outs came;
So, presently her record showed
An F beside her name.
But more than this Roberta found
Clarinda slim and pretty,
While she herself looked more and more
Like the pale girl from the city.
And Clarinda's dates with their mutual beau
Were alarming in their frequence !
Roberta feared that wedding bells
Were an item in sequence.
And right she was, for William thrilled
To hear Clarinda's laughterSo healthy and so charming that
... His heart and hopes ran after.
No fault of his that he forgot
Roberta who smoked dozens;
19

Bill's heart by now was won complete
It was Roberta's cousin's!
Roberta soon a bridesmaid was;
Clarinda was the bride;
or could Roberta wonder that
Bill beamed and beamed his pride.
For the bride's round cheeks were natural pink;
Health's light was in her eyes,
Roberta realized at last
Life's laws we can't defy!
Now, the moral of this happy tale
Is, keep your muscles busy;
Breathe deep, keep sane, and you someday
Will also get your IZZY!!

T. L.

MOYERS,

W. A. A. Banquet, May 25, 1928.
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POINT SYSTEM
Odd-Even T eams
(Points not awarded in addition to Class Team)
Hockey, Swimming, Basketball, Tennis _ 100 points
Volley Ball, War Canoeing, Archery ______ 85 points
Class T eams
(Points not awarded in addition to squad)
Swimming, Basketball, Tennis ______________ 85 points
Volley Ball __________________ --------------------------------- 70 points

Squad
Anyone attending 2/3 practices m any
sport

25 points

Additional
Expert Swimmer's Emblem ____________________ 100 points
Red Cross Life Saving Emblem ________________ 85 points
Red Cross Examiner ------------------------------------ 70 points
Red Cross Renewal ----------------------------------- 85 points
Hiking-Every 3 miles ------------------------------ 2 points
Every 2 miles thereafter ____________ 1 point
Tennis Championship ________________________________ 100 points
Tennis Runner-up ---------------------------------------Archery Championship-First place ________
Second place -----------------------------Girls who have a posture __________________________
Girls who receive A in Dancing __________________
21

85 points
70 points
5 5 points
10 points
25 points

Girl s who receive A in Gymnastics ____________ 25 points
Sport Heads ___________________ _ _____ 25 points
Members of the 2nd Class Team in Volley
ball ·------------------------------------------- 10 points

AWARDS
W. A. A. Letters ---------------------------------------- 350 points
Sweater with "R" ______________________________________ 1000 points
Service bar (additional) ____________________________ 200 points
Emblem ____________________________________________Expert Swimmer
Seasonal Sport Awards
Gold basketballs ____________________________ Basketball (Fall)
Hockey emblem ______________________________ Hockey (Winter)
Swimming emblem ______________________ Swimming (Spring)

MEMBERSHIP
Membership shall be open to all women enrolled
in Rollins College who have handed in a written application to the Secretary stating that they have 25
points and have paid their dues (75c). }.a.,
I

Points for Memb ers hip

Hiking-Every 3 miles ___________________________________ _2 points
Every 2 miles thereafter ________________ l point
Tenni s-3 sets __________________________________________________ } points
Canoeing-6 miles __________________________________________ 3 points
Swimming-20 minute swim ________________________ l point
22

Joyous fl;.eetings
for Christmas

Mina and Charlotte Stienhans

~ - No.70
PlllNTllD IN U , S,A,

Phi Beta Fraternity entertained at
a tea at the home of Mrs. H. P. Harris, Virginia Heights, Tuesday afternoon. A delightful program consisted of two piano solos, Alvera
Barbour; a musical reading, Eleanor
Pressey; a group of vocal solos, Dorothy Ann Minter. The active chapter sang a group of Phi Beta songs
at the close of the program. The
guests included the patrons and patronesses, the faculty of the conservatory, and Charlotte Steinhan , Aurora McKay, Mary Hall, Jane Folsom, Catherine Greene, Vilma Ebsen, Elsie Braun, Dorothy Adams,
Thelma Cawood·, Elizabeth Hury,
Etheloweine Knickerbocker, Aldia
La Vigne, Jane Mathewson, Helen
Porter, Myra Thomas, France Arnold, Anna Treat.

After & day!I, return to
ROLLINS COLLEGE,

Carnegie Rall,
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA,

iss Oharlotte Stienhans
Kappa Epsilon House
int ex Park,

la.

The Phi Beta ga e their annual
patron and patroness reception
last Friday at the Phi Mu hou e.
Ir. Herman Siewert was inducted
as a patron.
In the receiving line
Virginia Richard on were the
Mi se Helen .Morrow, Sara. Huey,
Mary Boyer and Flora Furen.
During the reception there were
two solo by Mr . James E. Yarbrough, an alumna of Phi Beta and
a violin solo by Mary Boyer accompanied on the piano by Alvera
Barbour
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PIIl ~ FRATERMITY EUMIN'ATION

~. Vu1at constitutes eli~~bility to memhcrship in Phi Beta?
Give the duties Qf each cLapter officer,
j . Give t~e du.tics of er.1th m-,tiJn8.1 ~rr·i cer.
4·. Ex;p.lain n.nc.. pronounc .. alur.!Iffi ....a-hunnn:a,alumnus-·,Md a.11.llnni.
5. Write the co1e of ethicS' ·(frwmplete) . r.a.at chapter contributed it? .r . :.me of nut~:or.
6. ~Yb.en ~rn::1 where is tLe next n - ti onal convention?
·• ·what is ~rour -un1. i ti n f --:1 t~1_, future cf Phi Betn?
· VJ::iy are · Te f' . ~.... t r ·, i .i..xl:.
9 • · v~'ha t is t~·,.c fr: ·7: T1:[ -:J-i" Y' i tu n 1?
10 . W:J.a. t speciP 1 i 1e -· s have ;rou for t:ie adding of atmosphere
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Kappa Epsilon Sorority Entertains
Tho Kappa. Epsilon Sorority, the
oldest sorority in the state or Florida and for many years the only
sor~rity on the campus at Rollins,
gave their formal rushing party
yesterday heginning with an informal luncheon and ending wfth
a midnight serenade at the Kappa
Epsilon house.
In the late afternoon all the activo members and rushees met at the sorority house and at 5 o'clol\k
started in a number of motor cars
for a progressive dinner.
The first hostess was Mrs. John d
Huttig, and at her home, the "Ripples," the party spent the sunset th
hour being shown over the estate or
and at the end of the hour were t
. given their first course, consisting Y
of a fruit cocktail. From ther~ pd
the party proceeded to Mrs. W. A. .be
Wattle's home on Lake Virginia th
and were served to a soup course.
l\lrs. Harry 1\1. Sinclair entertained Y
the party next at her new home on ne
Osceola avenue with the fish e.
course. Then the party went to th
Mrs. ·w. D. Freeman's estate and e
there Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. Free- '
man's daughter, Mrs. Raymond ra
' Green acted as hostesses for the kl meat ~ourse.
For the salad course kMrs. H. s. Harris, faculty advisor et
: for the sorority, entertained at her
t home on Virgini'a Heights. For the
1 dessert course the members of the
J party were the guests of Mrs. J.
J K. List at her home on 'ew Mng1 land and Interlachen avenues. Mrs.
I List 1s the mother emeritus of the
c sorority and she made a most pie•
turesqqu-e hostess with her beauti- gh
.i ful white hair and gowned in a
re
( very attractive red chiffon evening ns
"i dress, carrying out the sorority . d'
1 a
J colors of red and white.
I From Mrs. List's home the entire the J party attended the movies in 0rI lanclo and then returned to Mrs.
r l\lcCaughey's home in Winter Park
I for after dinner coffee and after
dinner. sanowiches, and a short
~ program of sorority songs. · The
rj active members and the rnshees
' then returned to the sorority house
and tl.10 hour being a little late
I were softly serenaded into slumber
d land by the Hungerford , singers
~ with a number of negro spirituals.
I
This morning the rushees were
given a three-cour,se breakfast at ups
7 o'clock. The tables were covered with white cloths . and red ere
napkins and the center table had ffet
a huge bowl of red roses, the so- . t
rority flower.
1e Y
The active members were: The hey
Mi se
Virginia Stelle, Kathyrn ere
Hill, Myra Thomas, El zabeth Hath- K
bone Sara and Nancy Dickenson,
·
I enelope Pattison, Louise Brett, ttle
II len Porter, Louise House, Au- r to
rora McKay, Charlotte Steinhans,
Pauline Bumby and Lucille Tolson.
'£he alumni, honorary members rnilia
and guests who joined the party rbara
along the way , ere:
lrs. John
.
Huttig, Mrs. W. A. Wattles, Miss !active
Janet
inc.lair, Mrs. Raymond
Green, Mrs. II. S. Harris, Miss Margaret
Kay, Mrs. H. K. Kelley,

I

With

Progressive Dinner Honoring
Rushees
I
.\ deli ~l1tr 11 affai r or. la st ev e•
Ji'ollowin.; the supper the guests
ni tt~ ·n the progret:si-re cl i11ue1· a ttended the victure ''W1n.;t".
party 7•iwm b) the n1embers of which i bei11::,; shon1 at the Beacht he rappa Epsilon Sorority of Hol - am tbeatcr tbis week. A midnight
lins Coll ge in compliment of their s upper ·w as ser-red at the .La tell
ru ·hee .
Strini;· Tea Room.
.1rs. Jobn Hu ig as host
for
Th ru hees · in ·Jude Missee Bettbe ruit cock!. il, and soup was ty
Tone, El11.nb th RatbboDe,
ser-red at the bome o[ Mrs. Harr.• · ·ances Arnold, HeleTJ. Porter.
KelJ ·• .1\Jr • n, y Greene
erred Catherine Hill, Pauline Bumby,
· c:reole shrimp aucl Irs. ·•raft nnd Lucille Polson, Louise P,rett, Penel.Mrs. niggs ·ere hos tcsse fo1· th 11 ope Pattison, Alice Burdett •
meat :ours(: at the Whfs ling T,et'rhe nh1rnua~ present were. Usses
1Je. 1\lrs. H. ~.,. Hnrris ,.en· d the Margaret McKay of 'Tampn, fr~.
·a lad courso ,rn,1 • fr . Lf.:= t served l.i;m·I Sllanno11, Mrs. TJ011alcl Ylnc:eut
rlesert. Demf-tas .,, e Vi'as ~P.rYed v.t ()f Haines City and .Miss Helen
1be home of !rs . , ·alter nose.
Link.

1

olie of th~ smart an:/ri:-:r:;::~

;r:s

"llfiss

Stienhans Hostess
at Pretty Luncheon

affairs ofh1:~s
;at'herine Huttea at w
d at tbe Dubsdread
UI entertca:n: this afternoon tor
Country
u
it She was
Kapva. Epsilon Soror y.
Freda aleted by her mother• Mrs.

a-c tn-e nome of lHrs. Donald Uhe1. ey, of Orlando. The main course
was served at the Rendezvous, followed by the salad cour se at th13
home of Miss Charlotte Steinhan,5,
on .. Copeland Drive: Dess-ert and
coff ec was served at the home of
Mrs. Walter W. Rose, who was assisted by Mrs. W. M. Glenn and

l\Tiss Charlotte S teinhaus enterli ned with a beautiful seated
uu: heon yesterday a t her home Rollins Sorority
i Copolaud drive in honor of the
te mb er s of the Kappa Epsilon Holds Rush Banquet
erl~k :1~!~f~s for the player~ were
irority of Rollins College.
Car d
the porches and in the
The attractive dining tablP. was
The Phi Betas, national pro:fes•
arrauge on
which was
ntered with a large bowi or frag sional music and dra;matic art oattractive ball ttroorwith an abun•
nt pink roses and place cards ·ority of Rollins College, gave their
vei·y pre Y
t 1
m ade
d
flowers in pas e
shades of pink marked the pla· ormal winter rush banquet on
dance of gar en d other appoint•
:; of the guests. Luncheon was Monday evening at 7 o'clock at
colors. Ta~u:s0 a spring motif of
,. e,l at 1 . .,o o•clock.
the Green Gables.
ments carr1eThe high score winner
T h-c gu st s o! honor of the oc·
There was a program that took
eoft colors.
i
a. handfor tbe afternoon was g ;en dainty casion were Misrns Peuel~ope ~at· place in between courses. Miss
irginia Richardson, president of
painted door et.op an athe win- tersou,' Helen Porter, Katberrne
handkerchief case went to
ble H'll Pauline Bumby, Betty Tone, the orority gave the welcoming
of second hlgh. An ensem
:speech, Miss Charlotte Steinhans,
ner
gi7en as co-=isolaffiTn. Al1de Burdett, Louise Brett. Lois the history of Phi Beta. Miss Helen
•bridge ett wasbour a delicious tee Walker Elizabeth Rathbone, Lu• Morrow, the aims and ideals of
At the ea.
cille Tolson, Miriam Sperague.
course was served.. M1·s Walter Frances Porter and Mrs. H . F. Har- Phi Beta.
Th rushees wer e the Mi es
•
Guests includecl.
n..
Mrs Irvin Bacheller, Mm. ris and :Mrs. F. H. Enwright.
Dorothy
Smoak, Elizabeth Armnus ,
· .
M 5 A. . B Mac·
RarrY 0aterllng,
r .
s . Hard
The acU,·e members of the soror• strong, Elinor Dwight, Willie Pearl
h Y
lrs Clinton
co
'
Virginia Stelle, Wilson, Emlie Bookwalter, Jane
..,
~..aug; •K. Dickinson, Mrs. H. 8 · •ity a.re 11risses
om and Elinor Wright. Miss
4,.rs. .
Irs Hiram Powers, Sarah Dlcki;lson, .Mira Thomas. Fol
fargaret McKay, a charter memThompson,
•
11
H F
8
1
irgiufa Dicldnson, Petroue1:3 M.~· ber, w~ also pre~ent for th
Mrs Carlton Van Cleve, .1., r . . .
•
Mrs Kenneth Kratt, Mrs.
Kay Virginia Mitchell, Virginia casion.
Harr1s, K ft Mre Harry Kelly,
Scaie, Aurora Mel-Cay and Louise
George . ra •Fl d. u, Martha
Miss Ehnor
oo ,
"'
Howes.
Wright Miss Eleanor Upmeyer,
'fhe alumnae present were Miss
Miss Elizabeth Atkisson, Miss :ieatrice L arsen, Miss Martha Mat . s, Vir .... lnia Davis, Miss Margaret Mo·
)ti s Virginia Mitchell, Mi s Virg!D·
Mrs. Harry Kelly and ?t1rs.
la. Stelle, Miss Janet Love, !1ss
Ray Greeno.
Victoria. Dickinson, Miss Sara ~~:;
h1son Miss Evelyn Greene,
Cbariotte Setnhans. Miss ~!la
WeUt Mies Louise Hower,
i s
Barne\ia Woodward, Miss Petronella McKay, Miss June Chase, Miss
June Mosher and other .

Kelifenbeck, Lucille Tolson· Moore,
and Kay Hara. Place cards in twl)
shades of blue, and the owl, Kappa
Kappa Gamma colors and symbol
were used on the table of the Rendezvous, and each guest was presented at the last course with a
most attractive ornamental tray
as a favor of the evening.

:f

Ka;,

By Pan-Hellenic Ruling, Rushing
for girls is as follows:
INFORMAL, Beginning Oct. 31
Kappa Epsilon, Monday and
.Tuesday.
.Sigma Phi1 Wednesday noon to
Thursday noon.
Phi Omega, Friday and Saturday.
No rushing Sunday.
Alpha Omega, Monday and Tuesday.
FORMAL, Beginning Nov. 9 :
Kappa Epsilon, Wednesday, 5

P. M.
Sigma Phi, Thursday, 5 P. 1.
Phi Omega, Friday, 5 P. M.
Alpha Omega, Saturday, 5 P. 1.
Signed,
PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL

Rollins Sorority
Pledges Announced
Forty-seven women students o
Rollins College have been pledge
to the five women's fraternitie
and sororities on the campus as
result of the rushing period whic
ended yesterday. The complete lis
of th-e pledges follows:
·
Lambda Phi-Beth Cutter, For
1\fyers; Miriam Owen, Ormond;
Lois Hahn, Miami; Lillian Kin•
month, Daytona Beach; Jean Ful·
flngton, New Port Richey; Doroth
Deinst, Hillside, N. J.; EITzabet
Lynch, Park Hill, U. Y.
Gamma Phi Beta-Marjorie Jane
Bowers, Lake Wales, Fla., and
Hartford, Conn.; Katharine Goss,
Dunedin; Welch Middleton, Hastings; Myra Elizabeth Reece, Arca
dia; Janet Cadman, Orlando; Viv
ian Douglas, Bronson, Mich.; Jean
Jackson, Springfield, 0.; Mary Le
Korns, Olean, N. Y.; Marguerite
Libbey, Lakewood, 0.; Nancy McIntosh, New York, N. Y.; Ruth
Jean Phillips, Denver, Colo.; Deborah Williams, Rockford, Ill.
Kappa Epsilon - Jeanne Carter,
Orlando; Ruth Weaver, Tampa;
Imogene Carmichael and Eda
Soule, West Palm Beach; Elizabeth Armstrong, New York, N. Y.;
Polly Dudley, Newtonville, Mass.;
Elizaheth Transeau, Columbus, O.;
Eleanor Wright, Clifton Springs,
N. Y.; Kathleen Hara, St. Cathcrines, Ontario.
Pi Beta Phi-Mathilda Mizner
and Grace Dawson, New York
City; Nellie Crichlow, Bradenton;
Willie Pearl Wilson and Vida. Ball,
Jacksonvil1e; Sara Bell, Strong,
Me.; Gertrude Curro, Pleasant
Heights, Steubenville, O.; Sylvia
Fell, New York. N. Y.; Edith Moffat, Portland, Me.; Julia Marjorie
Rushmore, Hudson, N. Y.
Phi Mu - Dorothy Hallett and
Louise ,veeden, Winter Park;
Carol Bennett, Maitland; Jean Foster, Orlando; L. Eliza Windsor and
Josephine Guentner, Lake Worth;
Ella Mae Weeks, Brooksville; Al·
dia La Vigne, 1,'.ongwood; Dorothy
Smoak, Eustis, Fla:., and Oak Parle,
Ill.

. .K.
•

. ------

~
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Kappa Epsilon entertained l\Ionday, October 31, with a luncheon
given at Washburn's Tea Room,
with a party of twelve.
At 3 :30 P. M., K. E. entertained
at their home on Chase Avenue with
five tables of bridge. The color
scheme carried out the fraternity
color , red and white.
A salad
course and coffee were served. The
high score was made by Miss Ruth
Chase, and second high was won by
Miss Helen Davis.
Miss June
Chase was given the cut-prize.
Those present were Misses Ruth ·
Chase, Helen Davis, June Chase,
Pet McKay, Virginia Scales, Myra
Thomas, Jane Powers, Nancy Dickinson, Catherine Green, Sarah Dickin on, Barnelia Woodward, Janet
Love, Barbara King, Helen Ma_ss~y,

,,.,.

Tillie Moyer and Vivian Doug1as,
and the members of the fraterni~
ThAt night the house gave a different appearance.
Witches flew
around and ghosts floated through
the house. The three rooms were·
filled with Hallowe'en decoratio_n s,
bamboo and palms. The Florida
Melody Boys, the orchestra for the
evening, announced 4t inte11mission,
thaf food was served in the rooms
below. Cider, doughnuts, apples and
candy was served in true Hallowe'e~·
Istyle. Favors, confetti, and streamers were then given out, and the
dancing lasted until midnight. Those
above named were present.
On Tuesday they had the other
luncheon at Washburn's.
There
were twelve in the party. Nut cups
were used as favors.
At 5 :30 P. M. the rushees were
taken to the Amherst for a buffet
supper, where food of all variety
was served. After the supper they
saw Beau Geste. Afterwards there
was a party at McElroy's-the K.
E. Special was served, and "Little
l\Iiss K. E." presented as a favor to
each of the rushees.

Kappa Epsilon opened formal
rushing with a banqu t at Dubsdread Country Club Wednesday, November 9th. The table was appropriately decorated with red and
white, the colors of the sorority, predominated in the decorations, place
cards, nutcups •and favors. A five
course dinner of cocktail, celery and
olives, chicken, potatoes, green peas,
hot rolls, lettuce and tomato
,
rick ice cream and coffee fas ser
ed. A program was furnfslie by
th talent of the sorority girls. It
consisted of music and readings.
The gue ts were as follows; Alumi; Mrs. A. I. utliff, Mrs. Harry
Kelly, June Mosher, Helen Link,
Marion Sias; Honoraries; Mrs. I.
H. Enwright, Mrs. B. A. Burkes,
Mrs. C. F. Lavell, and Mrs. D. K.
Dickinson; Rushees; Janet Love,
Jane Powers, Sarah Dickinson, Victoria Dickinson, Myra Thomas, Tillie Mayers, June Chase, Helen
Davis, Helen Massey, Vivian DouI , Petronelle McKay, Barnilia
oodward, Virginia Seal
Barbara
King and Ruth ha e, and the a tive
members.

Kappa Epsilon Dinner Attractive
Event of Formal Rushing Week
WINTER PARK, Oct. 21-Kap ·
pa Epsilon sorority of Rollins College entertained their rushees on
Wednesday evening with the traditional progressive dinner that
has been given for the past severa1
years. Mrs. Harry K. Kelly, asisted by her mother, Mrs. D. K.
Dickinson, was hostess at the
cock:tail course, which was served
at the sorority chapter house on
Comstock-av. The soup cour.se
was served at the home of Mis5
Myra Thomas on New England-av.!
and was :followed by the fish course
at the home of Mrs. Donald Che1.ey, of Orlando. The main course
was served at the Rendezvous, followed by the salad course at the
home of Miss Charlotte Steinhans,
on. Concland Drive: Dess-ert and
coffee was served at the home of
Mrs. Walter W. Rose, who was assisted by Mrs. W. M. Glenn and

Mrs. J . C. Lettice.
Those present inc1uded the rush
ees, hostesses of the various
courses, Mrs. J. K. 1,4-st, Mother
Emeritus of the sorority, Miss
Margaret Barker, Kappa Kappa
Gamma co-organizer, and Mrs. J.
Irvin Chaffee, house chap.eron~.
and the following members of the
sorority; Betty Rathbone, Betsv
Harris, Celestina McKay, Betty
Currier, Janet Seasongood, Mildred West, Eleanor Wright, Louise
Brett, Jeanne Carter, Kitty Davis,
Ruth Harris, Jerry· Eckis, Jessie
Kehlenbeck, Lucille Tolson Moore,
and Kay Hara:. Place cards in tw()
shades of blue, and the owl, Kappa
Kappa Gamma colors and symbol
w~re used on the table of the Rendezvous, and each guest was presented at the last course with a
most attractive ornamental tray
as a favor of the evening.

ntertain /(. E.
st Unique Party

Sir Wilfred and Lady Grenfell Are
Guests of Sorority at Reception

B

Members of the Kappa Epsil-on ..
] sorority gave a benefit garden fete llilS
and bridge-tea on the lovely
grounds of Mrs. H. E. Osterlin's
ester Illg Offie
estate on Interlachen avenue1 Sat-1-:==------•••••--urday afternoon from 3 to 6 o olock. r
The party was for the benef,it of Thomas, Georgiana Hill, Pauline ·
the s<>rority house fund.
Bumby, Penelope Pattison, MargaDuring·the afternoon members of ret McKay and Virginia Stelle
the sorority and guest artists from
~he following pledges who
Rollins College gave a delightful assiS t ed were the Misses Betty
program ot music and specialty Armstrong, Jean Carter, Elizabeth
dandng on a raised platform in one ~ranseau, Eda Soule, Kathleen.
end <>f the lawn.
Miss Betty ara, Eleanor Wrighf and
! Armstr:ong gave an Apache tap Dudley,
daru!e m costume, Carlo Morozzo
gave several delightful piano selection•s, Miss Barbara Pars(>n acK. E. Sorority to
companied by Dick Buckmaster on
Have New Home
the piano did a natural dance in
Greek costume and Miss Catherine
Kappa Epsi)on of Rollins college,
G?ss charmed her large audience
oldest :mrority in Florida, has ju~t
wi_th a number of violin selections. Iclosed a lease on the William
M1s-s Goss was accompanied on the 's
Chase Temple Mansion in Winter
piano by Miss Frances Vallette of
Park, as a residence fo.r its memt~e Conservatory of Music at Rol- 1bers beginning next fall, according
lms.
f
to an announcement made yesterOne of the features of the afterday by Mrs. Raymond W. Greene,
noon was a · flower booth where I
who made arrangements for the
some of the girls dressed in old 1girls. Since Kappa Ep ilon takes a
fashioned costumes ,sold flowers e
leading part in the social life of the
and another was the raffling off of a
community, it is expected that this
a beautiful battik made ·by Miss d
announcement will be of interest
Myra Thomas which went to Mrs ,v
E. H. Riggs.
.
to a large number of people.
During the past year the Kappa
The active members
of the r
Epsilon girls have rented a bungasorority who attended the party r
low in Yirginia court near the
.w~r? t~e Misses Virginia Stelle, campus. The Temple home is much
D1x1e H11i, Eleanor Wright, Aurora ·larger and is located 011 Chase ave.McKay, Myra Thomas, Polly Dud- h
nue near the lake.
:ley, Kay Hara, Betty Armstrong
This orority was founded
Charlotte Steinham, Helen Porter' 1
1902 and among it alumnae a1·e
Lucille Tolson, ~ouise Howes, Betty ~
numbered many noted women. Mrs.
· Rathbone, Lomse Brett, Margaret Irving Bacheller acts ns "mother"
, McKay, and Betty Kelly.
,
for the girls.
. The actives were assisted by the~ ',
: two pledges Miss Jean Carter and· ,.
***
Miss Edith Soule.
.
~ose who took tables for the I,
. bridge were Mrs. E. R. Donnelly :
who had a party of two tables· Mrs
Stevens, Miss Dorothea Thomas.'
Mrs. J. J. Carty, Mrs. Cheney had
a party of two tables and also Mrs. e
J. J. Chaffee, Mrs. H. W. Barnum n
Mrs. B. A. Burks, Mrs. Willard 1
W;attles, Miss Sara Wens-ell and l
M1ss Betty Kelly.
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Kappa Epsilon Entertains .at Benefit
Ca:rd P rty and Tea at Oesterling Home
An, outstanding event of the
week at inter Park as the benefit card party and tea gi'Vl!t'- 7
terday afternoon at the beautiful
home of Mr. and M.n. H. E. Osterling on Interlachen avenue, b
the appa Epsilon &ol'ority of Rollins college.
Receiving ith Mrs. 0 terlin
ere Miss Evelyn Green, presiden
of the sorority, Misa Aurora McKay, and Miss Myra Thomas.
T enty-five tiable were arranged on the beautiful 1awn o
the home, and myriads of cut flow
ers were \lSed in decorating.
At the conclusion of the game
attractive prizes were awarded th
high and low score holders, an
also the winner of the cut prize
amo"Qg th tea guests received
lovely prize. An attractive batique
made by Miss Myi:a Thomas, was
raffled off during the aftemoon.
At the tea hour, an interesti
musical program was presented b
a trio compo ed of Frances Val
Jette, Mary Boyer, and Rudolph
n interpretative dance
Fisher.
was done by Miss Barbara Parsons, well known and talented
young dancer, and Hazel Dadington Yarborough delighted the
pea~ with a number of, songs.
Readings ere given by Evelyn
Greene wbicl,l were very much enjoyed.

Small corsagee .and boutonnierea
were aold during the afternoon,
and i11 Louise Britt and MiH
Virginia Mitchell were in charge of
the flower booth.
All of the Kap\>a Epsilon girls
were dressed in dainty pastel hadorgandie resses, and Jnade a
spring time setting of this
affair.
·

· f\OUms .:,oro 1 y u

Delightful Party
T.he Kappa,· Epsilon Sorority,
active members assisted by their
pledges, gave a most successful
benefit bridge 1ast Wednesday eve
ning at the Woman's Club. Ther
were about 30 tables in play and
the proceeds went to the sorority
fund. After the. bridge and light
l'efreshments were served a short
program of songs and readings followed.
Those winning a prize for high
score were Miss Ruth Johnson and
Major Ralph Dickinson. Prizes for
low score went to Mrs, Par.sons and
Professor Leland Jenks.
Miss Lucille Tolson sang two
songs exceptionally well, one was,
"Life," by Pearl Curren and the
other was, "The House That Jae
Built,'' by Sidney Homer. Miss
Tolson was accompanied by Mr•
.Richal'd Buckmaster.
Miss Eleanor Wright gave a dra\natic reading of "The Siege" b
Clements.
l\1iss Betty Armstr~g pleased
with two popular songs called "A
Wee Bit of Love" and "When My
Dreams Come True."
Miss Kathleen Hara gave two
short readings by A. A. Milne, HThe
Matket Square'' and "Vespers,'' in
costume.
The active membets who sponsored the party Wet'e: the Misses
Helen Porter, Louise Brett, Charlotte Steinhaus, Sara Dickinson,
:Mrs. Robert Shrewesbury, Aui·ora
McKay, Lucille Tolson, Louise

Howes, Elizabeth Rathbone, Myra

Kappa

psi on

ives

Bridge Tea Party

A delightful event of W ednes
day afternoon was the bridge te
given by the members of the Kap
pa Epsilon sol'ority of Rollins col
lege, at the Winter Park Woman'
club.
The club 1·ooms were beautifully decorated with a p1·ofusion of
garden flowers and bamboo.
At the conclusion of several
progres ions of bridge, l\Iiss Elizabeth Huery, holder of high score
for the ladies, was awarded
a
beautiful cream and sugar set, and
Mrs. L. A. Wood, holder of low
score, was presented a hand decorated green flower pot. Walter
Stevens, holder of high score for
the men, was awarded a handsome leather bridge set, and Professor ·wattles was consoled with
a ~et of brass ash trays.
A delightful program was. presented at the tea hour. Herman
Siewert played two of his origi-l
nal numbers which were enjoyed
Mis. Grace Boone '
e.·ceedingly.
delighted the guests with a reading, "The Vanishing Princes ."
Miss Boone is a dramatic 1·eader
and teacher of note. l\Iis. Vilma
Eb!"en, talented dancer, pi-es nted
a number of delightful specialty
dances.

1

K. E. Program ridge a
Beautiful Alfair
The Woman's Club was the scene
of a very attractive and successful

benefit program bridge given last
night by the K-appa Epsilon Sorority.
At the end of the bridge games
Miss Elizabeth Huery was awarded
high prize for the ladies which was
a cream and .sugar set. Mrs. L. A.
Wood won low priz13 and received
a green flower pot. Among the men
Walton Stephens won high score
and a bridge set in a leather case.
Willard Wattles was consoled with
a set of brass ash trays.
The prt'Jgram followed the games.
Herman Siewart was most enthusiastically received in his presentatio14,1 of tw<? original piano numbers.
Mrs. Grace Boone gave a short
play. Miss Vilma Ebsen was charming, as always, in a group of dances.
She was accompanied by Miss Ella
May Weeks.
The party was worked out and
given under the cap8fle manage
ment of Miss Petronia McKay.
Miss Louise Howes served as chair~
man of the refreshment committee
and Miss Charlotte Steinhans was
chairman of the decoration com
mltte~ which was responsible fo
the profusion of mixed garden
flo""ers about the club.

ANNUAL

KAPPA
BRIDGE

EPSILON '

The annual bridge and program
garden party of the Kappa Epsilon
sorority was held Saturday afternon at "The Gables," estate of
Mrs. H. E. Osterling, 6~J Inter
lachen avenue. Table-t were place
on the spacious lawn, which face
La'k& Virginia, among a variety o
shrubbery and beautitul sprin
!lowers.
, A lovely prog1 .. m as fo!lows was
rendered: A tap dance by Miss
Betty Armstrong, a piano solo b
Mr. Morzzo, a violin solo l::r ~iss
Katherine Goss, ac:: _1np:1:r.· ·d by;
Miss. _Frances -:-auett&.
Ameng those who had 1•eaerved.
ta.blea were: Mrs. E. R. Donnelly,
Mrs. Stevens, Mr8. J. J. Carty,
Miss Dorothea Thomas, Mrs. B. A.
Burks, Mrs. W. H. Barnu::...1, 1::-s.
Willara. E. Wattles, Miss Winsell,
Mrs. G: G. Cheney, Mrs. J. I. Chd
fee, Mrs. Harry Kelly and Miss
Vilma Ebsen.
Refreshments were served by
members of the sorority who were
charmingly attired in afternoon
dresses -or putel col'ors.

Kappa Epsilon to · Give
Program Bridge_ Wed.

The Kappa, Epsilon sorority will
give a benefit program bridge
Wednesday night, March 6, from 81
to 10:15 P. M., at the Woman's
Club.

.

I The program promises to be or
'great interest and entertainment.
Miss McKay will be chairman of
the arrangemsnts for the party.
The whole .sorority will act as a
orking committee to perfect tee
lans in their finest detail.

K. E. KOMMENTS

ay Presides at
psilon Annual Banquet
Hostess Describes Experience as Guest in King of
Siam's P a 1 a c e and
Show Art Treasures.

, of Louise Brett and Miss Myra Thoman- as, ~ho p;aye several readings.

Pauline Bumby was generthe al l\hss
chairman for the occasion.
Among those atending the banand qu_et were the members of the sor·
clec- onty and Dr. Helen W. Cole, Mrs.
Quite the lover t ancl mo t Tall H. F. Harris, Mrs. Willard Wattles
unique party of the season was - on . Iiss Lida Woods, Mrs. J. H. Dick:
given _londay . afternoon by Mrs. vely rnson, Mrs. D. K. Dickinson, Mrs.
Ulysses Grant lcQueen at her vely Robert Davis, Mrs. Harry Kellv
home on Chase avenue, ,vinter
the l\Iisses Ada and Margaret M·c:
Park, when she entertained witll a ' ca . Kay of Tampa, Mrs. William J.,inds sey of Tampa, Mrs. Donald Vintea, " leeting the King in Siam.''
Her attractive ho1ne, which i ~~d cent, Miss Edna Wells, Mrs. E. H.
filled with art objects which she
e Riggs, Mrs.
. B. Mccaughey,
has collected from all over he e~e, Mrs. W ..W. Rose, l\Irs. '\V. w. Yoworld, was particularly lovely on fo;s thers, Mr . Davis Fishback 1r~
this occasion with the use of white tl_ie Benjamin Fishback, frs. iT. 1\1:
narcissus, roses and lilies about ;is, Glenn, Mrs. J. . Letticc, Miss Elithe rooms. 1rs. l\1cQueen was as• rs. nor Flood, Mrs. H. S. Thompson
sisted in receiving and looking trn Mrs. H. E. 0stcrling and frs. w'.
after the plea ure or her guests by 1'.1r• F. Blackman.
:\lrs. John K. List, Mrs. E. H. Riggs
s
and Irs. S. G. Davidson, or Tamworth, ·. H., who is !rs. Mc· , en
Queen's house guest.
ZB•
""hile all the guests ~·ere a sem· r.9:rbliog, attractive and lovely ilks uss
and embroideries, carvings and
paintings, which l\1rs. 1\lcQueen has ast
collectecl, were displayed. Table ll'm,
l'unners or exquisite workmanship ~eafrom China, a handsome shawl, a Hy.
r.tunning lounging robe gorgeou ly ity
embroidered. colored Chinese pa- mu,
jamas, an autograph book contain•
ing signatures o! the leading fig• - ·
res in world affairs, a handsome· eY can·ed box of cryptomanina.
~·ood, were among the things dis·
e
layed. Another interesting piece inla
n her collection is a. ilver and ar•opper chest, carved by the people son,
! Damascus, "·hich was giYen 1r . bert
. . cQueen by the government of J e·
·usalem for her work there during
rhe re.construction period or the
J<~nglish military regime.
lt is ,
ined with sandalwood and bas her
ame carved on it in Arabic. She s
as been offered $5,000 for the box. ,
notherJpiece of interesting origin •
s a huge sacred wall piece which •
·as carefully guarded and prized ·
y a Chinese woman, as it de• •
icts in exquisite embroidery work
he emblem of longeYity. rrbis ·as
lso given to Mrs .... lcQueen.
n inCormal talk on her e peri•
nces was then given by Mrs. Mc•
ueen. She regards Slam as the
ost interestng country ,1slted in
er experiences ot twice around
he world. She said, in part:
"Siam is unique, an independent
country on the continent ot Asia,
he only absolute monarchy in the
world. It is about the ahie ot Ari•
~ona. and Utah combined, with the
total white population a little over
2,000. The majority ot the king•
dom's nine millions are natives,
but 1 saw many Chinese and In·
dians.
Every able-bodied man
serves in the army, making labor
high in Siam. Th chief product
1B rice, an the
ain source Qt

Kappa Epsilon wishes to announce
as pledges: Helen Davi , Jeffreys,
ew Hampshire; S arah Dickinson,
Dunedin, Florida; Janet Love, A hville, orth Carolina; Victoria DickDuncdin, I<'lorida;
June
Chase, Cleveland, Ohio; P tronila
McKay, Tampa, Florida; Barnelia
Woodward, Tampa,, Florida, and
Virginia Scales, St. Petersburg,
Florida. A buffet upper wa erved at the fraternity house on Cha e
A venue, after the pledge service la t
fonday evening.
Kappa Epsilon tho e who enjoyed
Mrs. Sutliff's hospitality were:
Misses Ada and Margaret fcKay
of Tampa, Peg Canning of St. Petersburg and Mrs. Laura Randal
Huttig of Winter Park.
ling at the Phi Beta par y.
Mat is being quite literary and has
joined Alice Hegan Rice's seminar
in addition to Percy McKaye's class.
It's heen some feat keeping Pet
and Aurora here with the excitement
of pirates in Tampa.
Charlotte surprised us with a real
home made cake and punch Tuesday
n~hL
.
K. E. pledges wish to thank Al)
pha Omega pledges for their hospitality last Sunday.
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Pauline Bumby, Lucille Tolson, Mildren Flope. Flelen Porter Penelope
Pattison, Miriam Sprague, Betty
Tone, Mary Veasey and Lottie
Turner.
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chusetts to visit her last week-end.
How to commit suicide: slap
on the back.
Famous . aying of famous p opl
Hand me the Unrruentine.
ucnu.tUUJ
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ga; e a 1UilCil

eon at her home in Orlando.
After the lecture Tuesday night
our head chef, Lou Howes, served
waffles and sausage to a large num
2
! her of visitors.

etiquette meanwhile. Helen wishe
to apply for a mouse-catching job.
Lou and Tolson are still feelin
for broken ~nes and in awed tones
tell. of their escape from deat
du~·mg a recent ride to and from
,Oviedo.
But speaking of really rash
deeds-have you seen Batlabone 'l
Now she can sleep five minut.ea
eve

We are delighted to have one of
our alumnae, Elo•e Arms, now
Mrs. Clark, in Winter Park for a
few weeks.
Lou, Aurora, Ginny, Stella and
Margaret rushed off to Ocala
Tuesday and crashed through with
n exciting time.
Costumes-Beaux
like that .
The kitchen was handy again,
only it was oysters this time.
If. you think that we look slight- a
ly haggard these days, it's because
we spend about one half the night trying to force Aurora to turn off
the light and go to bed. Studies?
Sandspur? or writing letters?
No kidding though we've all
studying so hard there days we
have no time to do anything rash.
Everybody is busy making cor-'
1
sages for the Garden Party. w e
hope lots of you will be there to
enjoy it with us.
Since Eda has been' sick, we
have had lots of flowers in the
house.
Everyone who remembers Vilma
Ebsen will know why we are looking forward so to having her spend
Saturday night with us.
ty Tone back wtth us again e
th o ' sh e isn
• ' t living at the house
ven.
She sort.'1 gave us a surprise when
she dropped in on us.
Meals seem to be quite popular
at the house-why the Luncheon
Club even prepares mushrooms and
steak now.
And another thing, just what is
the meaning of Rathbone being on
one end of the line of a long-distance telephone call?
Cookie, that candied pineapple
from the home of them all
great. Come again.
·--o·•-
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rn~n and her guest from Maine.
Miss Weber stayed with us Wednesday night. Hope she won't wait
. till . Margaret goes away again for
her next overnight visit.

Mrs. McQueen
Girls T¥ith
Hostess Describes Exp :1:ience as Guest in King of
Siam's Pal a e and
Shows Art Treasures.
Quite tl1e loveliest and most
nnique party of • the season was
given 2\londay . afternoon by Mn;.
Ulysses Graut McQueen at her
home on Chase avenue, ·winter
Park, when she entertained with a
tea, "Meeting the King in Siam:·
Her attractive home, which i
filled with art objects which she
has collected from all over lie
world, was particularly lovely on
lhis occasion with the use of white
narcis5us, roses and lilies about
the rooms. Mrs. 1\fcQueen was assisted in recei,·ing and looking
after the pleasure of her ,;nests by
Mrs. John K. List, Mrs. E. H. Riggs
and l\Irs. S. G. Davidson, or Tam·
worth, N. II., who is Mrs. Mc•
Queen's house guest.
,Yhile all the guests were assem·
bling, att1·active and lovely silks
and embroideries, carvings and
paintings, whicl1 l\trs. McQucen has
collected, were displayed. Table
runners or exquisite workmanship
from China, a handsome shawl, a
:;tunning lounging robe gorgeously
embroidered, colored Chinese pajamas, au autograph book contain·
ing signatures of tbe leading fig•
res in world affairs, a handsome•
y C'arved box of cryptomanina
rnod, were among the things dis•
laved. Another interesting piece
· n ·he1· collection is a silver and
·opper chest, carved by the people
>! Damascus, ·w hich was given Mrs .
• IcQueen by the go,·ernment of Je·
·11salem for her work there during
rhe recon trnct1on ueriocl or tho
1-.Jnglish military regime.
lt is
lined with sandalwood .anu has her
11ame caned on it in Arabic. She
as beeu o(fered $5,000 !or the box.
nother / piece or interesting origi
a a huge sacred wall piece which
·as carefully guarded and prized
y a Chinese woman, as it deicts in exquisite embroidery worl~
he emblem of longeYity. This ·as
!so giYe11 to ilfrs. l\lcQueen.
An informal talk on her experl·
nces was then given by Mrs. Mc·
ueen. Slle regards Siam as the
ost inte1·estng country visited in
1cr experiences of twice around
he world. She said, in part:
"Siam is unique, an independent
country on the continent or Asia,
1he only absolute monarchy in the
world. It is about t11e si:ae oC Ari•
zona and Utah combined, with the
total white population & little over
2,000. The majori.'ty or the king•
dom's nine mUlions are natives,
but I saw many Chinese and In•
dians.
Every able-bodied man
serves in the army, making labor
high in Sinm. The chief pi-oduct
is rice, and the main soui-ce of
revenue is opium, ,hich is a goY• '
ernment monopoly, and th-eir chief
import .cotton.
•
"The people or Siam are good
looging, polite and are cultured
and gracious in manner. Their
national costume is the panuug,
which covers the body from tho
waist to the knees. The language
of the ruling family ts different
from that of the common people.
The commercial language is Eng•
lish.
'Fishing is very popular and con•
ducted with great skill. Fish may
be eaten only wllen they have ex•
pil"ed on land, as to slay them
would insult their god, Buddha.
"The king received his education
t1.t Oxford and in the United States
and his brother is now studying
medicine at Harvard. The king is
small, of Mongolian appearance,
about 33 years o! age. The king
and his wife have visited in the
United States and were enter·
talned by one of the boys on our
sll_ip. A girl nnd boy in our party
danced the Charleston at the re·
quest of the king, for which they
1·eceived many gifts. A Siamese
drama was giYen for our entertain•
ment during the four days that we
~ere guests of the king. The plays
liegin in the afternoon, lasting t wq
{;0ntlnuous days.
''The temples are gorgeous
sights o.t splendor in color and
carving. The settings of jewels,
mosaics of glass and 11orcelain rep•
resent years of skillful labor. The
emerald and jade Buddha attracted
he sightseers. I was silencecl with
he beauty and the more I looked
he more overwhelmed I became
l"ith the gigantic display of wealth
·n the temples and palaces.
"The throne room or the king is
ivalled only b}· that of the tsar of
.. ussia.
It expresses all the
lreams of the ,1,11cient dreamers or
arbaric splendor.
Siam is the
nly country in the world where
uddhism is completelv the ruling
·e!igion and the king the . only livng defender."
Following the iu[orrual discusion, 1•erreshments were sened.
fhe dining table, which was Jaicl
.vith an exquisite lace cloth, was
entered with a bowl or ro.ses and
rrangecl with a tea and coffee
ervice at either end. l\Irs. E . l I.
Riggs poured coffee and Mrs. S. G.
Davidso11 assisted io serving tea.
The guests included the active
chapter of Kappa Epsilon sorority,
a number o[ honorary members, of I
which Mrs. :McQueen is one. their
pledges ancl other friends . Among I
those present were: Mrs. S. G. I
~avidso~. l\1rs. John K. · List, ~lrs.
E. H. Riggs, :\Jrs. Harr~· Oslerlrng,
Mrs. F. \V. Cady, Mrs. D. K. Diclc•
insoo, Mrs. J. ll. Dickinson. l\lrs .
H.F. Harris, Mrs. Willard Wat1les,
Mrs. E. R. Phillips, J\frs. H. S.
Thompson. Mrs. George Ki•art. I\
Walter Rose. Mrs. LeRoy
Mrs. B. A. Burks. Mis
\Vhite, . Iiss Billie Wh
rian Sias, l\liss June
Hany Kelly, the
1

Miss Aurora McKay Presides at
Kappa Epsilon Annual Banquet
The Yappa :fJpsilon Sorority, of
Rollins College held their 27th t1nnual banQuet la st evening at the
Angebilt l10lel.
The soror'ty , colors of red and
·hite ·FeP carried out in the decorations
nd appointments. Tall
red ape.rs burned at intervals on
the long f.ab le and bowls of lovely
sprin~ fw,wers were effectively
placed. ~
'fhe toastmistr ss for the occasion was Miss Aurora Mel ay, and
among those taking part in the
J)l'O"Tam were Miss . Evelyn Greene,
president . of the sorority, Miss
Kath 'I'll Hill, who represented the
new memliers, 1\-1iss Virginia Davi ,
. ho ~po!iR for the alumni, Mrs.
Willard
attles who spoke for the
honorary hrnmbers, Mrs. H. F. Harris, facu lty advisor, and
Hs

Louise Brett and 1\Iiss Myra Thomas, who gav several readi ngs.
l\liss Pauline Bumby was ge neral chairman for the occasion.
Among those atendin~ the banquet were the memhers of th e sorority and Dr. Helen W. Cole, Mrs.
H. F. Harris, Mrs. ~Villard Wattles,
Miss Lirla Wood~, Mrs. ,J. H. Dickinson, Mrs. D. K. Dickinson, Mrs.
Robert Davis, Mrs. Harry Kelly,
the Iisses Ada and Marg1ret McKay or Tampa, Mrs. William l.,indsey of Tampa, Mrs. Donald Vincent, Miss Edna ·w ens, Mrs. E. H.
Riggs, Mrs. A. B. Mccaughey.
Mrs. W ..W. Rose, Mrs. ,v. W. Yothers, Mr . Davis Fishback. Mm.
Benjamin Fi shback, Mrs . W. M.
Glenn, Mrs. J. '. Lettice, Miss Elinor Flood, 1:rs . H. S. Thompson,
Mrs. H. E . Osterling and Mrs. W.
F. Blackman.

1

Brilliant Banquet Celebrates Founding
Date Of Rollins Kappa Epsilon Chapter
' The twenty-sixth anniversary of
the founding of Rollins Callege
chapter of K~ppa Epsilon sorority
was the occasion for a brilliant
banquet last night at the Waterwitch club, attended by about 40
guests.
Red and white, the sorority colors, were attractively used in the
decorations and appointments.
Rosese were the flowers used on
the long table.
Attractive programs designed in
red and white had all the names of
· the sorority members since its
:founding 26 years ago.
Mrs. Irving Bachellor, Mrs. H.F.
Harris and Miss Martha Mathis received the guests.
A charming program was given
during the evening by Miss Elizabeth Atkinson, vocalist; Miss Char1otte Steinhans, reader, and Miss
Elizabeth Kraft, pianist.
'
Jv.tiss Martha Mathis was t oast '
mistress and presided with charm,
and talks were made by Miss Bea- '
trice Larson and Mrs. Harry Kelly.
Active members of the sororitv~
...._are the Misses Elizabeth Atkinso1i, l

June Chase, Sara Dickinson, Victoria Dickinson, Beatrict Larson,
Louise Hoes, Martha Mathis, Aurora McKay, Patronella McKay,
Janet Love, Evelyn Green, Vi-rgmfa
Mitchell, Charlotte Steinhan, Virginia Scales, Virginia Stelle, .3arnelia Woodward and Myra Thomas.

K.~t~ Sorority fto®tea- 1--By Dr. and Mrs. Burk

One of the mo.st pleasant of the
pre-co~mencement parties in Winter Park wa.s the, dinner at which
Dr. and Mrs. B. A. Burks entertained recently, honoring the members
of the Kappa Epsilon sorority of
Rollins College. Qthe,r guests were
Dean and Mrs. Winslow Anderson,
Prof. Sylvester Bingham, and Mrs.
Bingham, Dean of Women, Miss
Doroth~a Thomas and Mr. Larry
Lynch, Miss Marion Weber, Director of Women's Athletics, and Miss
Margaret McKay, house, mother of
Kappa Epsilon.
Dinner was served at small
tables on the porch overlooking the
lake. The tables were centered with
candelabra and bowls of garden
flowers.
At the conclusion of the meal the
guests assembled in the living room
where the senior members of the
sorority put the freshmen through
many delightful stunts of -readings,
songs, and music, until the party
left to attend the recital given by
, embers of the college conserva;~
at Woman's club.
'. :M
ut 35 college girls and mem: e~
the faculty enjoyed this de.tl and informal hospitality.

Miss McKay- Honoree
At Birthday Party

Mis Marraret MdC&y» houa
chaperone for the 'Kappa Ep ilo
and former student at Rollin Col
lege was the r~iplent of a pretty
birthday dinner party given Thursday evening at the Green Gables
Tea Room by hoer mother, Mrs. D.
B. McKay, of Tampa.
The party wa a complete urprise to Mi s McKay.
he· arrived
to have dinner as h thought with
everal friend . he wa conducted
to the Italian dining room where
twelve of her orority is,ters_ greeted her with numerous presents. The
table was , beautifully decorated
with tall centerpiece of snapdragon inter per ed with flame
vine. Nut cups in a yellow and
gr en and tall yellow taper in
amber holders comploteq a most
art tic color S<'h•eme.
After a four cour e dinner a
white birthday cake was brought in
f stooned completely around with
a flame vine de itn in orange color.
Those who made up the party
were Misses Helen Porter, Louise
Brett, Betty Rathbone, Louise
Hows, Myra Thomas, Virginia
Stelle, Penelope Patterson, Charlotte Steinhans, Sara Dickinson,
,Aurora McKay and Mrs. Robert
:shrew bury.

Miss Eva Thompson Is
Honoree at Party
Miss Eva Thompson was complimented at a charming party yes, terday afternoon by her mother,
Mrs. H. S. Thompson of Maitland.
Miss Thompson is here from Baltimore for a short visit with her mother.
The gueds were members and
honorary members Qf the K.appa
Epsilon sorority of which · Miss
Thompson is a member.
Mhs. H. F. Harris and Mrs. Enwright assisted the hoi:;tess in entertaining. Invited for the afternoon were Mrs. H. F. Harris, Mrs .
George Kraft, Mrs. ;Iiram Powers,
Mrs. Clinton Scollard, Mrs- Hamilton Holt, Miss Elinor Flood, Miss
Virginia Da•js, Mrs. Kelly, Mrs. E.
K. Dickinson, Mrs. W. F. Blackmon,
Mrs. Sutl.iff, Mrs. Florence Vincent,
Mis,o: Ruth Rjchie. Mrs. Leigl} New~
ell, Mrs. E. A. r,urks, Mrs. E. H.
Rigis, Mrs. H. W. Barnu.m, Miss
Eleanor Uppmeyer, Mrs. F. H. En::wright~ Miss Consta'nce Holt; Miss
Sulvia Holt, Miss L. Woods, Miss
Hill, Mrs. Osterling, Mrs. C©les,
Miss Miller, Mrs. Ann Bronsen,
Mrs. Ann Johnston and Mrs.
Co~e~
·
!
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appa Epsilon Sorority
Honors Mrs. Enwright
The Kappa. Epsilon Sorority of
Rollins College entertained last
night with a reception at their
chapter house in honor o! their
new house mother, Mrs. F.
En-

H:

wright.
The decorations were in. red and
white, the sorority colors. and
quantities o! zinnias and i-oses
were used about the house in -vases
ancl bowls.
In the receiving line we1·e Miss
Beatrice Larsen, president of the
active chapter; Mrs. F. H. Enwright; house mother; Mrs. H. F.
Harris, faculty aclvisiw; Mrs. F. W.
Cady, honorary representaWre;
Miss Martha McKay, of 'l'ampa,
alumna.; and Miss Martha Mathis,

active member.

·

A most enjoyable prog1·am was
given by Miss Louise Howe, Orlando pianist; Miss Charlotte Wettstein, reader; Miss Evelyn Greien_
reade1', and Miss Eleanor Upmeyer,
soprano.
Mrs. Walter W. Rose poured coiEee aud Miss Hannah Gartland,

dean of women at the college,

poured tea.
The active members are: Misses
Charlotte Steinhaus, Louise Howes,
Aurora McKay, Edna Wells, Martha Matllis, Virginia Mitchell, Ev•
elyn Green. Ann Hathaway, Bea- '
trice Larsen and Eliza beth Atkis•
sen.
The guests ere the alumnae anrl:
heir husbands, the honorary mern- •

ers, and a number of the Rollins '
ollege faculty members.
•

$

•

Sorority Members
njoy Beach Party
The Kappa Epsilon Sorority active chapter members of Rollins
College are enjoying their annual
house party at the beach house of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Glenn, at
Wilbur-by-the-Sea.
The girls, chaperoned by Miss
Martha McKay, house mother, motored to the beach yesterday morning. They will be joined today by
friends, and will return to Winter
Pa1·k this evening.
Members of the active chapter
are the Misses Aurora McKay,
Charlotte Steinhans, Lucille Tolson,
Myra Thomas, Elizabeth Rathbone,
Sara Dickinson, Mrs. Robert
Shrewesbury, Penelope Pattison,
Virginia Stelle, Helen Porter,
Louise Howes, Betty ArmstJ•ong,
Polly Dudley, Elinor Wright, Kath.
leen Hara, and Jean Carter.

The Gate 0' the Isles, the at:ractive estate of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Bachellor, was the scene of
a festive dinner party, given last
evening for the Kappa Epsilon
sorority members and their eseorts
who remained here for the Christmas holidays.

On aturday, -October 8th, Mrs.
R~y B. ~rutliff entertained . Kappa
E psUo~ with a bridge party at her
home 11f.n · °Winter Park. Four tables
of bridge were played, at the conclusion of which the prizes were
awarded to Martha Mathis Edna
Well and Peg Canning.
Wh n the rame closed Mrs. Sutliff served a delicious salad cour e.
Beside the active members of
Kappa Epsilon tho e who enjoyed
Mrs. Sutliff's hospitality were:
Misses Ada and Margaret McKay
of Tampa, Peg Canning of St. Petersburg and Mrs. Laura Randal
Huttig of Winter Park.

K. E. KOMMENTS
We are glad to have Mrs. Harris
back after her sickness last week.
The demand for more of "Sadie
Fellows" and our favorite lines from
"Icebound," has kept Charlotte busy
amusing us. She and Mat have been
giving us duets.
This terrible epidemic of ghost
stories continues to rage unchecked;
the present outburst started with the
very ''mad" one told by Mrs. Gosling at the Phi Beta party.
Mat is being quite literary and has
joined Alice Hegan Rice's seminar
in addition to Percy McKaye's class.
Ct's heen some feat keeping Pet
and Aurora here with the excitement
of pirates in Tampa.
Charlotte surprised us with a real
home made cake and punch Tuesday
night.
K. E. pledges wish to thank Alpha Omega pledges for tneir hospitality last Sunday.
/
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K. E. KOMMENTS
Mrs. McKay stayed with us last
week before open-house.
We are
very grateful to her for being such
an efficient guardian angel in fixing
the house for us.
We hope that the Thetas were
properly inspired after the painstaking inspection they gave the
house Sunday. Frank Abbott was
forcibly restrained from borrowing
a dresser cover for them.
Edna and Elizabeth came up from
Tampa Saturday to be with us for
open-house.
Peg Canning also surprized us
this week.
Mrs. Ray Green entertained with
a bridge supper Wednesday evening
in honor of Kappa Epsilou. Those
present besides the active chapter
were Louise Brett, Alice Burdett,
Pauline Bumby, Lucille Tolson, Mildren Flope, Flelen Porter, Penelope
Pattison, Miriam Sprague, Betty
Tone, Mary Veasey and Lottie
Turner.

K. E. K0MMEN1'S

The McKay house at Indian Rocks
rocked with Rollins coed and men
again this week-end, when we held
our annual house party there. Elizabeth Atkinson, Peggy Canning
Goodell, Margaret and Ada McKay,
Ginny Scales, Carl Warner, and
Eleanor Upmeyer were our guests on
Sunday. '\iVe were fortunate enough
to have Mrs. Bartlett, Mrs. Enwright, and Mrs. Wattles go with
us.
Crab-catching according to Ab bott, archery and lion hunting by the
.Tames brothers, gulf swimminµ: and
sunburn were among the chief diverBut why
sions of the week-end.
wast.e words, see our snaps.
We celebrated a birthday late
Wednesdav night.
Ginny Stelle
thought she could keep it.
Betty Bathbone's mother an
father motored down from Massa
chusetts to visit her last week-end.
How to commit suicide: slap
on the back.
Famous saying of famous peopl
Hand me the Unguentine.

K. E. KOMMENTS
We are glad to have Virginia
Scales with us again. Ginny, Edna,
and Trixie were all at the house last
week-end.
Kappa Epsilon honoraries an
alumnae entertained the active chapter and guests with a progressive
dinner Monday evening. We visited the Beacham and the Latchstrin
afterwards.
Margaret McKay and Virgini
Davis gave us a steak roast on Freeman's ·1awn Friday night.
Saturday and Sunday Mrs. Enwright entertained with a week-end
party at Bumby's camp. Among the
many enjoyable events was the exciting boat ride given us Sunday,
morning by several expert mechanics.
After spending Sunday morning
on the lake, losing big ones, Jimmy
Armstrong attended services at th
colored Methodist church that nigh
by way of atonement.
Saturday Charlotte gave a luncheon at her home in Orlando.
After the lecture Tuesday night,
our head chef, Lou Howes, served
waffles and sausage to a large num
be of l' · sito__r_s_.

omments
We wish to express our sincerest
sympathy to Louise Brett upon the
loss of her father. We hope that
she will soon be back.
At last the weather gave us a
break and behaved beautifully for
our garden party last Saturday.
Ada McKay and Whiting Hali's
mother, after motoring down • to
Sebring to hear the Glee Club concert, came to Winter Park for the
weekend. Yes, our garden party
rated.
Sarah, Nicky, Eleanor, Mat and
Helen felt the lure of spring last
Sunday night and went on a moonlight picnic. Evidently they had a
good time for they are planning to
repeat the experience.
We enjoyed having Marilouise
with us last Tuesday night. Come
again, Marilouise and we'll try to
give our mice a few pointers o
etiquette meanwhile. Helen wishes
to apply for a mouse-catching job.
Lou and Tolson are still feeling
for broken bones and in awed tones
tell of their escape from death
during a recent ride to and from
,Oviedo.
But speaking of really rash
deeds-have you seen Rathbone?
Now she can sleep five minutes
longer ever mornin.

K. E. Komments

The K. E. House has been turned into a school for young ladies,
with majors in nursing, typing,
'dressmaking and cooking. We all
'e xpect to graduate with Ma.g na .
Cum Laude.
'

I'

We cer;,.inly were pleased with;
Charlotte's performance in "As l
You Like It." And then not content·
with that, she startled us by being,
"'Miss Orlando" in the pageant at~
Lake Eola.

1

Everybody is busy making cor~
sages for the Garden Party.
hope lots of you will be there to
enjoy it with us .

we:

~

Since Eda has been sick, we
have had lots of flowers in the
house.
Everyone who remembers Vilma
Ebsen will know why we are looking forwa1·d so to having her spend
Saturday night with us.

K. E. Komments
Margaret and Aurora left us and
spent the weekend in Tampa visiting a cousin from Spain; however
the children were good and resisted
the temptation of the green bananas.
To members of the Tatting Club:
-We were pleased to have you at
our home for the last meeting and
we hope, in the future, to be able
to fulfill all of Sister Pickard's
desires- Now that we are educated as to the custom of the club.
"Army" and "Navy' (Goldfish)
seem to be declaring war in Cloverleaf and have announced that they
intend to swim to the K. E. house
where the food and water is better.
"Red" dropped in on us from
Gainsville, Tuesday, and took Aurora and Cile for a little joy-ride
-But the.Y didn't mind, even a little bit.
Of course it's great to have Betty Tone back with us again even
tho' s-he isn't living at the house.
She sorta gave us a surprise when
she dropped in on us.
Meals _seem to be quite popular
at the house-why the Luncheon
Club even prepares mushrooms and
steak now.
And another thing, just what is
the meaning of Rathbone being on
one end of the line of a long-distance telephone call ?
Cookie, that candied pineapple
from the home of them all was
great. Come again.

K. E. Komments
We are glad to announce Mrs.
Sinclair, of Toledo, Ohio, as
I an honorary member of Kappa Epsilon.

I John

We were pleased to have Phi
Beta use our house for their rush
tea, since Mrs. Holt's unforeseen
absence made it impossible for her
to entertain.

Last Sunday morning a waffle
breakfast was served to twenty-•.
eio-l-.t at the home of Charlotte 1
Steinhans in Orlando. Louise
Howes and Kam Hill assisted in
rece1vmg the guests, -t,ound a~
cheerful greeting of "good morn-c
ing" at each place.
r

Helen Porter and Louise Brett,.
found time to crowd a steak roast
into the busy schedule of events,
I last ·Monday and such weird tales
0
as were told around the fire.

1,

We just received word thate
Trixie Vincent has received her :I
M. A. deQ'ree. Jt's a boy, and his
name is Hugh t
e
Margaret dashed to Tampa ov~r- e
night Wednesday with Kay Sher-·
man and her guest from Maine.
Miss Weber stayed with us Wed-1
nesday night. Hope she won't waittill Margaret goes away again for
her next overnight visit.
e

We will open our house to thed
students and faculty next Wed-ir
nesday evening and you are
cordially invited to come.
Ginny Stelle was kept busy during the vacation by taking carel
~of the Gift Shop at Green Gables.,

K. E. Komments
We deeply regret the passing o
Mrs. J. B. Thomas.
Everyone is back on the jo
again except Kam Hill and Bett
Tone. There were big doings ev
erywhere. The "left-overs" had
waffle party, Chaperone Maso
leaving a bit too early for the fun
Then Mrs. Irving Bacheller enter
tained them Christmas Eve at he
home.
Nancy celebrated Christmas b
being married and Sarah surprise
us by becoming engaged. Hele
Link, an old K. E., was also mar
ried during the Christmas
tion.
Hara and Transeau learned t
play baby golf. Hai-a apparent}
pas a permanent pass up there
while Transeau states that th
high score pays and pays and
pays.
Polly went to Tampa to visit the
horses again. This time she
swears she didn't fall off, but ...
Although she had a good time in
Miami, Cile did not seem brokenhearted to return.
Polly's mother arrived from the
North right after Christmas and
the K. E."s are having fun showing
her Rollins.
Ginny Stelle was kept busy during the vacation by taking care
of the Gift Shop at Green Gables.

KAPPA EPSILON
Program 13ridge ·
WOMAN'S CLUB

EIGHT O'CLOCK

Wednesday Evening, February 5th
~dmission, $I.oo

KAPPA EPSILON
Fourth Annual

Garden Party
At "THE GABLES,H 642 N. Interlachen Avenue

3:00 P.M., Saturday, Ap1·il 5
BRIDGE

PROGRAM

u::

Adinission, -

Sl.00

KAPPA EPSILON

GARDEN PARTY
MRS. H. E. OSTERLING'S LAWN
642 INTERLACHEN AVENUE

APRIL 13, 1929

3 :oo O'CLOCK
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GIRLS OF TH E OLDEST SORORITY
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KAPP A EPSILON DINNER

Fruit Cocktail

Olives

Celery

Consomme en cup

Chicken a la King

·French Peas

Potatoes

Hearts of Lettuce
Ice Cream
Demi Tasse

Cake

ORDER OF THE EVENING
Fraternity Song
Toa1stmtstress: Martha Mathis '28
Bea trice Larsen '28
Past President
Elizabeth Atkisson
Solo
Mrs. Harry Kelly '25
Alumnae
..,,
Charlotte Steirvhans
Reading
Mrs.- Herman F. Harris
Faculty Advisor
Elizabeth Kraft
Piano Solo
Mrs. Hiram Powers, Delta Gamma
Honorary

1902

1920

Lillian Wilmott: Mrs. David Fishback, 508 N. OTange
Ave., Orlando, 1'.,la.
Eula Drennen: Mrs. Richard Peters, Bowman Ave.1 Mer:.
ion, Pa.
Eugenia Ballenger: Mrs. James K. Blackburn, Pulaski,
Tenn.
Elizabeth Knox: Mrs. F. Gray Rush, 1500 S. Delaney,
Orlando, Fla.
Cora Milligan: Mrs. D. W. Griffing, 116 W. Huisache St.,
San Antonio, Texas.
Florence Robinson: Mrs. Charles Hudson, Cataula, Gl:l'.
Myrtice Scott: Mrs. H. F. West, 727 Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga.
'Mary Enid Scott: 504 Terrace Place, Milwaukee, Wis.
Helen Steinmetz: 1308 De Kalb St., Norristown, Pa.
Eibel Westall: Mrs. Roy Ga'lbreath, New Smyrna, Fla.

Georgianna Hill, Martland, Fla.
Helen McKay: Mrs. William C. Lindse~, 311 S. Gomez
St., Tampa, Fla.
Mal'garet McKay: 824 S. Orleans St., Tampa, Fla.
Helen Everhard, 204 High St., Wadsworth, Ohio.
Lee Wilkerson: Mrs. Paul Hubbard, St. Petersburg, Fla'.
Eva Missildine: Mrs. Willard C. Thayer, 3300 Chicago
Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
Dorothy Darrow, 310 E. 7th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Marion Richard, 208 High St., Wadsworth, Ohio.

1903

Helen Dickinson: Mrs. Harry Kelly, Winter Park, Fla.
Ada McKay: 824 S. Orleans St., Tampa, Fla.
Charlotte Miller: 12 W. 95th St., New York, N. Y.
Helen Meeker: Mrs. H. W. Hall, 94 Lincoln Ave., Mineola, Long Island.
Virginia Davis: 1032 Hull St., Evanston, Ill.
Margaret Bacchus: Mrs. W. H. Howe, Port Loma, Cal.

Ada Bumby: l\Ir. W. W. Yothers, 251 S. Orange Ave.,
Orlando, Fla.
Lucretia Cousen: Mrs. Otto J. A. Grassi, Hartsdale, New

York.

Shirley Cl'aig: Mrs. Walter C. Essington, 707 Euclid Ave.,
Orlando, Fla.
Mamie Dawson: 2722 Terra·oo Drive, Parkland Estate,
Tampa, Fla.
Florida Howard: E. Church St., Orlando, Fla.
Alice Longley: Mrs. Emmet Ross Fertig, 65 E. Conner
St., Noblesville, Ind.
Mary Josephine Sadler: Mrs. David St. Clair Simpson,
Mt. Dora, Fla.

1904
Laura Anders: Mrs. Brook "Barrett, 30 E. Freedley St.,
Norristown, Pa.
Nell Broward: Mrs. Le Roy B. Giles, 603 De Laney St.,
Orlando, Fla.
Louise Brown: Mrs. Elmer W. N onis, Broadmoor Farm,
R.F.D. No. 4, Montgomery, Ala.
Ma1·ie Drennen: Mrs. Harland F. Ong, Beaver Falls, Penn.
Mal'guerite Drennen: Fomona Co11E>£_e, Claremont, Cal.
Mary Robinson, 301 E. Jackson St.J Orlando, Fla.

1905
Elizabeth Axtell: Mrs. Clifford A. Payne, 2015 Riverside
Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.
Jessie Conklin: West Palm Beach, Fla.
Emma Hudson: Mrs. Walter :F'. Bettis, 5601 Osceola Ave.,
Tampa, Fla.
Mary Lee Oliphant: Mrs. Brown, Marshallville, Ga.
Lois Sample: Mrs. W. 1M. Glenn, Gatland Ave., O1·lando,
Fla.
Caro Shaw: Mrs. L. '.Barker, Marietta, Ohio.

1906
Eda Brewer: Mrs. Fred Wooley, A vandale, Sarasota, Fla.
Kate Dawson: Mrs. 1\1. R. Kemp, Avon, Va.
Mary Lee Drennen: Mrs. W. B. White, 93{> S. 31st St.,
Birmingham, Ala.
Mary Fletcher M:cCa.rthy, Mrs. Merle McElroy, 5 Lucerne
Circle, Orlando, Fla.
J ulia Morse: Tampa, Fla.
Fannie Robinson: Mrs. Donald Cheney, 18 Ma1·k St., Orlando, Fla.
1907
Louise LaMontague, 1862 St. Lawrence Blvd., Monti·eal,
Canada.
_..Margaret Woodruff: Mrs. Frank C. Boardman, Benton
1
Harbor, Mich.
1908
Lila Peck Bronson: Mrs. E. C. Cooley, Warren, Ariz.
Leslie Donaldson: Mrs. P~yette FI·oemke, Lake Alfred,
Fla.
Theo Marie Hart: Mrs. William B. Howe, Hendersonvillei
N. C.
Mabel Allen: Mrs. Dean S. Pike, Winter Park.
1909
Alice L. McCready: Mrs. Greenbaum, 195 Maple St.,
Kiffawning, Pa.
Jessie Work: Mrs. C. A. Noone, 216 Fort Wood Place,
Cha~tanooga, Tenn.
Freda M. Reed: Mrs. L. Raymond Dawson, 5 Stiles Park,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Florence K. Johnson: Mrs. Walter L. Lloyd, 383 Somerset St., Johnstown, Pa.
1910
Katherine Burns: Loughman, Fla.
Ruth A. Work: 1973 E. 116th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Carolyn Lanear: Jasper, A1a.

1911
Clella Avery: Mrs. John W. Shannon, Box 436, Manilla,
P. L
b
Kathryn Bonnell: Mrs. John W. Stagg, St. Peters urg,
Fla.
Lucy Lee Clark: Mrs. Ernest BulwinJ,1e, _M~Davi?-, Fla.
l\fal'y Price Corre 3612 Trimble Ave., Cmcmnat1, 0.
Alberta Smith: Mrs. Arthur Schultz, Winter Park.

1912
Sara: Wilson: Mrs. J. B. Munson, 4927 Burke St., New
Orleans, La.
Enid Broward' Mi·s. L. A. Hardee, Box 126 Bothell, Wash.
Louise Bucher: Mrs. J. F. Wimbish, 49 Washington St.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Grace Hatheway, Bryn Mawi.· College, Bryn Mawr. Penn.
Louise Smith: Mrs. J. C. Lettice, Winter Park, Fla.
Adelaide Vorhees: Mrs. Kenneth McCullock, Wooster, 0.

1913
Irene Thoren: Mrs. C. G. Tilden, Winter Garden, Fla.
Clermond Mendel: Mrs. R. E. Spears, Pleasant Valley,
Wheeling, W. Va.
Elsie Broward: 1605 E. Church St., Jacksonville, Florida.
Emily Allen: Mrs. Cowles, Andrus, Challis, Idaho.
Dorothy Sterling: 'Mrs. Earl Deitz, 933 Breford Drive,
Beverly, Cal.

1919
Pauline Phelps, 432 Fairgreen Ave., Youngstown, 0.
Elizabeth Murphy: Mrs. William Coleman, Atlanta, Ga.
Helen Hanna: Mrs. Sherman Moore, Sanford, Fla.
Mary Louise Knoske, 123 Mulberry St., Warren, O.
Florence Bumby: Mrs. Ben Fishback, Orlando, Fla.
Doris Tilden: Mrs. Robert Davis, Orlando, Fla.
Idabel Edwards, 838 41st St., Wilwaukee, Wis.
Jean Wagner: Mrs. Earle Shannon, Winter Park.
Mary Whitehead, 'Mrs. William Sherman, Fulton, Ky.

1921
Rebecca Caldwell, Lake Wales, Fla.
Bessie Coulson: Mrs. Biehl, 741 S. Union Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Carol Whitney, Elkton, Fla.

1922

1923
Anne Hall: 12 W. 95th St., New York, N. Y.
Eloise Hall: Columbus, Ohio.
Fay Hall: Mrs. Paul Potter, West Palm ·Beac1', Fla.
Emily Gregory: 'Mrs. Brandt Watson, New Symra, Fla.
JuneMosher: West Pa1m Beach, Fla.
;.\fartica Saunders: Mrs. Griffith, Middleberry, Vt.
Eva Thompson: Maitland, Fla.

1924
Catherine Beale: Mrs. Orlif Suttiff, Winter Park, Fla.
Ruth Richey: Orlando, Fla.
Beatrice Larsen: Ashev'ille, N. C.
Elizabeth Atkisson: Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Martha Mathis: Panama City, Fla.
Eloise Arms: 805 Hinman, Evanston, Ill.
Laura Randall: Mrs. J. M. Huttig, Winter Park.
Vandine Logan: Mrs. Lee Newell, Lake Cherokee, Dr.,
Orlando, Fla.

1925
Edna Wells: 810 S. Orleans, Tampa, Fla.
Lois Briggs: St. Petersburg, Fla.
Anne Hathaway: Brooksville, Fla.
Evelyn Greene: Statesboro, Georgia.
Sarah Kroh: 424 N. 15th St., Kansas City, Kan.
Virginia' Mitchell: 4230 Ingraham Hy., Cocoanut Grove,
Fla.
Gladys Miller: West Palm Beach, Fla.
Louise Mathis: Mrs. Edward Butler, Crescent City, Fla.
Wilhelmina Freeman: Mrs. Ray Green, Winter Park, Fla.

1926
Charmaine Berquist: Western Springs, Ill.
Peggy Canning: E 215 14th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Louise Howes: 'Box 206, Orlando, Fla.
Gertrude Jones: Orlando, Forest Hills ,Fla.
Katherine McMahon: 2101 Lake Drive, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Aurora McKay: 824 S. Orleans, Tampa, Fla.
Helen Link: 812 S. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Marion Sias: Box 73, Orlando, Fla
Charlotte Stienhans: 230 Copeland, Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Virginia: Stelle: Chicago, Ill.

1927
Janet Love: 3 Vineyard Place, Asheville, N. C.
June Chase: Glen Valley Club, Breksville, Ohio.
Petronila McKay: 824 Orleans, Tampa, Fla.
Victoria Dickinson: Dunedin, Fla.
Sarah Dickinson: Dunedin, Fla.
Virginia Sca1es: 625 Hall's Court, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Barnelia Woodward: 819 West Shore Drive, Tampa, Fla.
Myra Thomas: Winter Park, Fla'.
Fraternity Mother
Mrs. Jrving Bacheller, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. J. K. List, Winter Park, Fla., Mother Emeritus.
Honorary Members
:.frs. W. F. Blackman, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. F. A. Curtis, Orlalldo, Fla.
Miss Isabel Fie1d Johnson, Rockhill, S. C.
Miss Gertrude Leeper.
Miss Julia B. Reed, Andrew College, Cutbert, Ga.
Mrs. E. H. Brewer, Winter Park, Fla.
M:rs. Henry Kart
Miss Elizabeth Meriwether.
Mirs. W.W. Rose, Winter Park, Fla.
Miss Marion Rous, 44 Barrow St., New Yo1·k, N. Y.
:!\-frs. George Morgan Ward, Palm Beach, Fla.
Mrs. Eldridge Hart.
Mrs. C. W. Temple, (deceased).
J\1frs. H. 'B. Casselberry, Winter Park, Fla.
l\frs. Irving Bacheller, (deceased) .
Mrs. H. E. Shiver, Converse College, Spartanburg, S. C.
Mrs. D. K. Dickinson, Winter Park, Fla.
'M iss Elinor Flood, Winter Pl:l'rk, Fla.
Mrs. Frederick Cody, (deceased),
Mrs. W. D. Freeman, WinteT Park, Fla.
Mrs. E1ba .Johnson, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. E. G. McQueen, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. Clinton Scollard, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. H. E. Osterling, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. J. H. Dickinson, Winter Purk, Fla.
Mrs. J. Irwini Chaffee, Providence, R. I.
Mrs. Clarenee Vincent, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. H. S. Thompson, 'Maitland, Fla.
Mrs. Hiram Powers, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. E. H. Riggs, Winter Park,. Fla.
Mrs. Ruth Byran Owens, Coral Ga·b]es, Fla.
Mrs. Cora Harris, Rydal-in-the-Valley, Ga.
Mrs. Wilbur Doremus, Mt. Clair, Nevi Jersey.
Mrs. H. F. Harris, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. F .H. Enwright, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. WiJJard Wattles, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. Cecil Lovel1, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. George Kraft, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. A. B. MacCaughey, Winter Park, Fla.
J\1rs. B. A. Burks, Winter Park, Fla.
Mrs. E1i7.abeth Kraft, Winter Pa'rk, Fla.
Mrs. Genius, (deceased)7
Junior Honorary M<'m bcr
Miss Martha Wright, Winter Park, Fla.
Miss Virg-inia Thomas, Winter Park, Fla.
l\Jiss Eleanor Upmeyer, Maitland, Fla.
lWss Katherin~ Huttig, Winter P;}rk. Fla.
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Fruit Cocktail
Chicken Patties
Green Peas

Mashed Potatoes
Fruit Salad
Rolls

Cake

Ice Cream
Coffee

Louise Brett

Petronila McKay

Pauline Bumby

Virginia Mitchell

Nancy Dickenson

Penelope Pattison

Sarah Dickenson

Helen Porter

Evelyn Green

Elizabeth Rathbone

Kathryn Hill

Virginia Stelle

Georgiana Hill

Charlotte Steinhans

Louise Howes

Myra Thomas

Aurora McKay

Lucile Tolson
Elizabeth Tone

Virginia Davis

Helen Kelley

1930
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Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
ROLLINS COLLEGE
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WHISTLING KETTLE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1930
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1930
TWENTY-EIGHTH

<!/Inniversary ~anquet
of the

Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
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WHISTLING l(,ETTLE
WINTER 'PARK, FLORIDA

SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1930
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/(1PPA EPSILON 13ANQUET
~~

FRUJT COCKTAIL
OLIVES

CELERY
CONSOMME
CHICKEN 'PATTIES

FRENCH 'PEAS

POTATOES
TOMATO ASPIC
CAKE

ICE CREAM
<JJEMI TASSE
CANDY

NUTS

ORVER OF THE EVENING
TOASTMISTRESS: CHARLOTTE STIENHANS, '30
SARAH DICKINSON, '31
PRESIDENT

BETTY ARMSTRONG, '33
INITIATE

MRS. DONALD VINCENT, '28
ALUMNAE
MRS. HERMAN F. HARRIS
FACULTY ADVISOR
LUCILLE TOLSON, '32
SONG
MRS. B. A. BURKS
HONORARY
FRATERNITY SONG

u!CTI//E CHAPTER
Louise Howes
Aurora McKay
Virginia Stelle
Charlotte ~tienbans
Sarah Dickinson
Dixie Hill
Penelope Pattison
Nancy Shrewsbury
Myra Thomas
Louise Brett
Helen Porter
Betty Rathbone
Lucille Tolson
Betty Armstrong
Jeanne Carter
Polly Dudley
Kay Hara
Eleanor Wright

TWENTY-NINTH

e/lnnlversary <iJanquet
of the

Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
ROLLINS COLLEGE

FEBRUARY 20,
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WHISTLING KETTLE

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

MENU
0

FRUIT CUP
OLIVES

CELERY

CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP
ROAST CHICKEN
POTATOES

BUTTERED BEETS

HEART OF LETTUCE
WITH RUSSIAN DRESSING
ICE CREAM WITH STRAWBERRIES
DEMI TASSE

MINTS

ORDER OF THE EVENING
ELEANOR WRIGHT,'33
Toastmistress

NANCY SHREWSBURY,'31
President

JANE SCHOLZ,'34
Pledge President

CHARLOTTE STIENHANS,'30
Alumnae

MRS. ESTHER B. FERGUSON
Rollins

MRS. H. E. OESTERLING
Honoraries

FRATERNITY SONG

'
ICTURED above are the nine pledges
of the RoUins Chapter of the Kappa Epsilon Sorority:
ISS RUTH BAILEY WEAVER, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
V. B. Weaver of 3313 Mullen avenue, Golf View, Pennsylvania.
'
ISS BETTY MAE ARMSTRONG, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Armstrong, 37 West Seventy-second street,
New York City.
ISS JEANNE DURANT CARTER, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Carter, 317 E. Yale avenue, Orlando.
ISS POLL DUDLEY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E: S.
Dudley of 454 Walnut street, Newtonville, Massachusetts.
ISS C. KATHLEEN HARA, of St. Catherines, Ontario, is
making her home here with her brother and sister-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. L. Hara of 100 E. Church.
ISS EDA SOULE, daughter of Mrs. Constance Soule of
932 Mangonia Road, West Palm Beach.
MISS ELEANOR GAGER WRIGHT, daughter of Mr. and
1'1 Mrs. Wright of Clifton Springs, N. Y.
ISS ELIZABETH HASTINGS TRANSEAU, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Transeau, of 2079 West Fifth avenue,
Co umbus, Ohio.
ISS IMOGENE CARMICHAEL, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Carmichael, 1020 South Olive street, West Palm
Beach.
All photos by Flora except l\liss Carter's by Falls.
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From Florida
Superlatives seem quite in order
when
Mrs. H. E. Oest. 1'ntroduc1·ng
.
erlmg of Wmter Park, Florida. She
comes fr?m our youngest-of-all,
Delt_a Epsilon. Sh~ was ~mong the
earliest of conventio~ arrivals. ~er
husband, D:r:. Oesterlmg, came with
her (an~ that's just about a supersuperlative) . And a mor e ardent
Kap~a than she we have yet to
meet. About 1-0 years ago she was.
made an honorary member of Phi
Beta and last Januar y received her
Kappa badge. It is truly inspiring
to hear her expressions of loyal interest in everything which concerns
Winter Park and Rollins and the

Kappas, and of the close bond
which exists between the older and
the active members of the chapter.
Besides her Kappa interests, she
holds two vice-presidencies in her
community, one in the Winter Park
Women's club and one in the Garden club. Every year the chapter
enjoys a bridge party in her lovely
garden and her home seems always
to be in a beautiful state of open
house for the girls. Delta Epsilon
calls her fairy god-mother and she
· 1s are perf ect ."
"'"'ays , "To me the gir

ICTl. RED ahoYe are the attractive J:(roup of "rusheei-'' of the

Rollins College chapter of the Kappa EpRilon sorority. They
P
are (left to -right. top row) the Misses l\lildred West, Kitty Davis,

Jessie Kehlenbeck, Margaret Barnum, .1erry I~ckis.
(Center ro,v) :Misses Elizabeth Currier. Kathryn Devereux,
.lanet Seasongoocl, Jane Schols, Celestine McKay.
·
(Lower row) l\tisses Ruth Harris, Josephine Van Zandt, :Mar: ha Vau Zandt, and B~ti-y Harris.-All photos by Falls.

PLEDGED TO KAPPA EPSILON AT ROLLINS COLLEGE

Pledge of Kappa Epsilon of Rollins College,
letter orority in the state, whose chapter house is located on ha c
avenue, Winter Park.
The girls are guided by Mrs. Irving Bacheller,
~·orority mother, and l\1rs. H. F. Harri , as advisor.
Man of the

Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida
June 19, 1929
Dear K. E.:
On June 7, our alumnae of Winter Park and Orlando met with us
to form the Kappa Epsilon Alumnae Association, and we knew you
would be interested to hear about it. A second chapter was added
the first part of last week, when the Tampa and St. Petersburg
K. E .s plan a joint meeting in their part of the state. we have
hoped for a long time to have the Association started, since our
alumnae group is a strong one and can be an active organization.
You will probably hear more details of the new club from one of
the secretaries, but we want you to be in touch also with our
present active chapter and its activities.
,
We have nineteen members this year, with Virginia Davis, '25,
and Mrs . Harry Kelly-Betty Dickinson of the class of 1 25, as our
active alumnae. Vve are inclosing a sort of roll call, because
you may know some of us already •....
Aurora and Pet McKay of Tampa; Iviyra Thomas of h inter Park,
Charlotte Stienh.ans, Louise Howes, and Pauline Bumby, all
of orlando; , Evelyn Green of Statesboro, . Georgia; Helen
Porter of Clinton, Kentucky; Lucile Tolson of Miami;
Virginia Mitchell and Louise Brett of Cocoanut Grove, Flor~da; Penelope Pritti~on of -~sh~~i}le; Bettj Tbric~and Virgin
ia Steller of Chicago; Kathryn Hill of St. Lpu;l.s ;. Betty
Rathbone oJ; Boston; and Nancy bnd Sarah Dictcinson of Dunedin, Florida.
Like all good colleges, Rollins has grown much Jately, and we
have a great many organizations and activities of one kind and
another on the campus. K. E. is well represented in all of them,
with eBpecial strength in the Glee Club, Art Association, French
· Club, and Little Theatre Workshop . Several outstanding campus
honors have belonged to K.E.s this last year. Aurora, besides : ~
holding office in almost every club here, being president of the
Spanish Club and so on, is the first girl editor of the Sandspur,
and has made such a good one that she was recently elected to the
same office again for next year, with no one even trying to run
against her. Aurora also carried off most of the honors at the
Little Theatre, where she won first place in two of the three
groups of plays presented, then was awarded the final first prize
for being in the best play of the year. Charlotte represented
K.E. as one of tho three members of the Rollins Debating Team,
which refused to follow the example set by our football men, and
came through a most successful season, suffering no defeats at all.
Several of our girls have distinguished themselves in the Art
Department; Penelope wins prizes on her drawings, Myra and Nancy
always get first place whenever they exhibit their batiks, Dnd
Sarah was awarded first prize of ~100 in a state "Florida poster"
~ontt,:;s c ~
'11hen 03 some of 01.J.r rr10Vl0 ..!'_1q 0·,-·.-:; ;:; r :;c "!.c'~.::i r.f 1:, i.~r)8 ~ C'J ·
next year we have Au;rora ,? S Sandspur- editor, Charlotfe as secretary-treasurer of the Student Association , Myra as secretary of
Y.W., and Charlotte as editor of the Hollins Handbook .
Rollins does not have intercollegiate athletics for the co-eds,
1

1

..1

but everyone here is interested in the Odd-Even events, and K. E.
has members on all the teams of the diffe1·ent sports. Cam Hill
was captain of the Odds basketba~l team, and Sarah ~as second
high point girl in the Odd-Even Swimming Meet. Betty Rathbone is
hockey head for next year.
Penelope nnd Myi~a r0present us in t~e literary field. Both
are contributors to the "Flamingo" the little orange-backed
"magazine of the younger generation."
We lost two members rit graduation this year, Ginny Mitchell.,
who was one of the editors of the Tomokan, and Efsrolyn, one 0£ the
two girl representatives on tho Faculty-Student Council.
Some of our best news is that Margaret McKay, '24, is to be
our house chaperon for next year. And speaking bf McKays, as we
always like to do, Mrs. McKay is a K.E. honorary now.
We hope you will be os glod as we wer:· ,-and not as surprised to hear that K~E . has the highest scholastic average of any organization on the campus for last year and for the two first two
terms of this year; the grades for the last term have not been
averaged yet. But we're hoping for the bestt
This last year we have worked hard to earn money for house
rent, and with the aid of our local alumnae and honaries, have
raised about two hundred dollars . The house, which we have had
for two years now , is very satisfactory, with a downstairs arrangement convient for entertaining with benefit bridges or small dances,
and we expect to have it again next yeor.
On graduation day, President Holt and some of tho notables on
the campus broke ground for a new dormitory, tho first unit of the
buildings that we a-r e to have in the new Rollins . In the future.,
when you return to 1Hinte:-i Park you will see beautiful buildings
of Spanish architecture around Lake Virginia instead of our present
time-honored but motly collection. But wo hopo you will coma to
see us before that~ '1.1here are still so mnny things to be done
before the plari is completely carried out. Rollins is also starting a $2 ,500,000 endowment fund campoign, as you probably knowo
We '·re planning to keep up with the collogo in growing 11 bige;0r and
better," if we can.
At any rat e , here I s luck to Rollins , K.E., and our new
Alumnae Association l
U.T.U.,
Kappa Epsilon

ROLLINS COLLEGE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
HAMILTON HOLT, PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF' THE PRESIDENT

ummer

ddress:

oodstock, Conn ..

J"une 24, 1929.
1iss Char~otte teinha
230 East Copeland Drive ,
Orlando , Florida .

dear .'..iss

teinhans:. .,. . , ..... .
Here is another • elcome . for

which you asked .
If it is too perfunctory thro~
astebasket nd write one r

it

to sign it .
Sincerely yours ,
HH:

l?

i

1928-29 Pledges Kappa ·Epsilon Sorority

Helen Porter, Fairhope, Ala.

The four young ladies on
. the upper row are sophomores, the others are in the
freshn_tan class.

Active members of l\.appa .
Epsilon are· as follows: Vrr•
ginia Mitchell, Evelyn Green,
Louise Howell, Charlotte
Steinhans, Auror.a. McKay,
Pet McKay, Virginia Stelle,
Victoria Dickenson, Sarah
Dickenson and Myra Thomas.
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SOME FACTS AB UT KAPPA I'" ~ p

GAt.n.1A FR_ T:sR.dITY

FOUNDING - Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill., in Har.
1870, but did not make its public appearance until October 13, 1870, the anniversary of which date is observed as Founders' Day. The founders were:
!. Louise
Bennett {Hrs. Joseph N. Boyd) now living at Penny Farms, Fla., H. Jeannette Boyd,
Lou Stevenson {I:irs. a.7. o. rn.ller) novr living at rrnnsas City., Ho., 1- ary (Minnie) 1.i.
Stewart (Mrs. Lucius A. Field), Susan :,.'alker (Hrs. Alvan s. Vincent), and . :\nna E.
~"!illits ( -b-s. Henry H. Pattee).

EEIJ3ERSF.IP - ~-:"i th the new chapter at Rollins Colle go, l'ri nter Park, Fla. ( Del ta
Epsilon), there arc 68 active chapters (4 in Canada), 9 inactive ch apters, and 105
alumnae associations (1 in Hawaii). Total membership of the fro.t0rnity is approximately 20,000.
PT - The management of tho fraterni t 1s in the ho.nds of the Grand Cou...vicil;
Kappa being the first fraternity to ost Qblish this form of govorI1T!1.ont. The pres ent
Council members are: ·!Irs. H. c. Barney (Alice Tillotson) - Grund Pr e si dent,
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rotary., Hrs. George Hostetler (Alice ".·ntts) ... Director of Proyinccs, 1.:rs. J ames
Uacnau ghtnn, Jr. (l.!uric Bryden) - Grund Registror, and Hiss Holen Snyder - Field
Secretary. Tho fraternity is incorpora.tod undor tho "not for profit clause" in
tho state of Ohio. Tho Central Office of the fraternity is loc a ted nt 409-12 Ohio
State So.vings Bldg • ., Columbus, Ohio and vm.s first planned by tho 1922 Convention.
In 1926 the office was actually established in St. Louis by Della Lmvrencc Burt,
tho first Executive Secr e tary, o.nd in January 1929 was move d to Columbus.
Tho fraternity is group ed into 12 geo gr Qphic ~l province s, c o.ch e lecting a
president and vice-president ut th b i onni nl convention which nlt or nutos tho y our
of the Nationa l Convention. No provin c e may contain mor e t h u.n ci 0 ht ch~pt c rs.
0

NATIONAL TRUST FUNDS - 1) STUDENTS' AI D FUND - Found ed i n 1902
d novr t ot:. ling o.pproximutcly $57,000.00. Available to a ny wo ::m student who ha s successfu lly completed her fro shraan year. Ko.ppc.s from 55 chapters h ctv e b orroi:rnd from t he fund,
17hich is in constant circulo.tion, -rrithout i nt er e st until maturi t y of notes, o.nd
puyublc '\7hon tho borrower has finis L.cd school and ca.r :1in g a s :1l ~r y . Bor r m-·icrs nho
uro not ru:9po. s pay the nominc.1 r ut c of 4% i nt er e st per a.nnura. Int r e st of thi s
fund is used for Co-Organizer ScholQrs h i p s -ihi ch s en d Ko.ppo.s t o a s s ist nc.-r chc.pt urs
to mor e qu ickly l e arn Kappas me thod s, tr . . di t i o:a s, ~nd pol i c i es .
2 ) RO SL ..- c GILL Fmm - Founded in 1922 a s o. gift f Lnd t o help
Ko.ppus i n po.rti cul n.r f i na.nci~l di s tross!'I It no ·· tot nls uppr ximato l y ~3 ., ooo .oo .
3) E · ----~ 1 :
os .. p r oxim t o l
<!' 1 35 1 000 . 00 . - ~ - .tRilJCI?LL is i nve st ed in l oa s t o • ct i vo e n t ... rs f or b il ding , f u rnish ing or r cpa.ir i ~ ch~?tor ~ u ses. Over ~100 ,000 . 00 of ttls fu~d i s n o~ i n uso y c ~~ t ors.
I NTERE~T i s used fo r tho ~uppor t of t hu Centr al ffi c .
4 ) };F,'r PUB LICATION F~ND - T .c pri nc i pc 1 , ::U"7l<mnti n a.pproxina.t ly t o (i l 45 ., 000 . 00 , i s i nvo atcd i.•;liile tho i nt er est i s used to finnnc tho p-..1blic ution of THE ~ili- •
RELATIO:T CF

CTH:SR :-:G 1:r.::N I S F]~.L T ' 1rrr.rrss : 1) ri r st "t; o e s tab l ish Counci l fo r m of 6 ovcrm.:cnt .
2) Fir st t ce ll u l:'.l ti onn l Punl1clloni c Convc.nti on .
3 ) Fi rs t t o odit Q f r c t c r nity pub l i cati on .
Co - r g:1.1. i zo r l"'ystcm.
4 ) Fir s t t o o s t " blish
r,

I NSI GI' IA - The bud ge of tho f r r t crnity is °' golden 3rny one i n ch in l ength -r,i .th tho
1 .t tors K 1: G on tho s tem c,nC: .. lphet C~egc Onicron on the vro.rd . Thero ~r sev en
styl os of bud ge , name l y - pl a.i n , poc.r 1 ., sr.ppJ..ir c , c-r•pphir o nd pc r 1 2. l t c r !l.:-.ting,
di "..'.nond und p ,nr 1 :tl t or n~t ing ., db.mend o.nd sc.ppl:ir ~ ~1 t crm.1-l;;inc:; : nd di :1. ond . 1 h'Jy
mc.y BE SECURED Ol'LY upon or der fro n un off i 0 • o.l ~o..,·.ro l r c.nd u pon 2,u thor:: zr:rc i on of
t ho Executive Sccr ct :-.r .,r o.nd t he Ch'"'. tor' s Cor r ,: s ondi ng o~cr e t ':tr y . To of fi ci ---1
1

-2•
jc,·rolor s arc: Burr, Patter son t:. Auld Co., Edwnrds, Ifaldeman &: Co., Hoover & Smith
Co., J. F. Ncwmnn, Inc., and Ryrio•Birks, Ltd. The pledge pin is~ dolt~ of dark
blue enamel on silvor, three-eighths of nn inch on onch side, enclosing~ sigmn of
light blue enamel.
FIITANCE - A uniform system of budgetary control for c.11 chl'..pters was establishod in
l9~4, a No.tionn.l Chairman of Finance nnd a No.tionc..l .'\.ccountnnt being in supervision. The initiation fee is $40 .00. This foe includes f;~l5.00 for life subscription to THE KEY, $10.00 for loyclty monbcrship in tho Endowment Fund, ~10.00 for
Nationa.l Treasury n.nd $5.00 for Convention Troe. The Installation Fee is ◊25 . 00
for oa.ch chn.rtor monbcr, in addition to the rogul~r initintion foe, nnd includes
tho nocossn.ry archives o.nd initiation equipment for the new chnptcr and the insta.lla.tion of the Systc:n of Budgetary Co21trol of Fine.nee. There is an annual
per c~pita to.x of $10.00 for active members, and of 01 .00 for members of nllL"'IlD.:lO
nssociations. The national pledge fee is $5.00 which is distributed botv1cen our
philanthropic funds us follows: $3.00 to Students' Aid Fund - $2 . 00 Roso I.!cGill

Fund.
MONMOUTH MEMORIAL - $2,500.00 ,;.ms gi von to Honrnouth College a.t their 1931 Commence•
mcnt a.so. mcmoric.l to the six founders of Alpha ch~ptcr of Knppn Knppa Gc.mma.. Tho
intorost from this money will be used c~ch yca..r to purcha.sc books for the college
library. Those books nrc mo.rkod with c..n ~ppropricto book plate giving the dntc
of Kappe.' s founding a.nd tho na.1110 s of the foundor s. This money vm.s rcti sod through
the so.le of membership ccrtificQtc fr~mcs ~nd the collection of birthday coins
from cnch member on our 60th c.n,.~ivcrsc.ry.
PUBLICATIONS - 1) 1L:\GAZHTS - TEE KEY is published quarterly in Februury, April, October, and December each yoo.r. In tho beginning it vras cnll od THE OOLDE~·i KEY und
vms the first of such publieo.tions undertaken by a. nor.mn ' s fr::-.tcrnity. Editorial
supervision wus placed in the hands of four cho.ptors, successively, cnch choosing
its editor, until 1904 when tho office of editor 1-rl'..s elected by convention r nd
ma.den pnrt of the Grnnd Council. Tho 1930 convention removed this position from
tho Council and voted it n.n appointive office. Rolen Bo:cr (BctP Delta.) is the
present editor. Life subscription is ~~15.00 cmc.l c.n nnnu2.l subscription is ~:; l.50.
Since 1924 the life subscription hns been~ p~rt of the initi~tion f~c.
2) HISTORY - h[ls never been published but ono is novr in prop:1r tion.
3) SOHGBOOK - The first one wc,s published by St. Lc..wrcncc T:ni·vcrsity
chapter in 1886. The Ch'.:1.irmnn of l.lusi c, ".rinifrcd Gb.s s ( Gammc. Thcto.) is nO\:
collecting mntcrinl for Q new edition.
4) CATJLOG - In 1880 Boston nivorsity ch~ptor publishud the fir.st __-=-=.-.---~
directory of members . Tho second by st~nford University in 1898, the third by
Bo.rnurd in 1913, the 1919 cdi tion n.ppcr\rod ns o. number of THE KEY , nnd in 1926 the
la.st cdi tion vms issued by tho Nc.tiono.l Chc.,irmnn of C~talog.
0

PR01.Ul-rnNT 1.:EL ERS OF K.,1PPA K..\.PP't G..\MHA - Lou Henry Hoover, wife of the Pr es i dent of
tho u. s. - Lucy .-Tabb Ho.ye s, vd.fc of f or mer resi dent Rutherford B. H~ycs - .Llico
Duer Mi 11 or, Dorothy Co.nfi cld Fi sher, Juli n. ~'ic.rd Bowe, Hab el Potter D'1 ggott ,
writers - ,Ia.ry A. Livermore, ·writer o.nd lecturer ... Louise Pound, Virgini('. Cochcro n
Gildorslocvc , Jossicn Finch Cosgrnvo , oduca.tors - 1.far y Kingsbury Simkovi~ch, El.ily
Bright Burnham, Ernnct Moff~t LfoLa.ughlin, soci al Ywr ko rs - Emily Enton Hepburn,
philanthropist nnd president of the P£mhollenic House Associn.tion - Ella i .. lcmnnder
Boole, president of w.c.T.U. - Hn zcl Hotchkiss ;·1'ightmcm., Helen ~'!ills Hoody., intGrnational t onni s champions - Eli zabcth Go".-rdy ·Bo.kor, nrti st - Er.nnu Fr.11 Schofield ,
judge - Jean 1Jolson Penfield, lm·,ycr - Charlotte Bo.rroll Yfo.rc, u. S. Depnrtl:l.cnt of
A riculturo nnd dologntc to Intornntionul ;gricultur~l Institutco

Kappa Epsilon House
373 E. Comstock Av
Winter Park, Fla.
November 22, 1931
Dear Kappa Epsilon Alumna:
'

We know that you are anxious to make your plans to attend the
installation services of Delta Epsilon Chapter into Kappa Kappa Gazmna.. Kappa
Epsilon is eager to have you become a Kappa and we know you will make a special
effort to be here at that time. Rollins is expecting to have every Kappa Epsilon
return to the campus that week-end.
The services will take place January 8, 9, and 10, and it is imperative that you be here in time for registration. The program is as follows:
Frida , .Jan. 8th ••••• 9.

A.M. Practic

for insta

atton

(for members of K KG only)
12:30 P,M. Luncheon
2:00 P.M. Installation
6:30 P.M. Dinner
? : 30 P . J~ . Alumnae Registration and
Examinations
Saturday, Jan. 9th ••• 8:30 A.M. Practice for Initiation
9:30 A. M. Initiation of actives who
did not sign the petition
11:30 A.M. Pledge Service
12:00 N.
Luncheon
1:30 P.M. Initiation of Alumnae
7:30 P.M. Formal Banquet at Orlando
Country Club
Sunday, Jan. lOth ••• 10:00 A.M. Model chapter meeting
(all KE initiates must
be present)
4:00 P.M. Reception at Women's Club
?:00 P.M. Committee Meetings.
You are requested to have all white clothes for the ini-ti 1'aon.
This means white dress, slip, hose, and slippers.
The information that must be learned thoroughly for the fraternity
examination is enclosed, and everyone is required to pass this successfully before she can be initiated. These examinations will be given Friday, Jan. 8th , at
7:30 P.M. following registration.
Arrangements are being made with the alumnae and patronesses here
to furnish rooms for everyone, and with the Peschman House, Whistling Kettle,
and Green Gables to furnish the meals. Luncheon will be 50¢, and dinners 75¢ to
1.00. The banquet at the Orlando Country Club is $1.50 a plate.
Upon arrival you must come to the KE House immediately where you
will be given your room assignment and additional information. At 7:30 P. M. you
must register. At this time you will be required to pay the following:

Initiation Fee, $40.00 - .Make check payable to Kappa Kappa Gamma. This includes:
life subscription to the magazine, THE KEY, $15.00 life membership to tho Endovmient.-Fund, $10.00 - general
running expenses, J10.oo - convention expenses, $5.00.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Badge. Seo .blank below containing information about badge orders. Make chock payable to jeweler whom you select.
Banquet, $1.50 - Make check payable to Delta Epsilon Chapter of K KG.
You will also bo given a card asking for information for Kappa Kappa
Gamma catalog files. It is important that tho following information be accurate:
Dato of birth
Other institutions attended, with dat es
College and date of entrance
Honors received nhile in school
Dato of initiation into K KG
If married, date of marriage
Date of leaving college uithout dogroo Full name of husband
or
Husband's college and fraternity
Degrees rocoivod, with dates
Husband's occupation
It is necessary that we knou defini tol_y by December 8tfi uhet1l0r or
not you aro coming back so all final arrangements can be completed. We hope it
uill be possible for you to return, as Kappa Kappa Gamma uill moan much to you.

Please lot us hear from you soon.
L::>yally,

of Kappa Kappa Gannna

~ roturning

for the initiation January 8-10, I ,,ish to place rrry order for
:ppa badge. I have chocked the necessary information. (Bo sure to check
kind of key and name of jeweler, as prices vary.)

I ~

Burr,Pattor- Eduards, J.F.New- Hoover
son & Auld
Ha1doman man,Inc. & Smith
Plain
4.50
Pearl (15 jewels)
14.00
Sapphire (15 jewels)
17.50
Sapphi.re and pearl alternating (15 j .) . 16.00
Diamond and pearl alternating (15 j) 45.00
Diamond and sapphire alternating(l5j) 50.00
Diamond (15 jewels)
?5.00

4.50
14.00
l?.50
16.00
45.00
50.00
75.00

4.50
16.00
20.00
18.00
49.00
56.00
82.00

4.50
16.00
23.50
19.50
50.00
55.00
90.00

(Since it is necessary to have the badges on hand for installation, will you
please return this blank to Margaret Barker, Kappa Epsilon House, Winter
Park, Florida, by December 8th. Your name, chapter, and date of initiation
will be engraved on your badge. Write name in full, correctly spelled--do
not use initials or niclmames. If you are married, give maiden name · and
married ..name·: -viz., Mabel J~:mos Smi th.1Tho money nill be collected at tho -·.
timi of r egistration so be sure .to have your chock ..made. _aut for the .. oxact
amount and payable to t]:10 jowoler whose . name you have checked.)

KAPPA TO BE
INSTALLED ON
. JANUARY 8 9

vis, Mts. Leigh Newell {Vaudine Logan), Mrs. J . T. Roper1
(Continued from
Mi s Charfotte Steinhans,
Miss Louise House, l\Irs. John
t he "E" must stand
r. P. Huttig (Laure: Randall) ,
Extra!
lVIrs. 1 John Lettice (Louise
We must congratulate Kap- mith).
pa E p ilon, the local oro ·it y
Mrs.
William Freeman
at .Rollins College, upon gain- Blackman, Mrs. John Y . List
ing admission to Kappa Kap 'Iis~ Rebecca Cald,vell Mrs.
pa Gamma, out tanding na- David Sindi Sim son, of Mt.
tional sorority. Kappa Ep i- Dora, r fr . Tilden. of Winter
Ion is t he oldest sorority at Garden, the fisses McKay, of
Rollin and ~s Rollins is the Tampa, :i.Vliss Helen Steinmetz,
oldest institution of learning o-'' Norristown, Pa., and Wein Florida therefore it fa the kiwa Spring , and others. Of
oldest sorority in the state or. the list, rs. Fishback. Mrs.
Florida, barring none.
Rush and Miss Steinmetz were
Orlando members of {appa charter members.
Epsilon are lVIr . W. W. Yoth~appa ~appa Gamma is one
ers, (Ada Bumby), Mrs. Da- of the leadin
ororit ies in
vis E. !?ishback (Lily Wil- the Uniter' .States, with fiftymott), !rs. W. W. Ro, e four chapters in colleges and
(Stella Smith), Mr . W. l\I. unive ·sities. It was founded
Glenn (Lois Sample), Mr . F. at Monmouth College, Ill., in
Gray Rush (Elizabeth Knox), 1874, and is the fom·th oldest
Miss Mary Robinson, Miss in the country. Of t he 64
Florida 'H oward, Mr . W. chapters, 29 own their own
C. Es ington (Shirlty ra.ig), home . There are 15,000
l\Ir . L. B. Giles (Nellie Brow- members. A small golder.. key
ard).
is the insignia of the sorority.
Mrs. B. G. Fishback (FlorThere are four other "naence Bumby), lVIrs. Don'- Id tionals" on the Ronn camCheney (Fan Robin on), frs. pus, they being Chi Omega,
J. Merle lVIcElroy (F etche · Gamma Phi Beta, Phi Mu and
McCarthy). frs. Robert Da- Pi Beta Phi. Nothing "sets
off'' a college with more distinction than it. fratemities
and sororities. Rollins College is to be congratulated for
the Greek letter raternitie
will help in preading th
name and fame of hat instit, 1,1..ifln.

Ceremony To Take Place Friday
and Saturday at Local
Women's Club
Plans for the installation of Kappa Kappa Gamma, national social
fraterni t y, Friday and Saturday,
are nearing completion with the
arrival today of Mrs. H. C. Barney,
grand pr esident; Miss Clara 0.
Pierce, executive secretary, and
Miss Florence Pierson, province
pr esident; Miss Helen Snyder, field
secr etary, arrived in Winter Park
from Washington, D. C., last week.
All events with the exception of
a formal banquet at the Orlando
Country Club will occur a+- the
Winter Park W\.>m' n 's Club.
Miss Margar t Barker, co-organizer of Delta Epsilon chapter and
marsha1l of installation, has anno unced the following program:
F ridp.y, Jan. 8, at 2 P. M., installation of charter members; 7:30
P. M., registration of alumnae at
the local chapter house; Saturday,
Jan. 9, for the morning, 9:30, installat ion of active women of Kappa Eps ilon; 11 :30, present pledges
pledged Kappa Kappa Gamma;
1 :30 P. M., initiation of alumnae,
and 7:30 P. M., formal banquet at
the Orlando Country Club at which
Eleanor Wright, president of Kappa Epsilon. will be toastmistress.
From 4 to 6 o'clock Sunday afternoon the local chapter will give a
reception for its grand officers at
the Women's Club. Rollins students, faculty members, and friends
are expected to attend.

.1.

Reading from top , left to right: Grand President, Mrs. H. C.
Barney, Minneapolis, Minn.; rnarshall of ~nstallation, Miss Margaret
Barker, co-organizer of the local chapter, Thorntown, Ind.; executive s~cretary, Miss 1Clara O. Pierce, Columbus, Ohio; field secretary, Miss
Helen Snyder, Seattle, Wash.; and province president, Miss Florence
Piers·on, New Orleans, La.

PA KAPPA G
l'ORIIA,L BANQUET
· The formal banquet at the Orl~do Country club last nl1ht at
which 80 members of Kappa Kappa Gamma, national ■ocial fraternity, were present marked the
completion of the installation of
the Delta Epsilon chapter of Rollins college.
Seated at the guest table were
Mrs. H. C. Barney, grand presi..
dent, Miss Clara O. Pierce, execu.
tive secretary, Miss Helen Snyder,
fteld 1 ~cretary, Mias
Florence
Pierson, province president, Miu
Margaret Barker,
co-organizer,
Mi.i.J Eleanor Wright, president of
the Delta Epsilon .chapter, Mn.
J. Irvin Chatfe, Mrs. Harry K.
Kelly, Mrs. L. T. Moore, Mi81
Charlotte Stienhans, Mn. Grafton
Ch~rles and Mi s Elizabeth Rathbone. The speaken of the evening
were Mi s Stienhans, for the charter members, Miss Helen Snyder
for the grand council, Mn. Kelly
tor the alumnae of the loc chap.
ter, Miss Barker as co-orsanizer of
Delta Epsilon, and Miss Rathbone
for the active members.
Saturday morning at 9:80 seven active members of :Kappa Epsilon we~e installed following the
initiation of eight charter member11
on Friday. The active initiates
were Lou· e Brett, Janet Seasong6od, Celestina McKay, Betay Harris, Mary Jane Ecki , Jesaie Keh•Jenbeck and Elizabeth Courier.
''At 11:80 a. m. the pledge■ of the
sorority were pledge Kappa Kap.
pa Gamma. The following alumnae ,,ere initiated at 1:80, Mrs.
W. W. Yother , r • BenJ. Fishback, Mrs. J. T. Raper, Mis Martha .Van Zandt, Mr • J. C. Lettice, Mr •· W. W. Ro e of Orlando,
and Mrs. D. K. Dickinson, Mn.
J. H. Dickinson, Mr • A. M. Harris, Mn. H. K. Kelly Mn H. E.
0 terling, Mise June Mosher, Mrs.
linton Scollard, Mr .
Willard
Wattle , M • Donald Vincent
and Mrs. J. Irvin Chaffee of Winter Park. Out of town alumnae
r • Charles A. oone, Lookout
ountain, Tenn.; Mi I Rebecca
Cald ell, Lake Wales, MjBS Dorothy Darrow, F:t. Lauderdale, iss
Margret McKay, Miss Ada McKay,
Mi
Eleanor Upmeyer, Mrs. W.
M. Glenn of Tampa, Mr • Jobn
Shannon, Manila, P. I.; r Earle
Shannon, St. Peter burg,
M •
herman oore, Lutz, Mi s Betty
Tone, Fairhope_, Ala.; Mrs. Phi!ip
. Harper, Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. E.
R. Goodell, Lake Worth, Mrs. Da ..
vid imp on, Mt. Dora, Mi Vir.
inia Mitqbell, Miami, i s ElizaLauderdale,
beth Atkis on, Ft.
Mi
Evelyn Green, St te boro,
s. A. B. cCaughn
Chi.
Ga.,
• ·Raymond G een
f Jane cholz,
bater
ancl
lane Bo n, Lake

Toutmutre11-M188

ELEANOR WRIGHT

"The time htu come,'' the Waln,1 ,aid,
''To talk of man9 thing,:
Of 1hoe1---and 1hip1---and 1e11lifl(l-'WUOf cabbage1-and king•
Atttl "'h!J the ,ea i, boiliag hotAnd 'UJhether pig, kafJe wisg,."
CARROLL-Alice in the Looking GlaH

The Founders of Delta Epsilon
Charlotte Stienhan , '80
"Wi,e to ,-e,oZ.Ve, and patient to perform/'
Ho111:a-Od911ey

Preselltation of Visiting Officers
The Grand Council, Helen Snyder, Field Secretary
"Mater, go on, and I roill f0Utn11 thee,
To the ltut gap, 'With trath and loyalty."
SHAU: PBAu-A, You Likt! It

The Alumnae of Delta Epsilon,
Mrs. Harry X. Kelly, '25
"Ala, hD'lf1 good it feel,! The hatul of•• old frieRd."
LoNGFlllLLow-Tragetlie, of N n,, England
The Present of Delta Epsilon
Marga•et Barker, Co-organizer
u.And you mofJed t1mong the,e my1terie1
Ab.orbed tUUl 1miling a.n.d 1ure."
JEAN STAR UNTERMllVER

Delta Epsilon Chapter, Its Future,
Elizabeth Rathbone, '82
the

"1 ltnow ao
poat."

'IDO!I

of Jatlgiag the f•t•re but by
PATIUCK HE av

Kappa Film-Gift of Kansas City
Kappa Songs

lumttae Assn.

It was an uneventful trip own
but the arrival at Winter Park wa
a great thrill- my first sight of Rol
lins and our attractive new Kappas
One of the boys at the train when
arrived had a door key pinned on hi
shirt to create the proper atmosphere
All the installation excitement has al
ready been related, and words can onl3
tell a part of it. The central office an
Alice Barney left me at St. Petersburg,
where we had one last grand reunion,
before I went on to New Orleans and
they went down to Miami before starting north.
January 14 found me in New Orlean , the mo t fa cinatingly individualistic city in the United States, to
my
mind. The Piersons, famed for the
~

on my re urn trip.
January 80 the Little Rock, Arkan
sas, alumnre were certainly bricks t
send down ·a welcoming committee t
eet a
the nerv
a Sunda]
seeing the
f the girls'
er alumnre
before my
I had the

while in Helen Snyder, Beta Pi
Fehr~
Field Secretary
e me scut- .
tling arounq to get off to .ltayetteville,
Arkansas, to see the Gamma Nus.
Fayetteville is all hill and dale and the
University of Arkansas· occupies an

BLESSING

I LOVE YOU TRVLY, IC K G

Father, we are thankful
May we ever be
Mindful of Thy blessings
We of K K G

I love you truly, K KG
You are the only one for me
Through years to come, I'll faithful be
For I love you truly, K KG
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TOAST
I love you truly, 'deed I do
Here 1 s to all who wear a golden key
I love your dark and your light blueWhoe 1 er they are, whate 1 er they be
I love your key, your flour-de-lis
Here's to every Kappa in the land
For I love you truly, K KG
To every member of our band
Here's to every Kappa in the east or
WE TAKE THE PICK OF THE FRESHl\IBN
in the west
Wo take the pick of the Freshmen
· Here's to -that Fraterni -ty, of them
We take the pick of the Freshmen
all the best
We take the pick of tho Freshmen
Kappa Kappa Gamma here's to you
Th0 girls of IC K G
Here 1 s to your dark and to your light blue The girls of K IC G
Here 1 s to friendship great and true
Tho girls of K KG
Oh Kappa, herots our toast to you.
Wo take tho pick of tho Freshmen
We tuko tho pick of tho Freshmen
BANQUET SONG
We take the pick of tho Freshmen
On the banquet board the candles
Tho girls of K KG
Now are burning dim and low
As they flicker, fondest mem'ri0s
We lonvc tho rost to the Thetns
The Pi Phis und Chi Omegas
Softly come and softly go
And other smo.11 potatoes ·
And we think of other Kappas
Who in friendship long ago
For thcy 1 re not oto, two., three
Drew a circle, so we love them
For thcyfro not on0, tvro, three
Love those girls we may not lmow
For thoy 1 ro not one, two, three
Vfe leo.ve the rest to the Thoto.s
~ben again the circle opens
The Pi Phis and Chi Omego.s
And the future candles burn
And other small potatoes
Other .d aughters of Minerva
For they're not one, two, throe.
Will in thought to us return
May they find us still as loyal
THE OLD GRAY 0 1 VL
Tho owl said, "Kuppus a.re the girls
To the emblem that we bear
for nc"
Find tho bond of Kappa ~tronger
The owl so.id., "1:y flovr r is tho flcm Fipd the no.mo of Gamiila fair.
dc-lis
THlillE ' S A !~JARM SPOT IN
If y ou ar c truo to t ?-10 blue and blue"
c cocked his h cud £t.:1d ho sa id, "You 1 11
:.-:f =mA: T FOR K K G
Thero 1 s a warm spot in my heart for K K ,}
do 11
And tho girls who wc nr tho li ttlc e;old.rn
Bo id tho old grny owl, in tho sycrunorc

key

tr 00,

And wherever I may roam
If at college or at homo
SoDo suy fraternities a.re full of folly
There's a warm spot in my heart for K KG. Bu·c not so wo, of K IC G
Wo find. tho li.1. G within is very jolly
Gay o.s c'.:U': bo, v;c o.11 agree
JO':' YOUH KEY, CH r ' I'A
. r.·o ]. o-vo ~c plan o. lo.rk in doopo st do.rlmos s
_Jot ycur k0y, Ch I:apr,a
(;,.1i i,u ur.forsc·c.n by F::. csl1111on green
:rot y our fleur-dc-li s
~o l cvo t o put tho br ~in of every shi rk
Tto so are only symbols
Into vhufin 6 dish, with awful swish
r, i' who t you are to mo
Ko.ppu, Ga.rmnu, :mys cm d bolts a.nd bo.rs
Ti1orc is something deeper
Kuppu Fro shmcn., brui s os., bumps, and s c ci.r s
Thon your flower or key
Initiation chants ~nd grcwsomc dnncc
You ha:vc taught the meaning
And
when you once urc in
Of Frnt crni ty.
Yo~'ll join th e ranks of rovolry
T}:lrow bucking to the wind.
4

First Florida C~apter
Kappa Goes Into Rollins Co(lese/ January
-Rollins college adventure has
watched by educators with
great interest for the last few years.
It is not a new college, as many
people think, but the oldest in Florida,
with a new idea. It was founded under
the control of the Congregational
church at Winter Park in 1885. In
1925 Hamilton Holt, for many years
editor of The Independent, b came its
president. At that time the conventional system of lectures and recitations was discarded and the conference plan substituted.
It is President Holt's plan to build
the ideal college. In so doing he realized that beautifully landscaped
grounds and fine buildings were eventually necessary, but he knew that the
thing of primary importance was
great teachers. Rollins has assembled

Tbeen
HE

l\1l'.lfritL
A

a faculty of men and women who are
not only distinguished for their training and intellectual ability, but for
their personality as well. If the students wish to study writing they learn
it at the hands of real writers-Irv1ng Bacheller, Clinton Scollard, Alice
Hegan Rice, Willard Wattles, Jessie
B. Rittenhouse, Percy MacKaye, or
Fred L
Patt e.
ollins institute
of statesmanship has brought to the
college such leaders of thought as
Senator Walsh of Montana, President
Chase of the University of North
Carolina, and Albert Shaw, editor of
The Review of Reviews, for discussions that make politics a subject of
fascinating importance.
The college loses no ·opportunity to
replace .textbooks with life. A biology
class journeys to Tarpon Springs to

¢, l:.wOTT

1'4•"
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Construction of the Annie Russell Theater at Rollins is now under way. The building, to be in SpanishMediterranean style of architecture to conform to the college architectural program, was giyen by Mrs. Edward
Bok in honor of her friend, the distinguished actress. Miss Russell will be director of the new theater.
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study the sponge industry, where "a estimated that the income of the colbarefoot Greek diver on a picturesque lege from its present capital funds,
ocean sailboat" was for the moment and from tuition fees, will care for the
the instructor of the class. Students other items of administration •a nd
interested in journalism attend the maintenance. The raising of this fund
state press conference. The surveying guarantees that instruction will be
class goes to Tampa to study cement directed by di_stinguished men and
making. The International Relations women in every field of learning.
_ club gathers at the president's house Many gifts have also been received
to meet informally the recent prime for new building.s. The plan of archiminister of Italy or an officer of the tecture will follow the Spanish type.
French academy. The entomology
Group living is closely connected
group does the same to meet a great with group study. With the developneurologist, whose hobby happens to ment of the latter, it is natural that
be beetles. The sociology clas spends fraternities should play a large part
a week-end digging in ancient Indian in this college life. Local organizamounds. A physics class drives to tions had existed since the early history
Daytona Beach to study high pow- of the college. Though there was no
ered automobiles, comparing struc- opposition to national fraternities,
ture, motor power, wind resistance, their entrance was not . urged until
and cooling systems of the cars of within the last few years. Gamma Pt.·
two world champion drivers. A class Beta was the first to install a chapin history of the book follows the ac- ter, in 1928; Phi Mu and Pi Beta
tual production of a book from the Phi in 1929 ; Chi Omega and Alpha
original manuscript to a beautiful fin- Phi in 1931. A petition was presented
ished volume issued by the professors' to our last convention by Kappa Epprivate press. A history class makes a silon which was founded in 1902 as a
trip to St. Augustine to meet with the local. Due to the formalities of inspecFlorida Historical society, study the tion the matter was left in ·t he hands
oldest city in the United States and to of a committee to investigate. After a
discover the part it played in our early great deal of thought and debate on
the question, the vote was taken affirmcolonization.
·Rollins is sometimes termed the atively on granting a charter to this
"open-air college of America." Its .lo- group, which had made some overcation in a year-round outdoor cli- tures to us as far back as 1921.
Being the oldest local in Florida,
mate in the high lake region of Florida makes it possible to have boating, Kappa Epsilon has a long and comswimming, sailing, golf, tennis, and mendable history to link with Kappa
other open-air sports all the year.. For Kappa Gamma. Its members have
this reason, it has also become very been active in every phase of school
cosmopolitan with representation from life. Naturally over a long period of
80 states and a dozen foreign countries. years its alumnre become sea ttered,
The college is just completing a though there are about 60 out of the
successful drive for $2,500,000, the 175 who still live in the state of Floriincome of which will be used for the da. Many of these women are active
payment of teachers' salaries. It is in the Orlando alumnre association.
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Delta Epsilon chapter of Kappa Kappa's BaJs~ in
Kappa Gamma will be our first chapDistinguish~J S~ttins
ter in this state. The installation will
take place the week-end of January
(Continued from page 24,9)
8-10. The details of this function will tresses of the White House, has gone
be announced at a later date, but it into its third edition.
is hoped that a large group of our
This ceremony took place with the
- members will be in Winter Park for approval and interest of the Hayes
the occasion.
family. No member of the family was
The following list of students who able to be present, but their enthusisigned the petition will be installed as asm was evidenced in a cordial note
charter members. The pledges of last from Mr. Webb Hayes, III, grandyear and many returning alumnre will son of Lucy Webb Hayes, and hisbe ·niti t d: Sarah-Dick-in on, Mar- Torian for the Hayes family.
ion, Virginia; Louise Bowen Howes,
Arrangements were made through
Orlando, Florida; Virginia M. Stelle, the courtesy of Dr. Alexander WetChicago, Illinois; Charlotte M. Stien- more, acting secretary of the Smithhans, Orlando, Florida; Aurora Mc- sonian Institution, and Mr. Theodore
Kay, Tampa, Florida; Georgianna Belote, cur a tor of the Historical DiHill, Maitland, Florida ; Penelope vision of the National Museum, who
Pattison, .Asheville, North Carolina; is in charge of the exhibition.
Nancy Dickinson Shrews burg,
About 100 persons witnessed the
Marion, Virginia; Myra A. Thomas, ceremony. The key which was used
Winter Park, Florida; Helen Porter, was the hand-made badge of Susan
Clinton, Kentucky; Elizabeth M. Kelly Fay, Iota, initiated October 11,
Rathbone, Palmer, Massachusetts; 1876. A letter from central office givLucille Tolson, Miami, Florida; Eliza- ing this pin to the museum and Mr.
beth Mae Armstrong, New Yo_rk City; Hayes' letter giving the permis ion of
Jeanne Carter, Orlando, Florida; Polly the Hayes family have gone into the
Dudley, Newtonville, Massachusetts; permanent files of the Smithsonian
Kathleen Hara, St. Catherines, On- Ins ti tu tion.
tario; and Eleanor Gager Wright,
Mrs. Hoover's gown has not yet
Clifton Springs, New York.
m

---------,-,-~-:-,--

Salt air's slick at Swampscott

Eleanor Gage Wright has been chosen as
delegate to convention from Delta Epsilon.
Eleanor is our · president, having served as
corresponding secretary and house president.
She has been treasurer of Phi Beta for two
terms, is a member of both the Little Theatre
workshop and the Rollins players and is a
member of the Key society, Rollins literary
society, and Glee club. Eleanor was recently
selected as a nominee for the beauty section
in The Tomokan.

Eleanor Wright
Delta Epsilon, Rollins College

E..-elyn Cocke
Gamma Kappa, College o/
· iam and Mary

Elitabeth Reynolds
Gamma Chi, George Washington
Uni..-nsity

Wilma Coleman
Gamma Psi, Uni..-ersity
Mafyland

lust before they become D.E.s of K.K.G., the K.E.s of Rollins college -were snapped at the station waiting
for Mrs. Barney. From left to right: Jeanne Corter, Jerry Eckis, Elitobeth Rathbone, Betty Currier, Betsy Horris,
Jessie Kehlenbeck, Helen Snyder, field secretory, and Celestino McKay.

Greetings to Delta Epsilon Chapter
By HELEN SNYDER, Field Secretary
at Rollins college has
INSTALLATION
come and passed and the pleasant

their arrival. Clara Pierce, with Mary
Hatfield, Virginia Harper Meeks, and
Polly Edelen had a grand trip down,
driving from Columbus, Ohio, stopping
off at intervals and having a general
good time. One Helen Snyder, who had
arrived from Washington, D.C., a few
days before, rejoiced in showing them
the sights of the place, and exhibiting
all the beauty spots she had found.
Alice Barney was the next to arrive,
after a long jaunt from Minneapolis,
and what buzzing around there was at
the appearance of our attractive G.P.
When Florence Pierson, Mu province
president, arrived from New Orleans,
the family circle of installing digni-

memories of the inspiring occasion are
still warm in th hearts of all those who
participated. Cheered and delighted
with the Florida sunshine ( which somehow didn't seem hot at all to these pampered Floridians), the guests at the
ceremonies enjoyed every second of
their contacts with the chapter and the
college. The whole atmosphere was one
of hearty welcome and open-hearted
hospitality on the part of the Kappa
Epsilons, and of unveiled enthusiasm
on the part of the guests.
The central office arrived vn toto,
and things began to hum soon after
11
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taries was complete and the fun began.
The Women's club of Winter )?ark
surrendered its clubhouse for the big
event, and the Kappa Epsilons moved

come, because they were indulging in
something called a depression or some
other affliction, but many loyal ones
came to assist. Miami turned out full
force to be the musicians of the affair
- we have since dubbed them the Miami warblers for their bird-like qualities. Mrs. F. B. Severance (Marjorie
Wells, Beta Tau) wa the mainstay
of the singers, and we are especially
rateful to
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of
Rollin college, entertained the in talling officers and as is tan ts at an enjoyable luncheon one of the big days,
and also had several of the deans. Other
social events on our full program were
the lovely banquet at the Orlando
Country club, and the large formal re-

Here are the rightfully proud charter members of
Kappa's newest chapter. In the first row are: Sarah
Dickinson, Virginia Stelle, Georgianna Hill, and Louise
Howes; middle row: Lucille Moore, Nancy Shrewsbury, Jeanne Carter, and Elizabeth Rathbone; back
row: Aurora McKay, Myra Thomas , Kathleen Hara,
Charlotte Stei11hans, and Eleanor Wright.

out of the house and put themselves
at the mercy of their friends, so that
the visitors might avail themselves of
their house. Even the t ea rooms cooperated and gave us regular banquet
for mere pittances.
- The college p aper used up a large
part of one edition advertising Kappa's hi tory and the events of the week
-to a y nothing of running picture
of the council members, Florence Pierson and Margaret Barker. And I may
say here that Margaret Barker did one
fine piece of work in arranging the details of the installation- we couldn't
have done it without her. She was
everything from chief arranger to errand runner. She had a hard time getting Kappas from near-by parts to

Interested in the installation of Delta Epsilon chapter
were the followint; distinguished educators at Rollins
college: Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of the college;
Dean Enyart; Dean Bingham; ond Dean Campbell,

ception given by the chapter in honor
of the council members, to which the
whole college was invited. It was a

GREETINGS TO DELTA EPSILON .CHAPTER

beautiful climax to the installation, initiations, pledge service, and model
chapter meeting.
Alice Barney and Clara Pierce carried the heavy part of the installing ·
ceremony, and Helen Snyder conducted
the pledge service and the model chapter - rrieeting. Everyone had plenty to
do, and it went off beautifully, with
lots of co-operation on all sides. Mrs.
Grafton 0. Charles (Iota) was assistant marshal, and we had her running around pretty strenuously. The
whole thing was over before we realized
it, and it seemed impossible that the
dates of January 8-10, which had been
so completely set aside for the grand
occasion, could really have come and
gone.
However, 13 new charter members
are proudly wearing golden keys;
Jeanne Carter, Sarah Dickinson,
Kathleen Hara, Georgiana Hill, Louise
Howes, Aurora McKay, Lucille Tolson
Moore, Elizabeth Ra th bone, Nancy
Shrewsbury, Virginia Stelle, Charlotte
Steinhans, Myra Thomas, and Eleanor
Wright.
.
Other new ~appas initiated into
Delta Epsilon chapter are: Louise
Brett, Elizabeth Currier, Mary Jane
Eckis, Betsy Harris, Jessie Kehlenbeck,
Celestina McKay, and J anet Seasongood, all in the active chapter; Elizabeth Atkisson, Jane Bowers, Rebecca
Caldwell, Mrs. J. I. Chaffee, Dorothy
Darrow, Mrs. D . K. Dickinson, Mrs.
J. H. Dickinson, Mrs. Ben Fishback,
Mrs. W. M. Glenn, Mrs. Elroy Goodell,
Evelyn Green, Mrs. Ray Greene, Mrs.
Philip Harper, Mrs. A. M. Harris,
Mrs. Harry Kelley, Mrs. J. C. Lettice, Ada McKay, Mrs. A. B. MacCaughey, Margaret McKay, Virginia
Mitchell, Mrs. John .Moore, June
Mosher, Mrs. C. A. Noone, Mrs. H. E.
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Osterling, Mrs. J. T. Raper, Mrs.
W. D . Rose, Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard, Mrs. Earle Shannon, Mrs. John
Shannon, Jane Scholz, Mrs. David
Simpson, Helen Steinmetz, Beatrice
Tone, Eleanor Upmeyer, Martha Van
Zandt, Mrs. Donald Vincent, Mrs.
Willard Wattles, and Mrs. W. W.
Yothers, all alumnre of the chapter.

SiJ~ Lig~ts on Installation
HE

banquet had the wit of Lewis

TCarroll's Alice in Wonderland as a

key-note, and the whole program was
beautifully conducted by Eleanor
Wright, new president of the baby
chapter. Speakers on the program were
Charlotte Steinhans; Helen Snyder,
field secretary; Mrs. Harry Kelley;
Margaret Barker, Delta Epsilon's coorganizer ; and Elizabeth Ra th bone.
Alice Barney, Clara Pierce, and Florence Pierson were all introduced to the
guests and made inspiring impromptu
talks.
En route to Winter Park from Columbus, the central office party
stopped off in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
long enough to see Lucy Guild, Duke's
co-organizer, who spent the holidays
there. They had tea with the Atlanta
alumnre on another little stop-over.
Two Kappas from Beta Beta wintering in Winter Park, accidentally
overheard the talk of the Kappas' installation at the dinner table, and immediately came around and helped in
the installing.
The field secretary declares that she
heard more people complaining of the
cold while she was in Florida than any
place she has been all year. It just goes
to show how spoiled people will get.
The Kansas City Alumnre association sent down the Kappa film of the

14
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New alumnre associations promise to
spring into existence in various corners
of Florida, judging from all the enthusiasm exhibited at the installation.
Mrs. Noone came all the way from
Chattanooga to be initiated so she
could make the eighth Kappa in town
and thus make the eligible for an alumnre association.
Guests at the installation whose

Belles and bells! A group of K.E.s and Margarl!t
Barker, co-organizer for the new D.E.s, were photog,-aphed dt the foot of the world-famous Bok tower,
which houses one of the most important cdrillons in
this country. From left to right the belles are: Betty
Kelly, Mdrgaret Barker, Charlotte Steinhans, Rebeccd
Caldwell, dnd Myrd Thomas.

founding of Kappa to be shown at the
banquet, and it was an interesting feature on the program.
Nineteen were pledged to Kappa
Kappa Gamma at the pledge service
conducted during the installation.

w ere in this article were : Lucia N eiberger (Ep ilon); Mrs. Atlee V. Saurman ( Mary Davenport) and Dori
Saurman Musgrave (Gamma Ep ilon); Mrs. John Manss (Helen Storrs)
(Beta Rho); Mr . John G. Dupuis
(Elizabeth Ballard) (Rho) ; Mrs. L.
J. Stranahan (Mae Howe Stranahan)
( Gamma Tau) ; Mrs. Truman T. Felt
(Frances Brubeck), Joan John on,
and l\1rs. Charles Stearns (Tace Meeker), Mrs. Edward A. Hovey (Edith
Croycraft), (Mu); Mrs. E. Sterling
Nichol (Dorothy Evans) (Theta) ;
Mrs. J. J. Helm (Pansy Bell) and
Mrs. Charles McKeand (Jessica
Wood) (Iota); Mrs. Arthur F. Griffiths ( Helen Clemence) ; Margaret
Austin (Beta Beta); Elizabeth Robinson (Chi), and Mrs. Arthur McKean
(Eleanor Ferguson) ( Gamma Rho).
thers... escaped ithout si ning the
registration, but this is the list as far
as we have it.

Com~ and ·su th~ 1932 Jun~ moon at Swampscott. B~ lih th~ moon
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in New York in the early "eighties", when surfeited
with lectures, operas, theaters, museums and art galleries, exhausting conversations with intellectuals, figuratively speaking, when "Murray Hill" became monotonous, she would spend a day in Greenwich Village,
at Coney Island or even dare to visit Five Points.
She thoroughly enjoyed meeting people. With her
keen penetration, her sympathetic attitude, she would
discover something interesting, something appealing
which a less human observer would neither recognize
nor appreciate. Wherever she went she took her charming self, her ready understanding and never failed to
find some person, whom to know would be very worth
her while. Perhaps an old seaman captain of a "Whaler" with his marvelous stories of the days when wind
carried the vessel where it would, or a "Trader Horn;'
•
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understanding heart, viewing with liberality the mistakes of both the North and South.
She advocated ardently and effectively, "Look not
thou upon the wine when it is red, when it giveth his
color in the cup, when it moveth itself aright," keeping
faithfully the pledge made when a very young person,
she donned the Red Ribbon.
Her religion was that of the Psalms and the Sermon
on the Mount as she understood them. She cared little
for the variety of religious technicalities, hers was a religion of the soul manifest in the daily living.
The followng are a few of the maxims to which she
faithfully adhered:
When possible to prevent it ,never allow yourself to
appear at a disadvantage.
Take vours_eJf for
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Lyde Drummond Harris
Passes On
I DORD WAS RECEIVED on the first ol
September from President Holt telling of the passing
of Mrs. Lyde Drummond Harris, beloved associate
professor of English at Rollins since 1924. Mrs. Harris was taken ill during the Winter Term of last year
and was forced to give up her classes for the remainder of the year. During the summer, however, she
had been recuperating at South Eliot, Maine, and her
death came as a distinct shock to her many friends.
In an early issue of the Sandspur the following tribute by Aurora McKay, '30, for two years editor of the
Sandspur and a member of Mrs. Harris' classes appeared:
"February 27th, 1878 Mrs. Harris was born in Atchinson, Kansas. After the usual preparation, she received an international college education. She first attended the University of Berlin in 1904, returning to
this country to complete work on a B. S. degree at
Christian College, where in 1906 she was awarded the
Gold Medal for the Junior-Senior Essay. At the University of Missouri, she received both her A. B. and A.
M . in 1908. Ellsworth College later conferred on her
a Litt.B. In 1922 Mrs. Harris returned abroad to study
at the Sorbonne in Paris, where she remained for two
years.
"Her literary accomplishments already recognized,
Mrs . Harris came to Rollins in 1924 as associate professor of English and Literature. Since that time she
has had a far-reaching influence on this campus, not
only as inspirer and critic of student writing but as a
woman of personal distinction, social grace, broad sympathies and talents. Her course in short story writing
was the mainspring for the student ability displayed in
the 'Flamingo';· her home was the gathering place for
earnest young writers. It was no uncommon sight of
an afternoon td see a student follow the Dinky track
around Lake V rginia to her English cottage, a sheaf of
work in hand,. anxious for her verdict and sure of a
wise audience.
"Along with these other interests, Mrs . Harris still
found time to act as faculty advisor to Kappa Epsilon,
which frequently found her home and garden lighted
for the presentation of a student play, a faculty party,
an Allied Arts meeting, or student entertainment.
"The student body paid her this tribute in dedicating to Mrs. Harris the 1928 'Tomokan':
"'Author, woman, understander of the human heartwho for her tireless and unselfish efforts in furthering
the literary interests of Rollins College, her infinite
patience, and her ability to turn the thinking of a
young person within so that the best and noblest forms
of ambition may become conscious concepts in connection with a practical and moving world,-in short, for
the supreme qualities of her which go to make her a
great teacher we take this opportunity to express our
gratitude and appreciation.'
"Mrs-. Harris was a member of the Society of Mid-
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land Authors, Poetry Society of Florida, American
League of Pen Women, D. A. R., the local Allied Arts
and the American Association of University Women.
She spent several summers writing in the MacDowell
Colony in Petersboro, N. H.
"Aside from her poems that appeared in periodicals,
her play, 'A Chinese Rug Reading', was produced by
the Allied Arts in 1927 and again in 1928. Mrs. Harris submitted her last novel, 'The Middle Path,' to her
publishers a few months before her death."
Memorial Service

Rollins College held a Memorial Service in memory
of Mrs. Harris Thursday morning, October 29th, on the
shores of Lake Virginia.
Music for the s·ervice was furnished by the Faculty Trio composed of Mi ss Gretchen Cox, violinist, Mi ss
Helen Moore, pianist and Mr. Harold Sproul, celloist.
Professor Willard Wattles was in charge of the service.
Professor Weinberg in speaking for the faculty said:
"Lyde Drummond Harris, 1924-31. A brief period of
seven years, a period all too short for Rollins College,
but a period during which, due to her untiring effort
and zeal her department was greatly developed. Seven
years during which time she had uppermost the betterment of the students, the improvement of Rollins
and ·the preparation of the students for life after leaving college. Too little can we say of Lyde Drummond
Harris, educator, teacher, companion and friend, we
miss you."
Peter Stoner, '32, for the Student Body: "I represent the student body of Rollins. I wish to express
our deep sympathy to Professor Harris in his deep
sorrow. Mrs. Harris was to me more than professor.
Her manner and wonderful personality were felt by
all who came in contact with her. Our appreciation of
the beauty and loveliness of things was due to her influence over us. Rollins has suffered a real loss. Mrs.
Harris in passing from this world to another will make
it brighter and lovelier by her presence.' '
Albert Newton, '28, speaking for the Alumni, said,
"As one who had the privilege to know M rs. Harris
very well in her class and in close association outside of
class, I wish to say she was to me a wonderful teacher
and a true friend. In her classes she made the great
figures of literature seem to us human figures. She
often had me in her home and the association with
her refined wonderful mind taught me to appreciate
the true and high things for which she lived. She had
continued to write to me as well as to her other students, and her interest in what we did encouraged us to
further and greater efforts."
Representing Kappa Epsilon, Eleanor Wright, '32,
said, " ot only the present active chap.ter of Kappa
Epsilon, but all members of the chapter feel a tremendous loss in the passing of Mrs. Harris. She was
faculty advisor for seven years. Her sympathy and
understanding was always present in her personality.
Her high ideals and human sympathy left their impress
on the hearts of the girls who found in her a dear personal friend."
In paying her tribute for the Little Theatre Workshop, Dorothea Thomas Lynch said, "I think with
great gratitude of Mrs. Harris when I recall the beContinued on Pa e 22
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Lyde Drummond Harris
Passes On
(Continued From Page 3)
ginning of the Little Theatre. She had a fund of wisdom and experience and she never failed to give us
good advice. She had a great knowledge of drama,
and in our friendly and sometimes humorous talks she
put me right on many things which were puzzling me.
She first suggested that we put on 'Candida' and I feel
she had a vital part in its success. She was greatly interested in Shakespeare and it was due to her that we
have taken up Shakespearean productions. She was
an inspiring teacher and the fruits of her inspiration
were many in the playwriting field. Of the short plays
written under her guidance, the most delightful were
· produced in the local clubs and our workshop, and one
was given in her home. Thus her inspiration is knit
firmly into the foundations of the Workshop."
Representing the Woman's Club, Mrs. Hiram Powers said, "In the loss of Mrs. Harris, the Woman's Club
will find it very hard to fill her place. Chairman of the
Dramatic Department, she had taken a distinct part in
dramatic productions at the Woman's Club. Her poetry was often given in programs of the Club. I hope
her poetry can be collected and preserved for its dramatic quality and because it reflected her sensitive and
lovable spirit. Our personal relation was a very happy
one."
Mrs. R. M. Shearer of Orlando paid the following
tribute to Mrs. Harris for the Sorosis Club, "I feel it
is a real privilege to represent Sorosis in this service today, as well as to pay personal tribute to Mrs. Harris.
Her personality has left its impress on all those who
were privileged to know her, whether in the charm and
hospitality of . her home or on the platform or in her
class. One felt the ambition and character of a personality which meant so much to those who came in
contact with her. Those men and women who give of
themselves enrich the lives of all who know them and
are the greate t benefaction of mankind."
In speaking for the Flamingo, Phyrne Squier, '32,
o years association in the classroom,
said, "From
developed qne of the finest friendships I have known.
She conceivfed' the idea of publishing the Flamingo four
years ago. Practically all material used in that publication has come from Mrs. Harris' classes. The rule
she made for us to follow was truth, beauty and freedom of expression. If we follow this rule through life,
we will do well."
Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, minister of the Congregational Church of which Mrs. Harris was a. member,
paid tribute to her as follows: "A Christian womanversatile, of keen and cultured mind and rich emotions,
of imagination and exquisite taste expressed in poetical
forms and the decorations of her home. Ambitious for
herself and her family, industrious to the danger-point,
of deep reverence, a brilliant teacher, an honored parishioner, an inspiring friend, a devoted wife and mother, at last passing through the gate of weakness and
suffering into everlasting health and glad fruitions,
oreceding- us a short while up the Path of Life. This
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is the brief and comforting story of the life of Lyde
Drummond Harris.
"That life has done its best,
Short in days or long,
Which gives, in its life-quest,
Self, love and a song."
The final tribute in the service was paid by President Holt. He said, "There is nothing that can bring
to Rollins or any other college more than a good life
well lived. This is four times since I have been here
that we have assembled to pay tribute to some member
of the faculty. I always think of Dr. Sprague, who was
a friend of all good causes. I think of Professor Franklin as an inspiring and inspired scholar, a man who
illumined every subject he di scussed, a man who graced
any company he entered. I have often thought that if
I had been a girl, I would rather have been like Mrs.
Harris than any other women I have known. A woman can have supreme gifts as an organizer, be an intellectual leader and still be charming and gracious.
All of these teachers were very, very human, and so
with Lyde Drummond Harris. She was talented in
many things. She had the rare gift of teaching. She
had the capacity of really completely loving those with
whom she came in contact.
one of the faculty were
loved more than she. When I think of her, one word
always comes to my mind, and that word is a "gentlewoman"."
The Kappa Epsilon Fraternity records the pas ing
away of its beloved Faculty Advisor, Mrs. Lyde
Drummond Harris, and present the following resolutions:
Resolved, that we deeply mourn the loss to our fraternity of this beloved Advisor and friend who was ever
most loyal and faithful in all her relations to thi s group
and who will be greatly missed by all individually.
Resolved: that we spread this record on the minutes of this Fraternity and that a copy of these be sent
to the college paper, local pres s, and to the family of
the deceased.
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The annual alumni luncheon
aturday at 1
hich was held
o'clock at the Rollin dining hall
was the most delightful and intersting gathering of its kind that
as ever been held at Rollins. The
table were especially attracti e
with their beautiful centerpieces of
1·ainbow colored sweet peas and
asparagus ferns. The occasion being graced by a number of very
di tin uished guests who came
here especially for the meeting and
luncheon from different parts of
the country.
Charle A. Noone acted a.:s toastmaster calling upon various members of the association for speeehes
and remarks. Dr. C. Fred Ward
read a number of me sages from
those· who were unable to be here
for the luncheon.
One feature of the program as
the presentation of golf prizes by
Leon B. Fort of Orlando, as a result of the tournaments that ere
held at the Petite Country club in
Winter Park and at the Sanlando
golf course yesterday morning by
the alumni member and the students. Prizes were donate'1 by the
vai;-ious shops and banks in Winter
Park and Orlando. Prizes for t he
ladies putting contest at the Petite
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Among those who ma<le
and interesting speeehes
·ere
Dean Ander on who in tu111 called
upon the Re •. Mowbray who is
here from California and Mr. Lewton from Washington, D. C. Mrs.
Corra Harris as an honor guest
was also called upon to say a few
words as a member of the Rollins
f acuity and the only professor in
the world of "Evil."
Tollstmaster Noone wound up
the luncheon with a spirited talk
which was interesting and amu ing on his experience;3 with the
alumni. Dr. Holt then re ponded
with a most delightful talk welcoming back the old tudents and
a rnrd or t\rn 011 the hopes of
the future of Rollin .
The honor gue ts who attended
were: l\lrs. Laidlaw from ew York
Cit,~•• :Irs. Clinton ScolJard front
Wii1ter Park, • Ir . Curra Harris
from Ryual, Ga.. Dr. Robertson
from Peekskil1, re,· Y 01·k Mr. and
J. Irs .• r oone of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
.1: fr. Corneliu ·
Pugsley and Ir.
Che ter D. Pugsle:r from Peeks.
kill,, ....ew York.
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Country club '\\ent to
is • ar
Hall with a core of 77 co11 i ting
of a linen table et given by the
Bank of Winter Park and an em•
hroidered hand hag to 1\-Irs. F. H.
'\ ard with a score of 1 presented
by R. F. Leedy Co. Blind bogey
prize for the men went to fr.
idney T. H. Cal"l ·on, a pair of golf
shoe given by Yowell-Drew Co.
in Orlando, second prize ·ent to
"Judge" Guy Colado, a pair of
linen knickers given by R. C. Baker
Co., in Winter Park. Low gross
score was won by Mr. F. H. Ward,
a .flozen golf halls presented by th
Bank of Winter Park and low net
score went to Mr. James Fole , a
half dozen golf balls, given by the
Winter Park Land Co.
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ROLL I
S COLLEGE
Winter Park, Florida
Both Town and Gown are joining in all the
activities of the 'U!eek
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Belfevlna that no lnatltutlon or
aroup could heap further honor on the
head of Thomae A. Edl1on, whom he
characterized a, one of the "living
Immortal,," Dr, Holt aald thla mornIng, fn conferring an honorary degree
on Edl1on at the annual Rollina con\foe tlon, that the areat American Inventor ha, honored Homn In attendIna the cel"emony and accepting the
degree, Both Mr, and Mra. Edlaon
are atopplna a 1hort time In Winter
Park H oueata of Mr, and Mrs Irving
aach1ller,
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

10: 00

M.-Meeting of the Board of Trustees;
Carnegie Hall; President Hamilton Holt
in charge.

A.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

3 :30

P.

8: 30

P.

M.-Presentation of Portraits of Dr.
William R. O'Neal and the late Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Knowles; Library, Carnegie Hall; Dr. Edwin 0. Grover in charge.
M.-Dramatic Production: "Enter Madame," Gilda Varesi and Dolly Byrne;
Recreation Hall; Miss Dorothea Thomas
in charge. (All seats reserved: $1.00, 75c,
50c).
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

9:00

20

21

M.-Registration of Returning Alumni;
Carnegie Hall; Miss Katharine Lewis in
charge.
10:00 A. M.-Adjourned meeting of the Board of
Trustees (if necessary); Carnegie Hall;
President Holt in charge.
A.

12:00 NOON-Thirty-sixth Anniversary Luncheon
of The Rollins Sandspur; Green Gables
Tea Room; Professor Willard Wattles in
charge.
M.-M usical Program jn Memory of
Edward A. MacDowell, followed by an informal reception to the Founders' Week
visitors; Woman's Club; Mrs. A. E. Dick
in charge.

3 : 30

P.

6:00

P.

8 :00

P.

M.-Class, Fraternity,
other Group Reunions.

Sorority

and

M.-Meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa
Association of Central Florida; Virgil
Commemoration; Speaker: Dr. Helen
Wiep.nd Cole, Professor of Greek and Roman Civilizations at Rollins College; As-

sembly Room, Knowles Hall; Dean Winslow S. Anderson in charge. (Members of
the Rollins Key Society will be special
guests at this meeting and the public is
invited).
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

9:00

A.

9:00

A.

22

M.-Registration of Returning Alumni;
Carnegie Hall; Miss Lewis in charge.

M.-Alumni Golf Tournaments; Men at
Sanlando Country Club, Women at Petite
Country Club; Mr. F. H. Ward in charge.

12:00 NOON-Thirty-second Annual Meeting of
the Rollins College Alumni Association;
College Dining Hall; Mr. Rex Beach in
charge.
M.-Annual Alumni Luncheon; Mr.
Charles A. Noone, toastmaster; College
Dining Hall; Mrs. David E. Fishback in
charge.

1 :00

P.

3 :30

P.

8 :00

P.

M.-Concert by Winter Park Symphony
Orchestra; Brewer Estate; Mayor F. W.
Cady in charge.
M.-Civic Celebration and Parade; Mr.

L. A. Wood in charge.
8:30

M.-Annual Civic Reception and Dance;
Woman's Club; Mayor Cady in charge;
Town and Gown Invited.

P.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

23

Day of Prayer for Colleges
11 :00

A.

M.-Services at local churches.

3 :00

P. M.-Animated Magazine; Rollins Campus; President Holt in charge.

8:00

P.

M.-Union Service of Rollins College
and local Churches; Dr. Burris A. Jenkins,
pastor of the Linwood Christian Church,
Kansas City, Missouri, preacher; Recreation Hall; Dr. Charles A. Campbell in
charge.

sembly Room, Knowles Hall; Dean Winslow S. Anderson in charge. (Members of
the Rollins Key Society will be special
guests at this meeting and the public is
invited).
·
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M.-Registration of Returning Alumni;
Carnegie Hall; Miss Lewis in charge.

M.-Alumni Golf Tournaments; Men at
Sanlando Country Club, Women at Petite
Country Club; Mr. F. H. Ward in charge.

12:00 NOON-Thirty-second Annual Meeting of
the Rollins College Alumni Association;
College Dining Hall; Mr. Rex Beach in
charge.
M.-Annual Alumni Luncheon; Mr.
Charles A. Noone, toastmaster; College
Dining Hall; Mrs. David E. Fishback in
charge.

1 :00

P.

3: 30

P.

8 :00

P.

8:30

P.

M.-Concert by Winter Park Symphony
Orchestra; Brewer Estate; Mayor F. W.
Cady in charge.
M.-Civic Celebration and Parade; Mr.
L. A. Wood in charge.
M.-Annual Civic Reception and Dance;
Woman's Club; Mayor Cady in charge;
Town and Gown Invited.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

23

Day of Prayer for Colleges

11 :00

A.

3 :00

P.

8 :00

P.

M.-Services at local churches.

M.-Animated Magazine; Rollins Campus; President Holt in charge.
M.-Union Service of Rollins College
and local Churches; Dr. Burris A. Jenkins,
pastor of the Linwood Christian Church,
Kansas City, Missouri, preacher; Recreation Hall; Dr. Charles A. Campbell in
charge.
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY

9:30

10:00

M.-Academic Procession forms at Carnegie Hall; Professor Edward F. Weinberg
in charge.

A.

M.-Convocation and Conferring of
Honorary Degrees; Address by Dr. George
Morgan Ward, President Emeritus; Rollins Campus; President Holt in charge.
A.

6:00 P. M.-Rollins Key Society Tea
in Honor of Distinguished Visitors; Library, Carnegie Hall; Miss Aurora McKay in charge.

4:00

TO

9:00

P.

M.-Reception by the Society of the
Allied Arts in Honor of Distinguished
Guests; Woman's Club; Miss Grace Edwards in charge.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

8:00

M.-Tuesday Evening Lecture by Dr.
William Lyon Phelps; Congregational
Church; Dr. Campbell in charge.

P.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

8:15

25

27

M.-Concert by Winter Park Symphony
Orchestra; Recreation Hall; Miss Mary L.
Leonard in charge. (Admission, $1.00).

P.
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ex officio

eceives Degree
of Doctor of Science at

R-ollins College rfoclay
ELECTRICAL

WIZARD RE-

CEIVES GLOWING Tom.
UTE FROM HAMll,TON
HOLT,
PRESIDENT 9F

Q)LLEGE.

In & gorgeous outdoor aett!ng,
amid tropical moSB•draped oak•, an
honorary degree of acience today
waa conferred upon Thomas Alva
Edison. t,he inventor, bY, Rollins
College.
i
The exercl1e1, held beneatli a ·
blazing aun, took place in the
"horseshoe" campus of the college
during the annual convocation n~
observance of Founders' week~
They were attended by hundred.a o
spectators, seated in a huge semi
circle about the canvas-covere
speakers' platform, banked :,rl
tropical plants. and flowers.
Honorary degrees al15o were con
ferred upon seven other outstudlng personages of the country In
addition to awarding of the Algernon Sydney Sull1van meda1lion to
Judge LeQnard J. Hackney, of _\Vin·
ter Park.
Holt Make■ Award
:Attired 1n. cap and gown, and
wearing a broad smile, Mr. Edison
received the honorary degree, a.mid
& rousing applause, from the hand
of Dr. Ham1lton Holt, president of
the eolleg~ who paid the inventive
genius a glowing tribu.te for his
achievements as one of the greatest scientists the world has ever
known.
·
"Thomaa A.. Edison, livlng immortal, no institution of learning 1n
America can add to your name or
fame by any tiUe or honor it can
bestow.'' said Dr, Holt, 1n conferrtns the degree upon the inventor.
..Rollins College, therefore, must
rest content with honoring itself
by conferring upon you the degree I
of doctor of science and admitting
you to all its rights and privileges."
.A.a the degree was handed to the I
electrical wizard and the purple
and gold hood placed about bis
shoulders, he stood erect, smiled
broadly and said, "Thank you.•~
EdJaon Pleaaed
'tJ'pon returning to his chair: Mr.
l!ldh10:n appeare,4 a.a 11Ie,a~ed UC
child wlth. a new toy. He hardlf
could wait untll he untied the daint.7 l'lbbon around the degree to
open aa4 IN it. Sitting there hold~ the eh pakm in both bJ&nda.

1

1

lb.ereo

JhlJ'~

Although his defecttTe hearfns

made 1t impoasible for him to know

the words of tribute paid to him,
Kr. Edison took an active tntereat
the two-hou,r exerctae tha.t ende4
high noon.
At the beginning of the ceremonies, the inventive genius, walking
n. the arm of Dr. Holt, led the acaemic procellSlon 1n cap and gown
m Carnegie hall, the ~dministrath-e building, to the apeakera'
atand, aa the collece orcheatn, on
a :platform nearby, played th& trl·
umphal march from .t\lda.
Immediately atter the inTocation
by Dr. Harlem P. Beach, profeuor
of missions, emeritus, of Yale Uni•
veralty, Mr. Edison, aweltering un•
der the blazing sun, left the pla~
form and was conducted to the
shady porch of an adJointng buildIng to rest while the earl:, pan of
the cenmoniea were being held.
He returned immediately after the
address of Dr. George Morgan
Ward, preslde11t emeritus of Rollins College, who traced the history
of the Institution and characterized
it as one of the most outstanding
of its kind in the country.
Other Awards Made
Honorary degrees also were conferred upon six other well known
persons throughout the country
during the services. The:, are the
Rev. Burris Atkins Jenkins, putor
of Linwood Boulevard Christian
church at Kansas City, who also
is an author and lecturer and forer editor of the Kansas City Post;
the Rev. J. Delman Kuykendall
pastor of Plymouth church, Coe
nut Grove, Fla., and editorial write
for the Mia.mi Hera.Id; Frederic
Lewis Lewton, curator of the te
tiles division ot Smithsonian Ina
tute; WUliam Lydn Pttelps, Lam
son professor of English at Yal
University; Frank Lyon Polk, New
York, lawyer and undersecretary or
state in the WJison administration,
and Mrs. Harriet Burton Laidlaw
New York writer, lecturer ana:
Uotlla.lly known woman suffrag
leader. ·
During the exercises, Dr. Hol
a,nnounced several gifts to go t
ward the $2,500,000 endowmen
fund being raised by the college
The:, included a new girls' dorm!
tor:, given by Cornelius Pugsley
banker of Peekskill, N. Y., and
trustee of the Rollins College tnsU
tute of statesmanship, who als
gave an unannounced sum o
money; another girls' dormitory b
the girls of the institution; $6,00
from Mrs. A. M. Young, of MOUD:
tain Lake, who is the mother-in-la
of John H, Goss, a trustee ot th
college; and $35,000 by Mrs. Fran
CN Knowles Warren, of Boston.

SENIOR WOMEN
ENTERTAINED BY
MISSES GUILD
Annual Tea is Enjoyed
By Graduating
Class
A most delightful and attractive
tea was given Monday afternoon
by the Misses Clara Louise and
Alice Guild at their beautiful home
on Interlachen avenue in honor of
the Senior class at Rollins.
Miss Clara Guild was the first
graduate of Rollins and each year
she and her sister entertain in
honor of the senior girls. The home
l"&S attractively decorated
with
Rollins colors of blue and gold. On
the tea table, where Miss Isabel
Green so charmingly poured, was
a lovely centerpiece of yellow nasturtiums and long yellow tapers in
blue holders. Assisting the Misses
Guild in serving were Miss Margaret McKay and Miss Katherine
Lewis.
Besides the senior class from Rollins the alumni guests from Orlando were:
Mrs. L. G. Algee, Miss Grace
Boone, Miss Mary Branham, Mrs.
D. A. Cheney, Mrs. Douglas Ellerbe,
Mrs. Davis E. Fishback and Mrs.
G. B. Fishback, Mrs. Edna Giles
Fuller, Mrs. W. M. Glenn, Mrs.
Mary Gurnsey, Mrs. Richard Hudson, the Misses Ada McKnight,
Maybelle O'N eal and Elizabeth
Rand; Mrs. C. A. Robinson, Mrs.
Rush Gray, Mrs. Allen B. Whitman and Mrs. W. W. Yothers .
The alumni from Winter Park
were: Mrs. H. K. Kelly, Mrs. R.
C. and C. F. Ward, Mrs. Donald
Vincent, Mrs. A. H. Whitmore, Mrs.
W. F. Blackman, Dr. Helen Cole,
Mrs. Sylvester Bingham, the Misses
Alice Campbell, Isobel Green, Annie
Stone, Gertrude Ward, Margaret
McKay and Bernice Shor.

Dr. Holt Guest of Honor
of Rollins Seniors
The senior class of Rollins
lege held an Informal dinner Fri•
day evening at the Whistling Ket•
tle tea house In Winter Park, with
Dr. Hamilton Holt as the guest of
honor. The color scheme used for
this occasion was blue and gold,
which are the college colors.
The banquet opened with an address ot welcome to Dr. Holt by
"Chet" Ihrig, president ot the
class. Repo s were made by the
graduation committee.
A very inspiring talk was ~iveu
by Dr. Holt. He read an original
poem in which he brouiht iu members of the class as cliaracters.
The banquet closed with 3n hn•
promptu talk by Joe Browning
Jones.
_
The following seniors were present: Chester Ihrig, Robert James,
Asa Jennings, Joe Jones, Aurora
McKay, Marjorie McMichael, Mrs.
Mittendorf, Gerald Miller, Dorothy
Minter, Helen Morrow, Rowan
Pichard, Cecile Pilty, Harriet Pipcorn, Frances Porter, Ruby Quick,
Cloyde Russell, Martha Schanck,
Virginia Steele, Charlotte Stienhams, Carols Walter, Stella Weli
ton, Isabel Williams, Demaris WU
son, Clara Adol!s, John Armstrong,
Elenor Blish, Billy Chapman, Jan~t
Cadman, Dorothy and Helen Carr,
Harrison Cobb, Cyril Cockrell,
Ruth Cole, Anita Cross, Gertrude
Kearns, Barbara Daly, Dot Davis,
How,ard Delameter, John Fis.her
Flora Furen, Sarah Green, Ethei
Hahn, Clementine Hall, Louise
Hall, Price Holland, Louise Howes
and Sara
r •

CHARLOTTE MARIE STEINHANS
We find that Charlotte, familiarly known as "Miss Wetzmetz,"
was born in Springfield, Illinois.
She never liked snow and would
never go out and play like other
children. So, therefore, was very
glad to move to Orlando, Florida,
with her family.
She attended junior and senior
high schools in Orlando, and in
her senior year she became interested in debating. She has always
likd to talk-ever since she uttered
her first w0rd she has kept up a
steady chatter until now there is
no way to stop her. Her debating
team entered the state contest, and
first became one of the eight best
teams in the state and finally was
judged the winning team at the
close of the contest at Gainesville.
During the summer of '26 she
was a representative to a religious
conference in North Carolina. Returning from there, she enrolled at
Rollin where she became interested in campus affairs. Her chief
interest has been in dramatics and
she spent most of one summer at
Leland Power's school in Martha's
Vineyard, near Boston, Mass., taking up dramatics.
Charlotte is a member of Kappa
Epsilon. She also belongs to Phi
Beta honorary fraternity and to
the Rollins Key Society. Among
the offices she has held are: PanHellenic secretary 28-29, secretary-treasurer of students' association 29-30, and vice-president of
senior class 29-30. In 1927 she
won the third prize in the Sprague
Oratorical Contest. In 1929 she
belonged to the college debate •
-team and she has been with the
Rollins Players for two years.
Charlotte was editor of the handbook in '29, and in the Pageant
given in Orlando recently she was
Miss Orlando.
1
Last summer Chal'lotte was an
assistant leader at the Recreation
Department in Orlando. After
graduation she hopes to enter the
field of teaching as a profession.
However, she has not committed
herself yet as to whether it will
be History, English, Public Speakwill
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OlaBB day xerciaee for the D'lem•
b&r ot thl& yHl"I araduatlng cla11
at Rollins College will be held tomorrow at 10 A. K. in Knowl..
Hall. Immediately follo•lna th•
ex~rci e1, a new tradftlon tt,r ••
nlor claHH to carry on 1Vlll b ••
mated
hen the clan ot 1 30
plants the first in a rroup of Pl.1trees at a selected spot "on th•
shores or Lake Virginia."
Che1;1ter A. Ihrig, president of th•
senior class, wlll act u master 6f
ceremonies, and Geor e C. Helt
and Frank P. Walker, topbom.oro,
will. 11erve as piarshale.
The folio Ing progrim h1 ta•
nounced:
Proceseional - Matt.Ji
from Aida (Verdi), Emelle Sell~r•;
Cla88 History, Flora. L. Furen, Fort
Myers; Class Will, Robert K.
per, Fort Myers; Piano Solo, Hu1h
F. McKean, Orlando; Dedication of
"Tomokan," Chester A. Ihrig, Fort
Myers; PrMentation ot Class Gift,
Charlotte M. Stienhan!3, Orlando.
Present a tlon of Gamma Phi Bet&
Economics Prize, Harriet L. Pit)•
korn, Sarasot& ; Panhellenic A ard,
Helen A. Morrow, Daytona Bkch;
Vocal Solo, Dorothy A. Minter. Atla nts., Ga.; ClasB Poem, Sttlla. H,
Weeton, Winter Park; Farewell,
Chester A. Ihrig, Fort Myer!; Alma.
Mater; Recessional - Pomp and.
Circumstance (Elgar), Emelie Sel•
lers.
.
The ceremony of planting tht,
first pa Im tree will be featured. l,y
the presentation of a silver spade
to th~ senior class b Miss Grae•
0. Edwards, chairman of the campus heautification committee. ])r.
Hamilton Holt, pre,;ident ot i\ollintl
College, "'ill speak briefly a.nd
President Ihrig or the senior clus
will accept the 8pade on behalf of
his cla s rnatee. Followtns th•
planting ceremony in whicll each.
member or the class wlll partici•
pate, Alfred J. Rashid, Davenport,
Ia., will pledge the clasB of 1931
to carry on the tradition. The
monies will conclude v.-lth the 1fn1ing of Auld Lang Syne.
The Class c~ay committee include1
Clara B. Adolfs, Chicago, m., chair•
man. Aurora McKay, Tampa, Gerard M. Miller, St. Cloud, :Robert G.
Sprague, Wintti!r Park, and Carol
M. Walter, Orlando. The t~
planting ceremony is In charre ~f
a committee composed ot Loulie E.
Hall, Lowell, Mass., John E. Armstrong, New York, N. Y., and Anita.
E. Crose, Manchester, N. H.
The otficPrs of this year's Hnlor
class are Chester A. Ihrig, Fort
Myers, president; Charlotte M.
Stienhans, Orlando, vice-pregident;
Robert K. Pepper, Fort My~N, a@cretary; and Robert G. Sprarue~
Winter Park, trea urer.
Hellenic ward to Kappa Epsilon.
The Class Poem , ·as delh-ere:1 by
Stella H. We ton, ""inter Park.
Hugh F. cKcan, Orlando, play-
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[evity and Seriousness
Blended in Exercises
With an apropriate blend of levity and seriousnes , members of
the senior class of Rollins College
held Class Day Exercises yesterday
as one of the features of ComFollowin~ a
mencement Week.
program in Knowles Hall. the c1ass
inaugurated a new and practical
h'adition by plantin_g the first of a
group of -palm tree on the Lake
Virginia shore in cooperation with
the Campus Beautification Committee.
Durinj?,' the Class Day Exercises
in the hall, Miss Dorothy Davis,
Miami, was awarded the Gamma
Phi Beta Economics Prize of $10.00
offered to the student making the
best record in the study of economics this year. The Pan Hellenic
Cup offered to the sorority making the best schola tic record this
year was won by Kappa Ep ilon.
A cup offered by the Athletic
Association was presented to Rollin~ Hall, winner Qi. the championship of the diamondball league this
sea on.
Sandspur Keys were presenterl by
Miss Aurora McKay editor in chief
of the Sandspur, to Professor Willard Wattle ,
sa W. Jennings,
Whiting Hall, Stella Weston, Robert E. James, Gordon Robins and
Ralph Scanlon. On behalf of the
staff, Mr. Jennings presented a
key to Miss McKay.
A copy of the Tomokan, the
yearbook, was presented by Chester Ihrig, president of the senior
class, to Mrs.- Emilie B. Ca s, College Registrar, to whom this year's
i sue i dedicated. On behalf of
the senior class, Miss Charlotte
M. Stienhans, Orlando, announced
that, as gifts from the Class of ·
1930, the sum of $181 has been
given to the Senior Loan Fund for
students, and plans had beell instituted by the class to purchase
a quantity of caps and gowns for
the College to loan to future graduation candidates at low rental
rates.
Chester A. Ihrig, as c1as president, presided, and delivered a
short farewell addres . The Cla s
History was given by Flor~ L.
Furen, Fort Myers. and Robert K.
, Pepper, Fort Myers, read the Class
Will. Harriet L. Pipkorn, Sa1·asota, p1'esented the Gamma Phi
Beta Economics Prize to Miss Davis. and Helen A. Morrow, Daytona Beach. announced the Pan
Hellenic Awar<l to Kappa Epsilon.
The Class Poem v •as delivered by
tella H. eston, Winter Park.
u h
cKean, Orlando, play-

ed a piano solo, and a vocal sol
wa rendered by Dorothy An
Minter, Atlanta, Ga., Emilie Sel
ler, pianist, played Verdi's Marc
from Aida as the Processiona!; El
gar's Pomp and Clrcumstance· a
the Recessional. George C. Holt
Woodstock, Conn., and Frank P
Walker, St. Joseph, Mo., were th
marshals.
President Hamilton Holt opene
the palm planting ce1·emony b
praising the work of the Campu
Beautification Committee of whic
Miss Grace 0. Edwards,
Park, is chairman. Miss Edvv-ards
responded by presenting a silver
spade to the Senior Class and explained the plan of cooperation
under which future senior classes
will carry on the tradition of planting a palm tree in -accordance with
a landscape designed approved by
the Campus Beautification Committee.
Led by President Ihrig, each
member of the senior class tossed
a shovelful of dirt to the :roots
of the tree. Alfred J. Rashid, representing the Class of 1931, pledglris fellow members lo carry on
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The third. voyage.
•And. 1 have loved. the ocean, an · my joy,
Ot youthful sports was on thJ' breast. to be
Borne, like bubbles, onward------ - --••

The •~»tain wal.ke the aeck, tore an aft, ana •• 14ei to lani for ·
more rue~ at another islan,, This time
re r.of the original. ere
lef't the ship an4 a. number of worthy seamen came on board. The rew·,
that year telt more ex,erien ed; tban ever -•tore ant those rwho
ramaine4 on boar, loved the sea and the ourse~so that each •reaiet ~
the tiae when he ehoUl• ha.Te to leave for the shore. A ~ thiri eail
was
ant
to oel.ebrate~ thete Tars gave a prom for the
first class seainen. That year the ship again ha• tw captains.
~aeeett ani Ihr6g.
·
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The fourth ant last voyage.
•o'er th g].a4 waters of the 4ark blue sea,
Our thots as bounilese and. -our eeuJ.s as free,
J'ar as the breese oan bee.r,/#1. the billows toaa,
Survey our empire ant behold our hoe.•
'!'he eommand. 1 s pa&seci.:!'VP wi·th t e main sail"• • The eh1 i e on its ::
Journey hoe, barnacle( an• rea,y tor Uy a k.Taere ~are some of the
old erew mssing.Therre ~e some new sailors.Captain Ihrig is at the
helm.
.
The rew is &J.ert · an wa.tehfUl.!he homewar( curse is the har6est. 1
The water is wwept with binocuJ.ars searching f r buoys, lighthouses,
an the ship's presiient who is to pilot the ahip thra the narr .w
pass into the harbor. On boar, there is general cleaning ant
washing of
to make -ell shipshape an, every theing taut for
leaving.
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There is a ery,•Sh1p ahoy•, and in the 4istanee another sh1 · is
eightet and soom the comp.a ny'• presitent is on boar&. au.ch talkie
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1a11ore wi:vwe.Soae one sings, •she was just a sailors -..reetheart•. !h
Jlornpi:,e 1 s d.anced.. All 1 s buetl e ant excite ent fol! 1 eaving.
In the lietanee is seen the warning light house.The captain or4era
all r rwar4 on 4eok to watch the entranee to the harbor as the
ship ia t we4 in.

about among the crew the presitent' s~:; first assistant,
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toLMlt llari-iet, •Lets see the 'fomokan •11 1 , 111' its great this year•.
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OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF 1930
Che$ter Alva Ihrig, President
Charlotte Marie ·Stienhans, Vice-President
Robert Kenyon Pepper, Secretary
Robert Guernsey Sprague, Treasurer
CLASS DAY COMMITTEE

Clara Bertha Adolfs, Chairman
Aurora McKay
Gerard Matthew Miller
Robert Guernsey Sprague
Carol Margaret Walter
COMMITTEE FOR

p ALM

CEREMONY

Louise Estelle Hall, Chairman
John Eldred Armstrong
Anita Emily Cross

ROLLINS

COLLEGE

Winter Park, Florida

Need of Courage in
Life After College
Days Is Discussed
Dr. Charles A. Campbell(s
Delivers Baccalaureate'e
Sermon to R o 11 i n s ~
Graduates.
The need of courage in the
that comes after college days are c.
rast was urged by Dr. Charles A. o
Campbell, professor of Biblical lit-·erature at Rollins, in preaching the;sermon at the baccalaureate serv-1
ices for the Rollins College seniors
yesterday. The service, which was
held in Recreation hall, was attended by the 65 graduate.!! attired in
caps and gowns and a large number
of relatives and friends of the students.
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of~
Rollins, presided and Dr. Clarence
A. Vincent, pastor of t he Congrega-t
tional church, Rev. John J. Treadwell, pastor of the Methodist Epis- r
copal church and Dr. James B. ~
Thomas, rector of A ll Sllints Epis- ·
copal church, all of Winter Park, assisted in the ser vices.
The Rollins Conse~vatory Faculty
trio, composed of Gretchen Cox, I
Marguerite Poetzinger and Helen
Moore, played Elgar's Pomp and
Circumstance as the processional
and Meyerbeer's March from ''Le
Prophet" as the recessional. Beethoven's Andante was rendered
following the scripture lesson.
Dr. Campbell based his sermon
upon the text in Joshua 1: 9, "Be
strong and of good courage.' "Essential always," he said, "courage
is an imperative necessity in the
hours of decision. We need it in
order to actually make decisions.
For years decisions have been made
for us; the whole matter of choice
has been in other hands-we have
been subjects rather than agents.
We have had nothing to do with
our birth and the conditions under
which our lives have been lived.
Our inheritance and our early environment have been provided for
us. ,ve have been dependent. We
have taken what is given us. Now
' comes the hour of personal choice,
of preference. We have achieved a
, measure of independence. "';Ve may
stay or we may go. Decision is one
or we may deny. Decision is ~
, of the marks of increasing moral
1 maturity. Indecision is
the hang' over of a persistently dependent
mind."
1
All vital decisions, Dr. Campbell
I told the graduates, anticipate the
t , future. "The wise man rel~es toe day's decisions to the necessities of
f , tomorrow," he continued, "and to
, the unfolding powers which tomor=
, · row brings. I must assume that
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Baccalaureate service
65 members of thi year's g,:aduating class at Rollins College will
be held at 10 o'clock this morning
in Recreation Hall at the College.
In deference to the college service, it is announced, the Congregational and . Baptist churches in
Winter Park have cancelled their
regular morning services.
Dr. Charles A. Campbell, professor of biblical literature at Rol1ins sin~e 1925, and a former Presbyterian minister in Denver, Colo.,
Dayton, 0., and Elizabeth, N . J .,
will preach the baccalaureate sermon in response to an invitation
from the senior class. His subject will be 'The Courageous Life."
Dr. Charles A. Vincent, past9r
of the Winter Park Congregational
church, Dr. J . B. Thomas, rector
of All Saint~ Episcopal church,
and Rev. John J . Treadwell, pastor
of the Winter Park Methodist
Episcopal church, will assist in
the services.
Dr. Hamilton Holt, pre ident of
Rollins College, will preside. Music will be provided by the Rollins
Conservatory faculty trio composed of Mi s Gretchen Cox, Miss
Marguerite Poetzinger, and Miss
Helen Moore.. Dr. Vincent will
ask invocation and benediction,
Rev. Treadwell will read the scripture lesson, and Dr. Thomas will
offer prayer.
l\Iemhers of the graduating
cla. s, attired in caps and gowns,
will march to Recreation Hall from
Carnegie Hall. The public is. inyited to attend the service.

Need of Courage in
Life After College

Days Is Discussed
Dr. Charles A. Campbellfs
Delivers Baccalaureate e
Sermon to R o 11 i n s ~
Graduates.
The need of courage in the me

that comes after college days are ll
past was urged by Dr. Charles A. P
Campbell, professor of Biblical lit- rerature at Rollins, in preaching the sermon at the baccalaureate services for the Rollins College seniors
yesterday. The service, which was
held in Recreation hall, was attended by the 65 graduate~ attired in
caps and gowns and a large number
of relatives and friends of the students.
Dr. Hamilton Ho1t, president of~
Rollins, presided and Dr. Clarence
A. Vincent, pastor of the Congrega- ·
tional church, Rev. John J. Treadwell, pastor of the Methodist Epis- ~
copal church and Dr. James B.
Thomas, rector of All Saints Epis• •
copal church, all of Winter Park, as- (
sisted in the service_s.
The Rollins Conservatory Faculty
trio, composed of Gretchen Cox.
Marguerite Poetzinger and Helen
Moore, played Elgar's Pomp and
Circumstance as the processional 1
and Meyerbeer's March from "Le ,
Prophet" as the recessional. Beethoven's Andante was rendered
following the scripture lesson.
Dr. Campbell based his sermon
upon the text in Joshua 1:9, "Be
strong and of good courage.' "Essential always," he said, "courage
is an imperative necessity in the
hours of decision. We need it in
order to actually make decisions.
For years decisions have been made
for us; the whole matter of choice
has been in other hands-we have
been subjects rather than agents.
We have had nothing to do with
our birth and the conditions under
which our lives have been lived.
Our inheritance and our early environment have been provided for
us. We have been dependent. We
, have taken what is given us. Now
comes the hour of personal choice,
of preference. We have achieved a
measure of independence. 7Ve may
stay or we may go. Decision is one
or we may deny. Decision is on\3
of the marks of increasing moral
maturity. Indecision is the har1g•
over of a persistently dependent
mind."
All vital decisions, Dr. Campbell
told the graduates, anticipate the
t . future. "The wise man rel~es toe i day's decisions to the necessities ot
f tomorrow," he continued, "and to
, 'the unfolding powers which tomor=
, · row brings. I must assume that
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w en the time arr ve!!I or me o
meet a new responsib1Uty I ehall be
equal to its demands. When spring
~rrlv.es I shall have my seed read:1for the planting and when bjarvest
comes I shall have my tools ready
for the gleaning. That is the confidence of a courageous heart. It is
not presumption, it is prevision.
"All decisions, presumably, are
comprehended in solii'e one fundamental attitude toward life. The
determination of that attitude ls
the supreme and all-inclusive
choice.
"My decisions are my motives in
terms or choice and all that I do
with respect to vocation or marriage or friendship or leisure is affected by my position as a getter or
a giver. It requires courage of a
high order to chQose the nobler
way, to resist the appeal of materialism, to seek honor rather than
honors, the common highway ot
service rather than the shining
throne of power and glory. 'He that
saveth his life shall lose it and he
that loseth his llfe shall save it.'
It was a courageous man who fashioned his life according to that
standard and only brave men follow
in his train, but it is the single
philosophy I know of which guarantees ultimate · blessedness and
permanent success.
uwe need courage to seek after
truth. 'Ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free,'
is as fitting an inscription for the
doorposts o! a college as for the
vestibule of a cathedral. It is assumed that you have become interested in the search for reality, that
you have been quickened and stimulated and that you know something of the thrill of the quest. You
have learned to ask questions; you
have developed the inquiring mind.
This attitude of interrogation we
hope may be maintained., It is no
enough to be merely hospitc1ible t
new ideas, to be susceptible to
fresh impressions; a wax cylinder
is capable of that. The symbol of
the student mind is not an open
door, but the extended hand, positive rather than negative, active
rather than passive.
"God does not expect us to know
all truth. He does expect us to be
faithful to the segment of truth we
have come to know, faithful to
cluty,- to beauty, to honor and to
the spirit of good will."
Dr. Campbell defined 'courage"
by saying that it "comes by natural
processes of growth, of develop1
ment. Courage is not a distinct
: moral quality altogether separate
, from the rest of life. It is woven
i into the whole of the tissue of being. It is faith and initiative and
patience. It is resoluteness of will.
1 It is the continuous denial of the
c menace of fear. ti is not something
to be levied upon in the timt of
1
emergency when great issues are
at stake. It is the assertion of in1
dependence of self-reliance in or-

j

dinary, commonplace matters which
seem to have no extraordinary
nificance. It becomes habitual with
use. God gives it as He gives
strength to the muscles and accuracy to the eyes and steadiness to
te nerves, by means of normal discipline and employment. Like every noble virtue it enlarges with
use. The capacity for courage is
in yourself, dormant, unsuspected,
perhaps, and only as you persistently exercise it may it hope to come
to full expression. It is not a coat
of mail to be hastily donned for a
spectacular encounter, it is an inward spirit, confident and buoyant,
which suffuses and vitalizes· the
whole of fife."
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HALL
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WI

TER PAR K, FLORIDA

PRESIDENT HAMILTON HoLT, Presiding

PROCESSIONAL:

Pomp and C ircumstance _________________ Elgar
CoNSERVATORY FACULTY TRIO:

Miss GRETCHEN Cox, Mrss MARGUERITE PoETZINGER, Mrss HELEN MooRE

DOXOLOGY
I NVOCATION:

DR. CLARENCE A . VINCENT

HYMN:
Our God, our help in ages past,
Our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast,
And our eternal home,-

A thousand ages in thy sight
Are like an evening gone,
Short as the watch that ends the night
Before the rising sun.

Before the hills in order stood,
Or earth received her frame,
From everlasting thou art God,
To endless years the same.

Time, like an ever-rolling stream,
Bears all its sons away :
They fly forgotten, as a dream
Dies at the opening day.

SCRIPTURE LESSON :
Music :

REVEREND JOHN J. TREADWELL

Andante -------------------- -- - - - - - - -~
CONSERVATORY

P RAYER:

eethoven

FACULTY TRIO

DR. JAMES BISHOP THOMAS

H YMN:
Dear Lord and Father of mankind,
Forgive our feverish ways;
Reclothe us in our rightful mind;
In purer lives thy service find,
In deeper reverence, praise.

Drop thy still dews of quietness,
Till all our strivings cease ;
Take from our souls the strain and stress,
And let our ordered lives confess
The beauty of thy peace.

0 Sabbath rest by Galilee I
0 calm of hills above !
Where Jesus knelt to share with thee
The silence of eternity,
Interpreted by love.

Breathe through the heats of our desire
Thy coolness and thy balm ;
Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire :
Speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire,
0 still small voice of calm.

SERMON:

"The Courageous Life", DR. CHARLES ATWOOD CAMPBELL

HYMN:
Onward, Christian soldiers,
Marching as to war,
With the cross of Jesus
Going on before!
Christ, the royal Master,
Leads against the foe :
Forward into battle
See his banners go.

Onward, then, ye people,
Join our happy throng,
Blend with ours your voices
In the triumph-song,'Glory, laud, and honor
Unto Christ the King I'
This through countless ages
Men and angels sing.
Refrain: Onward, Christian soldiers,
Marching as to war,
With the cross of Jesus
Going on before I

BE EDICTION :

DR. CLARE NCE A. VI CENT

RECESSIONAL:

March from "Le Prophet"
CONSE RVATORY

___ Meyerbeer

FACULTY TRIO

(The audience is requested to remain seated until the academic procession has left the hall)

THE COURAGEOUS LIFE
Joshua 1:9. "Be Strong and of Good Courage"

HE words were spoken to a young man named Joshua on the threshold of a great adventure. For years his dreams like far-flung outposts have encamped beyond the Jordan River toward the going
down of the sun in the blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea. And
now his dreams are to be overtaken as he stands on the river's brink.
Facing a new world of experience in this critical hour of advance he is
counselled by the divine voice to "be strong and courageous." It is an
appropriate note for anyone who turns his eyes to the unknown territory beyond the horizon. Essential always, courage is an imperative
necessity in the hours of decision. We need it in orde·r to actually make
decisions. For years decisions have been made for us: the whole matter of choice has been in other hands-we have been subjects rather than
agents. We have had nothing to do with our birth and the conditions under which our lives have been lived. Our inheritance and our early environment have been provided for us. We have been dependent: we
have taken what is given us. Now comes the hour of personal choiceof preference. We have achieved a measure of independence: we
may ·stay or w,e may go: we may a~firm or we may deny. Decision is
one of the marks of increasing moral maturity. Indecision is the hangover of a persistently dependent mind. In every sea are derelicts
"driven with the wind and tossed," drifting with the current, without
helm or compass or pilot-pitiful victims of circumstance. All that
saves a man from such a fate is the will to choose, which means
courage.

T

All vital decisions anticipate the future. The wise man relates
today's decisions to the necessities of tomorrow and to the unfolding
powers which tomorrow brings. I must assume that when the time
arrives for me to meet a new responsibility I shall be equal to its
demands. When spring arrives I shall have my seed r,eady for the
planting and when harvest comes I shall have my tools ready for the
gleaning. That is the confidence of a courageous heart. It is not
presumption-it is prevision. In a r,ecent address at Lehigh University the suggestion was made that "the purpose of education is to
1

make one more alive." It is this ever-growing aliveness of body, mind
and spirit which may be called into play when necessity requires.
Some years ago Stephen Crane wrote an amazing book-amazing for
a youth twenty-two years of age-called "The Red Badge of Courage."
It is a study of the workings of the mind of a soldier who wond.ered if,
when the hour of supreme testing came, he would prove equal to the
emergency-whether he would run like a coward or stand his ground
as a soldier should. The book reaches its climax in the disclosure of
a superb adequacy in the fierce ordeal of actual battle.
All decisions, presumably, are comprehended in some one fundamental attitude toward life. 'T he determination of that attitude is the
supreme and all-inclusive choice. Is the world essentially a treasure
house to be stormed and taken by the sheer power of violent attack,
its riches to be appropriated and its golden delights possessed, or is
the world a field, fertile and responsive, in which I may plant the
seeds of truth and beauty and fidelity-whose final fruitage will bless
other lives and minister to the common good?
Shall I get all I can or give all I can? Is privilege or obligation
the key-note of my activity? Perhaps no hard sharp line may be
drawn between these two attitudes. It has been said that a proper
principle of social conduct is this, "To each according to his need:
from each according to his ability/' Certainly, one is justified in
receiving in proportion to his necessity, but it is just as true that one
is bound to give in proportion to his creating and serving power. The
. emphasis upon one or the other of these two di'vergent attitudes is
the soil in which all decisions are rooted. What motivates my behavior? My decisions are conditioned by my dominant motives: my
decisions are my motives in terms of choice, and all that I do with
respect to vocation or marriage or friendship or leisure is affected by
my position as a getter or a giver. It requires courage of a high
order to choose the nobler way, to resist the appeal of materialism,
to seek honor rather than honors, the common highway of service
rather than the shining throne of power and glory. "He that saveth
his life shall lose it and he that loseth his life shall save, it." It was
a courageous man who fashioned his life according to that standard
and only brave men follow in his train, but it is the single philosophy
I know of which guarantees ultimate blessedness and permanent
success.
2
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We need courage to seek after truth. "Ye shall know the truth and
the truth shall make you free" is as fitting an inscription for the
doorposts of a college as for the vestibule of a cathedral. It is assumed that you have become interested in the search for reality, that
you have been quickened and stimulated and that you know something of the thrill of the quest. You have learned to ask questions:
you have developed the inquiring mind. This attitude of interrogation
we hope may be maintained. It is not enough to be merely hospitable
to new ideas, to be susceptible to fresh impressions: a wax cylinder is
capable of that. The symbol of the student mind is not an open door
but the extended hand, positive rather than negative, active rather
than passive. Jesus declared that one must become as a little child
to enter the Kingdom of Heaven, and what is more characteristic of
normal childhood than the habit of asking questions? Most of them
can propound more questions in an hour than a sage can answer in a
year. "Why?" is one of the constants in a child's vocabulary. He
urged upon men the practice of questioning: "Ask-seek-knock." It
is a sad day for us when we lose the spirit of wonder. I once knew an
old man living on the bare frontiers of life who, when apprised of
some fact hitherto unknown to him, invariably replied, "I want to
know-I want to know." His naive reaction to information is a desirable trait and worth cultivating.

It may be that you will fail to reach final conclusions, that your
findings will be subject to continuous revision as you go on. Finality
is not the supl'eme concern. Cromwell said, "No one ever goes so, far
as the one who does not know where he is going."
Definite destinations and graveyards have a good deal in common,
and neither one has any particular attraction for the true traveler.
"The infinite pathos of life" some one says, "is its eternal flux:" to
me, the eternal flux of life constitutes its infinite charm. It is the
capacity to ask "What next?" that gives zest to living. "Ne plus ultra"
is as absurd as it is boastful. No misfortune is so great as the overtaking of an ideal, for ideals die when they are captured. Vitality is
of more consequence than finality. Life is varied and continuous and
dynamic: death is stereotyped and static. I do not mean that we are
to be certain of nothing, forever unconvi;noed, holding all things in
suspense. We need some solid earth underneath, but a limitless horizon
3

is quite as essential as a rock on which to stand. We have eyes as
well as feet and our vision is vaster than our stride. What I would
like to make plain is that we need courage to go on seeking though
we may find absolute conclusiveness beyond our reach. One is inclined to agree with the words usually attr ibuted to Lessing: "If I had
truth in my right hand and the search after truth in my left hand
and had to choose between them, I should choose the left hand."
But the~e is another aspect of vital importance, that is the need
of courage to be loyal to the truth we do discover however fragmentary
or tentative it may seem to be. Josiah Royce leads us to think that
all of life may be expressed in terms of loyalty. Learning is secondary, living is primary. Truth is not to be coveted for its own sake
but for its value in enabling us to live harmoniously and effectively.
The mere apprehension of the truth guarantees nothing: if used, it
may make us free; God does not expect us to know all truth: He
does expect us to be faithful to the segment of truth we have come
to know, faithful to duty, to beauty, to honor, and to the spirit of
good-will.
Perhaps the greatest demand upon courage is the strain of carrying
on. Some significant decision is made, some worthy attitude toward
life is established, we have determined to seek for truth and with a
fine sense of honor to answer its challenge: then frequently the initial
momentum is spent and the original glow fades away. To achieve is
not so simple a task as we thought. Success is elusive: we grow
tired in the attempt: a desperate fatigue lays its arresting hand upon
us and the fortunes of our dreams are in jeopardy. Everything goes
wrong: obstacles threaten, perplexities bewilder, hardships multiply,
circumstances seem to be in a deadly conspiracy against us; we seem
to be capable of nothing unusual, we suspect our sufficiency, apparently we are doomed to failure. This is the zero hour, the hour of
testing and of trial. Now if ever a living courage must be asserted
or collapse is inevitable. All men, perhaps, have such moods of depression and discouragement. It is not exceptional nor is it necessarily
fatal to success.
In these days when the voice of the cynic and pessimist is loud in
the land and the complete futility of all high endeavor is blatantly
proclaimed one must be both daring and persistent lest he be over4

taken by disaster and defeat. A r.ecent magazine article closes by
saying that "the whole universe is absolutely indifferent to anything
we do: he who loses his life for the general good cannot count on
saving anything but his self-respect. It makes no difference whether
you like that prospect or not: that is what you have got and you had
better make the most ·of it." This debilitating, paralyzing contempt
for exalted ideals must be m et by men and women of moral hardihood.
Granted that courage is necessary, how may it be secured? One
thing is certain, it cannot be . improvised on the spur of the moment,
any more than skill or judgment or faith may be improvised.. I fllll
unaware of any short-cut to so desirable a possession. Some people,
apparently, have pleasantly conceived of a transcendental, heavenly
store-house, divided into compartments each properly labeled "Courage"
or "Serenity" or "Wisdom" upon which one may draw by magic words
a supply of some coveted grace for an hour of need: cel.estial resources responding with living energy to the depleted moral capacities
of struggling men. That would be delightfully comfortable and conv.enient but one fears it would prove demoralizing and disastrous.
Courage comes by natural processes of growth, of development. Courage is not a distinct moral quality altogether separate from the rest of
life. It is woven into the whole of the tissu.e of being. It is faith
and initiative and patience: it is resoluteness of will: it is the contipuous denial of the menace of fear. It is not something to be levi.ed
upon in the time of emergency when great issues are at stake. It
is the assertion of ind,ependence, of self-reliance in ordinary, commonplace matters which seem to have no extraordinary significance. It
becomes habitual with use. God gives it as He gives strength to the
muscles and accuracy to the eyes and steadiness to the nerves, by
means of normal discipline and employment. Like every noble virtue
it enlarges with use. The capacity for courage is in your self, dormant,
unsuspected, perhaps, and only as you persistently exercise it may it
come to full expression. It is not a coat of mail to be hastily donned
for a spectacular encounter, it is an inward spirit,. confident and buoyant which suffuses and vitalizes the whole of life.
Courage may be stimulated by association with courageous souls.

It cannot be learned from a text-book. Colleges have no "professor of
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heroism." It would be difficult to find a worthy occupant for the
"Chair of Courage" for no honest man is hero to himself. Courage
cannot be taught, but it may be caught.
There is a real advantage in living with courageous people. We
inevitably r,eact to the spirit of those with w~om we habitually dwell.
The hero has had a difficult time during the past few years. Biographers have laid violent hands upon the traditional glory of the
great. We have been informed of their weaknesses, their lapses and
their moral failures. Some biographers resemble the artist Hogarth
who painted life in the terms of the monstrous and the abnormal . In
spite of the unveilings to which the hero has been subjected there still
remain authentic heroisms shining in a fadeless lustr.e. It is a rich
experience to live in company with the great unfallen: not all their
splendor is illusion. There, in Judas Maccabaeus, is the heroism of
war, in Marcus Aurelius, heroism on- the throne of the Caesars, in
John Huss, the heroism of religion, in Savonarola, the heroism of r~:
form, in Michael Faraday, heroism in scientific experimentation, in
Abraham Lincoln, heroism in politics, in Florence Nightingale, the
heroism of sacrificial love, in Wilfred Gr.enf ell, heroism in Christian
brotherhood, in Helen Keller, the heroism of conquered adversity.
These are sacramental heroisms forever valid and with all of them
you may be in correspondence. If life is a matter of stimulus and
response you may determine the issues by making fri,e nds with those
who live courageously.
Perhaps we have no need to go far afield to find the hero. I suspect that very close to us are superb heroisms, of industry, of selfdenial, of fidelity, of hope, of resistance to temptation, of self-forgetfulness. Some of you are where you are because of heroes and heroines
in yonder home, whose outgoing interest and tender love enfold you
today.
·
The words I have used as the text for the morning imply that
life is to be keyed to the martial note. They were spoken to a soldier. The militant spirit is not in disrepute. "Live dangerously,"
said a German philosopher. Liv.e daringly; abjure the "ghastly smooth
life," and by fighting the good fight of faith you may come to know
the richness of the reward which comes only through struggle and
conquest.
6

Centuries later there came into the world a Galilean whose advent
was heralded by ·a prophecy of unearthly greatness. He was named
J€sus, the equivalent, in the speech of His day, of Joshua. He was
a man of intrepid courage. We have much to forgive in the sentimentalizing of the medieval artists by whom He has been misrepresented and emasculated. The Christ whom I know could blaze with
indignation, could fearlessly face the cross when the fulfillment of
His redemptive piission necessitated a complete sacrifice, could stand
before Kings undismayed. He out-dar,ed the daring in His dreams
and in His claims, and in His presence weak men became strong and
cowardly men brave.
To know Him, to associate with Him, to let the beauty and the
powers of His spirit play upon your heart is one sure way by which
you may lay hold of the secret of heroic living.
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ROLLINS GRADU
G CLASS
LARGEST IN ITS HISTORY
Is First to Be Graduated
Under Rollins Conference Plan .- Dr. Holt
Considers New Plan a
i....;UCCCSS,

A class of 65 candidates, the largest in 45 years of the institution's
histo'ry, and the first to receive full
four-year courses of study undn
the Rollih~ conference plan, will be
graduatt• .I from Rolllns College on
June 6, i was announced today ..
In o.nnouncing plans for this
year's commencement. President
E.amilton Holt indicated that the
colle""e con iders the conference
plan of study as an unqualified
ucce;:,;s after four years o[ use,
and wili <;-: tinue the system ne}..t
year ,vith cert in refinements. The
conference plan, which employs
two-hour t:on[erences in place of the
conventional lecture and recitation
periods, was inaugurated upon the
recommendation of President Holt
a year after be hecame president.
This year, bachelor of nrts degrees ·ill be conferred upon 55,
bachelor of science d grees upon
six, the bachelor f music ~•e:;ree
_upon one. ,and master of arts degrees upon two. Eleven states and
five [oreigu countries are represen~
ed among · the prospective graduates.
Dr. Charles A. Campbell. profes•
sor of Biblical literature and instructor of entomology at Rollins
College, will preacb the baccalaureate sermon Sunday, June 1. Rev.
William S. Beard, a classmate of
President Holt at ;yale in 1894, an<l
executive secretary of the ational
on °Tegational L:iymen's Advisory
Gommittte-e, will deliver the address
t the :.. mmencement exercises .
· Dr. Cat. pbell, wh o came to Rollins in l !126, has served as Preshytcrian past r in churches in Denver, Colo., Dayton. 0., Elizab~th,
N. J. nd AN:amonte Springs, Fla.
Mr. Beard is a product of "The
Little White 'hurch on the Hilltop." at Sout
Killingly, Conn.,
~,vhere his fan 1.: r for 24 years was
pastor. He ha been a pastor iu
Conngregationa )churches in Durham, N. I , and :vmimantic, Conn.,
and since 1916 ms been actively
identified with t 1e national organization
of
Congregational
church.
In addition t the usual announcements of a~·· rds of Algernon Sydney SulliY"' Medallions to two Rollins stud nts, prizes • in poetry ancl
sho t . ory writing, scholarships.
fellow ips. and special honor
Presi ent Holt is expected to mak~
sever, l important announcements
at tl e commencement exercises in
i n1 1ection with the progress of the
llins campaign to raise a fund of
• 2, 00,00(1 as ei1tlowment for instruc;' on.
ro.· imarely $1.000,000 of
Jhis fund has already heen ub-

l 1e

rih

A tentative list of candidates for
degrees this year is as follows:
Robert C. Boney, John Welch
Fisher, Lucius M. Moseley, Wauchula, Fla.; Mary A. Boyer, Stuart,
Fla.; Janet M. R. Cadman, Louis
B. Howes, Hugh F. McKean George
L. Pickard, Rowan M. Pickard,
Frances C. Porter, Charlotte M.
Stienhans, Carol M. ,valter, Orlando, Fla.
Sarah E. Green, Asa W. Jen·
nings, Robert G. Sprague, Stella H.
Weston, Winter Park, Fla.; Harrison S. Cobb, Flora L. Furen, Chester A. Ihrig, Robert K. Pepper, Fl.
Myers, Fla.; Ruth H. Cole, St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Dorothy F. Davis, Ethel B. Hahn, Miami, Fla.;
Howard P. Delamater, Clearwater,
Fla.; Clementine Hall, Melbourne,
Fla.; Louise E. Hall, San Mateo,
Fla.; Emily H. Kuhl, Shiloh, Fla.;
~urora McKay, Verna B. Maxon,
Ta_mpa, Fla.; Marjory McMichael,
Windermere, Fla.; Gerard M. Miller, St. Cloud, Fla.; Virginius Wilkins Moody, jr., Fulford, Fla.
Helen A. Morrow, Daytona Beach,
Fla.; Harriet L. Pipkorn, Sarasota,
Fla.; Damaris O. Wilson, Jacksonville, Fla.; Cyril E. Cockrell,
Zephyrhills, Fla.; Cloy de H. Russell, Sanford, Fla.
Clara B. Adolfs, Virginia M.
Stelle, Dorothy S. Mittendorf Chi·
cago, Ill.; Robert E. James Cecile
L. Plitz, New York, . Y.'; Ruby
N. Quick, Richfield, Springs, N. Y.;
Martha Janet Schanck, Hightstown,
N. J.; Eleanor H. Blish, Manchester,
Conn.; Dorothy D. Carr, Helen G.
Carr, Yellow Springs, O.; Gertrude
E. Curn, Steubenville, 0.; Joe
Browning Jones, Lewiston, O. ; Margaret S. Chapman,
·ewtonville,
Mass.; Anita E. Cross, Manchester,
·. H. ; Barbara Daly, Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis.; Richard 0. Harris,
rt. Pleasant, Mich.; Isobel G. Willi.ams, Grosse Point, Micb.; Sarah
K. Huey, Bessemer, Ala.; Thelma
G. Cawood, Winchester, Ky.; Dorothy Ann Minter, Atlanta, Ga.
Zoltan Bekassy, Budapest, Hungary; Peter Berger. Hamburg, Germany; Bobuslav Glos, Olomouc,
Czechoslovakia; Gottfried E. Dinzl
'
Vienna, Austria.
The master of arts degree wUl be
conferred upon Olie S. Bandy
Scottsville, Ky., Rudolph Fischc·r:
Basle, Switzerland, and Rev. James
Whitney Egan Airey, Columbus,

WIii Bo Flrat Claea to

Complete

Years Under Conference Study Plan

Full Four

A class of 66 candidates for l dep;rees, the largest in the hi tory of
the institution, will be graduated
at the 45th commencement exer•
cises of Rollins College tomorrow
at 10 A. M. The exercises will be
conducted in Recreation hall on the•
shore of Lake Virginia.
This year's mass, wn!cli it is an•
nounced is 60 per cent larger than
last year's, is the first to leave Rollins after completing full four-year
courses under the Rollins conference plan of study employed upon
the recommendation of President
Hamilton Holt, in place of the conventional lecture and recitation
syst m.
Tho members of this year' graduation class come from 14 states
and five foreign countries. The
bachelor of arts degree wm be conflrred upon 56, the bachelor of science d~gree upon six, the bachelor
of music degree upon one and the
master of arts degree upon three.
Orlando and Winter Park residents among this year's graduating
class. are Janet M. R. Catlman,
Louise B. Howes, Hugh F. McKean,
George L. Pickard, Rowan M. Pickard, Frances C. Porter, Gharlotte M:. _
Stienhans, Carol M. Walter, Orlan- Ll
do; and Asa W. Jennings, Robert
G. Sprague and St Ila H. W st O n Winter Park. r
•

jt

'll

tlfty-!ive of t h ~ - ~..... _,. ~.?··
grees upon six, the bachelor o! music
degree upon one, and M. A. degrees
upon three. Twelve states and five
foreign
countries
are represented
among the members o! the class.
Awards of the Algernon Sydney Sulltvan Medalllon to two .seniors and
prizes in several competitions tn poetry,
short story writing and essays will be
announced.
Class day exercises on Thursday,
June 5, will feature th~ mid-week acti vitles. Chester A. Ihrig, Winter Park,
president of the senior class, will act
as master of ceremonies.
The program will include organ selections by Emelie Sellers; address by
President Hamilton Holt; Class History
by Flora Lee Furen, Fort Myers; Class
Will. Robert Pepper, Fort Myers; Dedlcaton of Tomokan, Chester A. Ihrig;
violin solo, Mary Boyer, Stuart; presentation of cla,.,:s gift by Charlotte
Stlenhans, Orlando; presentation of
Gamma. Phi Beta economtc_ pr'ie by
Harriet Pipkorn, Sarasota; .i1rcsenmt1or.
of Pan-Hellenic award to highest tar.kin,,; sorority in scholarship. by Helen
Merow, Daytona Beach; class poem,
Stella Weston, Winter Park, Farewell,
Chester A. Ihrig, class president; alma
mater.

66 Seniors
At Rollins
Graduated
---·

Largest Class in College's
. History Receive
Diplomas
Documents of graduation were
conferred upon a class of 66 at
Rollins College yesterday. The
class, it was announced, was the
largest in the 45 years of Roliins'
history, and the first to leave after
completing four-year courses under the Rollins Conference plan of
~ud~
.
Dr. Hamilton Holt presided at his
fifth commencement as the president of the college. The commcncem~nt address was delivered by Rev.
William S. Board, secretary of the
Laymen's Advisory committee of
the National Council of Congregationaal Churches, who spoke on
"The Pilgrim Spirit at Work.''
Many Degrees
Bachelor of Arts degrees were
conferred ul;pon 56, Bachelor of
Science degrees upon six, the
Bachelor of Music degree upon
one, and Master of Arts degrees
upon three. Fourteen states and
five foreign countries were represented in the membership of the
class.
· Honor graduates were: Miss
Verna B. Maxson, Tampa, magna
cum la.udo; Miss Flora Lee Furen,
Fort Myers, cum laude; Miss. Sarah
Huey, Bessemer, Ala., cum laude;
and Asa W. Jennings, Winter Park,
cum laude.
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions, awarded by a faculty committee on behalf of the New York
Southern Society in memory of
Algernon Sydney Sullivan, the Society's first -president, were presented to Miss Aurora McKay,
Tampa, and Robert G. Sprague,
Winter Park. The Sullivan awards
it was announced, were based "not
in recognition of excellency in
scholarship, but by reason of the
attainment of the finer elements
of character.
Mayor's Daughter
Miss McKay is the daughter of
D. B. McKay, mayor of Tampa,
and editor of the Tampa Times.
She was editor in chief of the Rollins Sandspur, the weekly undergradua tc newspaper, this year.
Sprague is the son of the late
Robert G. Sprague, who died last
December in his tenth year as a
member of the Rollins faculty.
The Howard Fox Literature
0, ofered by Dr. HowYork City, for the

best piece of 1 era ure 'J)l"O uce
by a Rollins student during the
year, was awarded to Miss tSella
H. Weston, Winter Park, for her
"Daguerreotypes," which were
published by the Angel Alley Press
this year.
Story Prize
The Flossie Hill Short Story
Prize of $25, offered by Miss M.
Flossie Hill, Fort Myers alumna,
was won this year, it was announced, by Miss. S. Phyrne Squier,
Wales, Mass., an undergraduate,
for her story entitled: ''Strength
of an Ox.'' Miss Squier won the
same prize last year and the Ponce
de Leon Poetry Prize of $100 offered this year by the Poetry Society of Florida.
Formal presentation of the Norris Athletic Trophy offered by the
Norris Candy Company of Atlanta,
Ga., to the out9tanding athlete
among the men students, was made
to Roman M. Pickard, Orlando. The
Phi Mu Athletic Trophy offered by
the Phi Mu Sorority to the outstanding woman athlete was presented formally to Miss Damaris
0. Wilson, Jacksonville.
The commencement exercises
held in the recreation hall on Lake
iVrginia were 'Preceded by an
academic procession of the faculty
and graduation candidates from
.Jarnegie Hall. Dr. Oscar E. Rice,
pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal church of 0,rlando, asked the
invocation, and Dr. Lindsay E. McNair, l)astor of the First Presbyterian church of Orlando, pronounced benediction.
The musical program was furnrshed by members of the faculty
of the Conservatory of Music under the direction of Professor Clarence C. Nice, director. A uintette
composed of Gretchen Cox, Harve
Clemens, Helen Warner, Marguerite Poetinger, and Helen Moore,
played Meyerbeer's Coronation
Ma1·ch from Le Propheto as the
Processional, and Verdi's March
from Aida as the Recessional. Miss
Cox and Mr. Clemens played Bach's
Adagio from D minor Concerto as
a violin duet, and the quintette
played a Schumann composition
during the exercises.

ollins Will
Graduate 65
During Week
Largest Class in History of
Winter Park Institution
to Get Degrees.
WINTER PARK, May 31.-Commencement week activities :for a class 'o f sixty-five. constituting the laregst in
the history of the college, wlll begin
tomorrow at Rolllns college when baccalaureate service is conducted 1n
recreation hall on the campus.
Dr. Charles Atwood Campbell, professor of Biblical llterat1.1re at Rollim
since 1925, and former pastor Cit Presbyterian churches in Denver, Colo.,
Dayton, 0., and Ellza.beth, N. J., will
preach the sermon. His subject will be
The Courageous Life.
The forty-fifth commencement exercises wlll take place Friday morning
at 10 o'clock in the Conyegational
church. Rev. W1lliam S. Beard, secretary of the layman's advisory committee of the National Congregational
church and a classmate of President
Hamllton Holt at Yale in 1894, will dellver the address.
B. A. degrees will be conferred upon
fifty-five of this year's class, B. S. de ..
grees upon six, the bachelor of music
degree upon one, and M. A. degrees
upon three. Twelve states and five
foreign
countries
are represented
among the members of the class.
Awards of the Algernon Sydney Sulltvan Medalllon to two seniora and
prizes in several competitions in poetry,
short story writing and essays will be
announced.
Class day exercises on Thursday,
June 5, will feature the mid-week activities. Chester A. Ihrig, Winter Park,
president of the senior claas, wlll act
as master of ceremonies.
The program wlll include organ aelections by Emelie Sellers: address bf
President Hamllton Holt; Class HistorJ
by Flora Lee Furen, Port l(yera: Olaes
wm. Robert Pepper, Fort )IJen; De~lcaton of Tomoltan. Cbener A. Ihrig;
violin solo, Mary Boyer. Stuart; pre-.
sen ta tion ot claas gift b Charlotte
Stienhana, Orlando; .m ,••:iton fit
Gamma Phl Beta eoo
•
Harriet Pipkom, ~
of Pan-Hellenic &ward W
tn 6 sorority tn ach~ P..
Morow. Daytona BeM1,;

Btella Weston, ~
Cbuter A.. Jhtl&.

mater.

FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL

Commencement Exercises
ROLLINS COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science Degree
Thelma Gay Cawood

Sterling Price Holland, Jr.
Cecile Louise Piltz

Cyril Ellsworth Cockrell
Gottfried Eberhard Dinzl

Cloyde Harlan Russell

B achelOT of Music Degree
Dorothy Ann Minter

•

Master of Arts Degree
James Whitcomb Egan Airey

Olie Sherman Bandy

Rudolph Fischer
□ c::Ja

HONORS AND PRIZES

Norris Athletic Trophy
Rowan -Marquis Pickard

Phi Mu Athletic Trophy
Damaris Otwell Wilson

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Flossie Hill Short Story Prize

9 3

Phyrne Squier

I

0

Howard Fo~ Literature Prize
Stella Hyde Weston

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
FRIDAY MoRNING, the S1xTH DAY of JuNE
NINETEEN HUNDRED THIRTY
RECREATION HALL
TEN o'cLOCK
Processional:

Coronation March from Le Prophete,
Meyerbeer
CONSERVATORY FACULTY QuINTETTE

Miss Gretchen Cox, Mr. Harve Clemens
Miss Helen Warner, Miss Marguerite Poetzinger
Mi s Helen Moore

The audience is asked to rise as the academic procession enters
the hall and to remain standing until the President is seated

Invocation

Dn. OscAR E. RICE

Music: Adagio from D minor Concerto .
Bach
Miss GRETCHEN Cox, MR. HARVE CLEMENS
Address:
Music:

"The Pilgrim Spirit at Work"
REVEREND WILLIAM SPENCER BEARD

Quintette for Piano and String
Quartette .
Allegro non troppo

Schumann

CONSERVATORY FACULTY QuINTETTE

Awarding of Honors and Prizes
Conferring of Degrees

PRESIDENT HAMILTON HoLT

A warding of the Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallions
Benediction .
Recessional:

DR. LINDSAY E. McNAIR
March from Aida

Verdi

CONSERVATORY FACULTY QuINTETTE

During the recessional the audience is asked to rise and to remain
standing until the procession has left the hall

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Clara Bertha Adolfs
John Eldred Armstrong
Zoltan Bekassy
Peter Berger
Eleanor Hollister Blish
Robert Currie Boney
Mary Annette Boyer
Janet Margery Radclyffe Cadman
Dorothy Derby Carr
Helen Greenwood Carr
Margaret Shepard Chapman
Harrison Sikes Cobb
Ruth Hazelton Cole
Anita Emily Cross
Gertrude Elizabeth Curn
Barbara Daly
Dorothy Frances Davis
Howard Poole Delamater
John Welch Fisher
Flora Lee Furen, cum laude
Bohuslav Glos
Sarah Ethel Green
Ethel Blanche Hahn
Clementine Hall
Louise Estelle Hall
Richard Owen Harris
Louise Bowen Howes
Sarah King Huey, cum laude
Chester Alva Ihrig

Robert Elgin James
Asa Will Jennings,
cum loode
Joe Browning Jones
Emily Henrietta Kuhl
Aurora McKay
Hugh Ferguson McKean
Marjory McMichael
Verna Blanche Maxson,
magna cum laude
Gerard Matthew Miller
Dorothy Solger Mittendorf*
Virginius Wilkins Moody, Jr,
Helen Adams Morrow
Lucious Memphis Moseley
Robert Kenyon Pepper
George Livingston Pickard
Rowan Marquis Pickard
Harriet Louise Pipkorn
Frances Campbell Porter
Ruby Newcomb Quick
Martha Janet Schanck
Robert Guernsey Sprague
Virginia Mary Stelle
Charlotte Marie Stienhans
Carol Margaret Walter
Stella Hyde Weston
Isobel Gertrude Williams
Damaris Otwell Wilson

(*Will complete work during summer and receive diploma later)

